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I dedicate this thesis to my sister Fiona, 
and her brave fiqht aqainst cancer. 
'!here are some heights in Wessex, shaped as if by a kindly hand 
For thinkinq, dreaminq, dying on, and at crises when I stand, 
Say, on Inqpen Beaoon eastward, or on Wy11s-Neck westwardly, 
I seem where I was before my birth and after death may. 
Thanas Hardy. 1896. ''Wessex Heights" 
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Abstract 
The subsidence form of many sedimentary basins consist of two 
discrete phases of basin development: a rapid subsidence phase related to 
riftinq of the crust and thinninq of the sub-crustal lithosphere followed 
by a thermal or flexural subsidence phase. In marked contrast to this 
simple models prediction, some basins exhibit a complicated subsidence 
history consisting of one or more phases of extension and thermal 
recovery (construction phase). These phases may in turn be followed by 
phases of destruction (inversion) which could introduce an additional 
drivinq subsidence. 
The Wessex Basin is such an example. PolyPhase reactivation of 
basement thrusts and wrench (or transfer) faults tended to 
compartmentalize the basement, thereby leading to the initiation of 
discrete (Permian-Cretaceous) pull-apart deoocentres openinq alonq 
northwest-southeast faults. On the basis of structural and subsidence 
data, the Wessex Basin has been interpreted as the result of thin 
skinned crustal extension above an intracrustal late Variscan listric 
detachment surface, with significantly reduced ~xtension of the sub-
crustal lithosphere and is not the result of simple lithospheric 
stretching as described previously. The same detachment surface 
facilitated inversion and hence the destruction of the basin, beginning 
in the late Cretaceous-early Tertiary. 
The structural development of the Wessex Basin, both during 
extension and compression, was ultimately controlled by the plate motion 
of Africa relative to Europe. Such plate motions successfully predict 
the observed northwest-southeast sinistral motion in the Stephanian-
Aptian, east-west sinistral motion durinq the Aptian-Cenomanian, and 
northwest-southeast dextral motion and inversion from the Cenomanian -to 
the Present day. 
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(Redrawn from Hancock, 1985). 
Fig. 5.8 Shear indicators (all examples are sinistral). Complex 199 
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Fig. 5.9 Shear indicators continued, from Fig. 5.8. 200 
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Fig. 5.12 Additional kinematic indicators spatially summarized 208 
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Fig. 5.13 Summary map of Ham Hill 
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indicated. 
(N.G.R. ST 478 172) showing 
which are particularly well 
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Fig. 5.14 Primary Joint summary map (western Wessex Basin) •. 
214 
216 
Fig. 5.15 Secondary and Tertiary Joint summary map (western 217 
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Wessex Basin). 217 
Fig. 5.16 Joints, all orientations which are undefined. Summary 218 
rnap. 
Fig. 5.17 A. Mesofaults and Joint summary block diagram 223 
Chapter 6 
represented basinwide (restoration of bedding to 
horizontal) • 
B. Additional kinematic indicator summary block 
diagram represented basinwide restoration of bedding to 
horizontal. Compare bot.h diagrams with Price (1966, 
Fig. 46). 
Fig. 6.1 Hydrocarbon Occurences in the Wes~ Basin. Postulated 230 
mature and early mature sour~a areas are shown 
concordant with reservoir distribution and postulated 
optimum reservoir location. (Lower insets indicate 
detailed structure of the Wytch Farm and Humbly Grove 
oilfields) . 
Fig. 6.2 Geothermal gradient of the Wessex Basin plotted from 234 
the Sherwood Sandstone. Based on temperature structure 
mapped by Allen & Holloway (1984). 
Fig. 6.3 Simplified stratigraphic column of the wessex Basin to 236 
Plates 
scale. Source, Reservoir units are shown. Main 
hydrocarbon funds are summarized and th epossible play 
type they are associated with. 
Plate 2.1 A view of the limestone/clay cyclicity at Lyme Regis 88 
(N.G.R. SY 328 909). The limestone nodule clearly is 
secondary in origin (post-compactional). These 
structures have been called by House (1985) 
'Microrhythyms', and are discussed more fully in 
Chapter 2. The microrhythms comprise laminated, dark, 
organic rich shale followed by lighter coloured 
calcareous shales and bioturbated limestone beds. 
Plate 5.1 A side view of a contractional mesofault (thrust) 186 
within the 'Flat Stone Band' at Horbarrow Bay (N.G.R. 
SY 896 790). A duplex is evident in the footwall, 
while the hanging wall displays a local backthrust. 
Plate 5.2 An oblique view of the 'Flats Stone Band' at Kimmeridge 186 
Bay eN.G.R. SY 898 788), showing thrust surface in 
plan. The hanging wall has been removed by erosion. 
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Plate 5.3 An oblique view of two normal faults within the 188 
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middle ground and discussed in more detail on Figure 
5.1. Normal drag of the 'Flats Shone Band' in the 
foreground is clearly seen. 
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fractures in the Portland Beds at Dungy Head (N.G.R. SY 
823 798) reflecting layer-parallel extension in the 
northern limb of the Weymouth anticline. The 
undulating basal contact of the Purbeck Beds clearly 
displays bedding plane slip. The detailed 
interpretation of these structures are described on 
Figure 5.3. 
Plate 5.5 Dextral calcite vein segments in the Kimmeridge Clay at 205 
Horbarrow ledges (N.G.R. SY 897 790). These 
displacement shears represent some lateral movement 
associated with fault zone. The fault breccia in the 
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the same fault zone on Plate 5.13 and Figure S.l. 
Plate 5.6 A north-south normal fault zone and flexure in the 206 
Kimmeridge Clay at Cuddle, Kimmeridge (N.G.R. SY 912 
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structures within the Bridport Sands under East Cliff, 
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IN'IRODUCTION 
In recent years, several models have been proposed to account for the 
drivinq mechanism and subsidence of intracratonic sedimentary basins: 
crustal dominq and riftinq (Sleep, 1971), phase chanqes or intrusion of 
dense material at depth (Falvey, 1974: Haxby et a1., 1976: Royden et a1., 
1980): lithospheric stretchinq and loadinq (Artemjev & Artyushkov, 1971: 
McKenzie, 1978) and sub-crustal/sub-1ithosoheric tectonic erosion (Bott, 
1971: Spohn & Neuqebauer, 1978). It is oossible that a mixture of these 
mechanisms may be responsible for basin initiation. However, the 
majority of these models either cannot explain the qeneral decrease in 
2 
subsidence with aqe of a basin, or such models require inappropriate 
local conditions which are qenerally not observed. '!he only model that 
systematically satisfies the qeo1oqical history of intracratonic and 
rifted marqin basins (excludinq those basins associated with thrust 
loadinq), is the McKenzie (1978) model of li thosoheric attenuation. This 
results in rapid fault-controlled rift subsidence followed by 
exponentially declininq rates of subsidence associated with the ooolinq 
of the lithosphere. McKenzie characterised his model in terms of the 
function jJ, (Beta) the deqree of lithoSOhe~c thinninq, which allows the -
prediction of the initial fault controlled subsidence, heat flow and 
thermally controlled subsidence. However the model assumed perfect Airy 
compensation with no flexural strenqth of the lithosPhere. Whilst such 
an aSS\DllPtion miqht be exoected durinq riftinq and hence fracturinq of 
the crust (Watts, 1982), the POSt-rift dewlcxxnent of a sedimentary basin 
is qeneral1y characterised by increasinq basin widths and oomolex basin 
eaqe stratiqraphy which can most easily be explained in terms of an 
increasinq lithospheric flexural riqidity (Watts et al •• 1982). The 
importance of flexural riqidity is further enhanced or reduced dependinq 
on the amount of heat added to the Crust and UPPer Mantle and the amount 
of crustal thinninq that occurs durinq extension. Observed differences 
in these parameters around the world subsequently led to the development 
of an assortment of possible variations on the oriqinal model, such as 
the Royden & Keen (1980) model of depth-dependent stretchinq and the 
thin-skinned extensional model of Rovoen et a1., (1983) whereby little or 
no heatinq need occur durinq basin extension. 
In order to calculate the amount of crustal attenuation and heatinq 
with all these models, Royden et al., (1983) have shown that it is 
necessary to, (l) discriminate between the rift and thermal phases of 
basin formation, (2) quantify the maqnitude of initial rift subsidence, 
and pre-rift elevations, (3) know the rates of thermal subsidence or heat 
flow, and lastly (4) estimate the pre-extensional crustal and 
lithospheric thickness (subsidence or uplift results· from stretchinq 
dependinq on the ratio between them (Dewey, 1982». Knowledqe of the 
crustal/lithospheric thickness alone is sufficient to estimate the amount 
of extension. However, while some basins display a tyPical bimodal 
subsidence, many exhibit a oolyrooda1 subsidence reoord, reflectinq a more 
complicated extensional history. Some authors, such as Chadwick, 
(1985a), have simply assumed that CXll11Plications can be explained in terms 
of polyPhase lithospheric extension. Yet this alone does not yield a 
unique determination of the riftinq processes, nor does it adequately 
explain the detailed structural evolution of polyPhase basins. Indeed, 
such models tend to overestimate the extension factors. 'lberefore, with 
this is mind, the pUrpOSe of the thesis was to inteqrate basin kinematics 
to the detailed structural evolution of a particular basin. 
3 
The Wessex Basin in southern Enq1and represents a particularly fine 
example of a basin with a multiple stretchinq and thermal recovery 
history (Fiq. 1.1). The basin was initiated in the late Palaeozoic and 
contains a late Palaeozoic-Cenozoic sedimentary sequence of UP to some 4 
km in thickness (Fiq. 1.2). The huqe amount of surface and subsurface 
data available for the basin, combined with excellent biostratiqraphic 
datinq information, makes the basin one of the most tiqht1y constrained 
in the reqion and as such, the area clearly merited further stmy to test 
if an inteqration between basin kinematics and the qeo1oqic/tectonic 
evolution was possible. 
Previous workers have briefly attempted to evaluate the subsidence 
history of the reqion usinq the simple lithospheric attenuation model of 
McKenzie (1978). Dewey (1982) noted that the qenera1 basement onlao 
pattern that characterises the basin marqin supposedly conforms to the 
increasinq flexural strenqth of the lithosohere followinq riftinq. Since 
all sedimentary basins are the result of the isostatic adjustment of the 
lithosohere to a tectonic drivinq force, it is possible to isolate the 
tectonic drivinq force by correctinq for sedimentary loadinq (Watts & 
Ryan, 1976). The resultinq tectonic subsidence can then be directly 
oanpared with subsidence curves predicted by various theoretical models. 
However, oonsideration of the oolyPhase subsidence history is comolicated 
by the fact that the lithosphere contains residual heat from the 
orevious event and a modified crustal/lithoSPheric thickness ratio. In 
~ 
addition, extension factors determined bYAqeometries persistently 
indicate low orders of extension relative to backstrippinq estimates. In 
an attempt to address this problem, Olapter 2 deals with the broad scale 
msin evolution of the area utilizinq previous work and newly acquired 
4 
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BASEMENT 
Fig. 1.2 Stratigraphic column of the Wessex Basin. 
seismic reflection data. Basically, Chapter 2 isolates the thermo-
mechanical properties of the lithosphere durinq basin formation by 
analysinq some 50 boreholes within the reqion, (usinq backstrippinq 
techniques to isolate the tectonic drivinq subsidence). '!his technique 
was applied to various types of thermo-mechanical models to test which 
one is more arolicable. It is concluded that the observed subsidence is 
qenerally not a function of the conductive coolinq of the lithosphere 
followinq riftinq and that )J seriously OYerestimates stretchinq within 
the basin. Locally hiqh )J values were confined to areas of polyPhase 
acti ve qrowth faultinq which in turn were controlled by thrust 
reactivation within the underlyinq basement. The affect of this 
lmderlyinq basement control was further examined. First, by usinq newly 
acqui red qeophysica 1 results in the reqion, it was found that the Moho 
does not vary appreciably between so called stretched and un stretched 
crust suqqestinq that sub-crustal lithosPheric involvement was minimal. 
As an alternative quantitative model basin initiation utilizes the 
earlier basement structures with continuinq extension only to the crust 
with the su1:rlithosohere playinq a reduced role. Strain oomoatibility is 
maintained by balancinq local crustal extension by reqional sub-
lithospheric heatinq. PolyPhase extensional events, the interaction of 
eustatic sea level and reqional tectooics controlled the major cyclicity 
observed within the stratiqraphic record. In addition lithospheric 
flexure as evidenced for ~mple, by increasincr basin widths, could not 
be resolved. Furthermore modellinq subsidence in terms of polychase, rut 
instantaneous lithospheric thinninq, showed a poor correlation to the 
driving subsidence obtained from boreholes. The inclusion of finite 
riftinq and lateral heat flow (Cochran, 1983) in the reriftinq process· 
7 
showed an excellent correlation to the observed subsidence and predicted 
siqnificantly lower orders of extension than those predicted usinq 
lithospheric failure model. 
Given the qeneral applicability of the modelled subsidence data to 
crustal finite reriftinq models, Chapter 3 investiqates the structural 
evolution of the reqion and in particular, the complicatinq effects 
introduced by bas, inversion and how the development is ultimately 
controlled by the plate motion of Africa relative to Eurooe. Chapter 3 
therefore, examines the timinq and effects of inversion on the 
develooment of the Wessex Basin. 
Whilst realistic interpretations of lithospheric behaviour must 
combine analyses with structural data for the UPPer crust, qecx>hysical 
data at deeper levels and reqional tectonic data, such data must also be 
inteqrated with the analYSis of other basins in comparable tectonic 
settinqs. Chapter 4 deals with inteqratinq such data to nearby basins in 
north-west FAlrope and develoPS a qeneral model which can be applied to 
such basins. 
We have so far dealt with the direct link between basin formation 
mechanisms, the kinematic development of the basin and how sudl a model 
can be applied to other reqions. However, it is salient to consider that 
perhaps an even more complex history can be unfolded, such that older 
sedimentary successions within the basin have been attenuated by 
stretching processes, while up succession, a progressive decrease in 
attenuation has occurred. This cannot be demonstrated by any of the 
techniques previously described, but requires a detailed structural 
analYSis of faults, folds, joints and fissures etc, which may help in 
estimating rates and directions of extension, thus allowinq the 
8 
restoration of the bed to the oriqinal sedimentary thicJmesses. Such an 
analysis is outlined in Chapter 5, where a study of mesostructures has 
been completed. This study was confined to the western portion of the 
Wessex Basin (Fiqs 1.3 and II.1.!) and concludes that whilst 
theoretically surn techniques can and have been applied to other areas, 
(Enqelder, 1982), brittle microtectonic mesoscale structures within the 
Wessex Basin clearly occurred since the culmination of inversion. As 
such, they do not record basin qeometry, sedimentary wedqe patterns, 
sedimentation/compaction rates, nor do they record details of the 
lithospheric thinninq mechanism such as would result if Beta and strain 
rates were larqe. Lastly, it can be demonstrated that modellinq more 
complex extension mechanisms to determine jJ are unnecessary within 
the Wessex Basin, but that brittle microtectonics data qenerally modifies 
the post inverSion/tectonic development of the reqion which in turn 
clarifies the closinq Phases of the kinematic develoPment of the basin. 
Althouqh a series of new models have been developed and 
demonstrated, one may ask, what is the economic significance of the 
results, and more specifically, how can they be used as a hydrocarbon 
exPloration tool in the reqion. Such applications are summarized in 
Q1apter 6. While problems in predictinq past temperature qradients may 
occur, emphasis is placed on the ma jor areas of maturity and optimum 
reservoir location within the basin, in addition to an outline of 
prospective plays and future exploration strateqies. 
Appendices A, Band C, describe in detail some of the major data 
sources used in the work. At:oendix D, SPeCifically deals with the more 
detailed aspects of lineament mappinq and analysis used in the reqion 
prior to developinq a detailed structural model for the area, while 
9 
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appendices E and F attend to oarticular examples of mesoscale kinematic 
processes. 
12 
2.1 Introduction 
To date, the quantitative modelling of intracratonic sedimentary ba-
sins has been orimarily concerned with the isostatic response of the 
lithosohere to extension. Lithospheric extension oredicts two discrete 
phases of basin development, a raoid subsidence ohase related to rifting 
of the crust and thinning of the sub-crustal lithosphere (Le. the active 
phase), followed by a generally negative exponential subsidence phase 
associated with the conductive cooling of the lithosohere (i.e. the 
passive phase). In marked contrast to this simple model prediction, many 
basins exhibit a polyphase rifting history as characterised by episodes 
of renewed basin subsidence. Often, this renewed subsidence is very 
raoid and is followed by little, if any, thermal subsidence. However, 
not all active subsidence phases need be caused by rifting. A major 
complexity in basin development, esoecially within Eurooean basins, is 
the attempted destruction of the basin by inversion, that process by 
which a depocentre is transformed into a structural high (while 
structural highs become depocentres). The very nature of inverting 
structural highs into basin subsidence introduces an additional driving 
subsidence. Structural high inversion is the consequence of regionally 
generated oompression (or transpression) acting across the same crustal 
faults which facilitated basin initiation. 
Apart from the above complexities, basin modelling has generally 
failed to reproduce the simple (e.g. young, uni-extensional phase) 
basins, even when factors such as lithos1)heric flexure, lateral heat-
flow, sediment oanpaction, and eustatic sea-level variations are taken 
(~tv-
into account. 'Ibe puzpose of this  is to investigate the response 
13 
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of the lithosphere to polyphase extension and its implications on 
sedimentary basin development. We chose as a suitable example, the 
Wessex Basin of southern England and the English Channel. 
The Wessex Basin (Kent, 1949) covers an area approximately 80,000 
sq. km. 'lbe basin is bounded to the west by the Cornubian Massif, to the 
north and east by the London-Brabant Platform, and to the south by the 
Armorican Massif (Fig. 2.1). Basement largely consists of Devonian and 
Carboniferous molassic-type sediments deformed by the emplacement of 
thrust sheets during the Variscan Orogeny. Within the Wessex Basin, 
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and C~oic sediments have been deposited with an 
average thickness of ca. 1500 m, locally exceeding 3500 m. The area is 
currently attracting considerable exploration interest in the light of 
recently discovered economic oil and gas reserves. 
The stratigraphy, structure and sedimentology of the Wessex Basin 
has been reported by several authors (e.g. Strahan, 1898; Arkell, 1947; 
Falcon and Kent, 1950; Phillips, 1964; Drummond, 1970; Whittaker, 1975; 
Dewey, 1982; Drummond, 1982; Melville and Freshney, 1982; Stoneley, 1982; 
and Chadwick, 1985b). However there is still no clear agreement on the 
structural development of the basin and even less discussion on the 
h . . bl f' 1 ",(/\1-mec an1sms respons1. e or 1. ts deve opGRl11l:'. Some authors have inter-
preted the Wessex Basin in the context of Ii thospheric stretching and 
crustal rifting (Whittaker, 1975; Dewey 1982 and Oladwick, 1985b), while 
others, notably Drummond (1970) have suggested that wrenching must play a 
fundamental role. No serious attempt has been made to integrate the 
entire develqxnent history of the basin (tectoo:ic and stratigraphic) with 
a basin-formatioo mechanism. Given this, aDd the accessibility of new 
data (in particular, recently released borehole data and the deep seismic 
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reflection ~rofiles of the British Institutions Reflection Profiling 
Syndicate (BIRPS) group), this Da?er attemDts to integrate the geological 
and structural history of the Wessex Basin and the structure of the 
Variscan basement with the thermal and mechanical properties of the 
southern England lithospher~ 
2.2 Regional geology and structure 
The Wessex Basin was initiated in the late Carboniferous-early 
Permian (Knill, 1982) with the deposition of continental desert 
sediments, locally interbedded with Permian volcanics (Knill, 1969) (Fig. 
2.2). Volcanic intrusives and extrusives are relatively rare in the 
Wessex Basin, the Permian volcanics represent the only significant 
occurrence. Continental sedimentation continued throughout most of the 
r 
Permian and Triassic with sediment distribution being stangly controlled 
f\ 
by late Variscan topography. The Rhaetian (up~er Triassic) marine 
transgression marked the first onset of marine conditions within the 
Wessex Basin and the initiation of a marked limestone/sandstone/clay 
cyclicity which continued throughout the Jurassic (Hallam, 1975). Middle 
Jurassic bentonites are developed locally, perhaps associated with North 
Sea volcanism. During the late Jurassic, the seas began to shallow 
(Sellwood, 1978) with the area finally becoming emergent by the late 
Portlandian. '!be lower Cretaceous was daninated initially by non-marine 
fluviatile sands and clays, unconformably overlain by Aptian/Albian 
shallow marine sediments. Oil generatiat and migratiat was probably in-
itiated during this ~iod (Colter and Havard, 1981) as local oil sator-
ated conglomerates exist within the Wealden (Arke1l, 1947). The 
extensive regional distribution of the upper- Cretaceous marine cha~s is 
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coincident with the global peak in eustatic sea-level (Hays and Pitman, 
1973; Vail et al., 1977; Pitman, 1978). while shallow-marine to 
freshwater sands and clays dominate most of the Tertiary. The Alpine 
collision (Helvetic Dhase) in the late Oligocene effectively terminated 
the develq>ment of the Wessex Basin. 
The basin canprises four main sub-basins (Fig. 2.1) of varying geometry 
which show similar structural controls and stratigraphic relationships. 
The Channel Basin developed as a half graben, the Winterborne Kingston 
Trough as a ~etric graben, the Vale of Pewsey Basin as a half-graben, 
while the Weald Basin is more t}'l)ical of a sag-type basin, although west-
wards along strike it develops into a half graben. Whilst a considerable 
amount of knowledge has been acx;ruired onshore on the deep structure. the 
following section summarizes the results of a major seismic survey 
recently oampleted in the English Channel. 
-----1 
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2.3 Structure of the English Channel fran Seismic Reflection Data 
A. Introduction 
Active exploration in southern England has resulted in the 
acquisition of a large seismic reflection data base. The amount of data 
that individual companies hold is largely dependent upon their 
exploration interest and financial backing. Previous publications on the 
structure of southern England have been hampered by the lack of access to 
seismic reflection lines therefore close co-operation was sought and 
provided by many oil companies actively involved in the area. Initially, 
access was given to a whole series of seismic reflection surveys which 
were then examined with a view to delineating major areas of interest and 
J 
which merit"further study:l11g. The results of this work are not directly 
summarized here because of their commercial nature. However, some of the 
interpretation presented has been broadly based upon this data. 
Access was made available to a major Geophysical Service 
International (G.S.I.) non-exclusive survey covering most of the English 
Channel up to the international boundary between France and England. 'Dle 
whole survey was examined and sixty seismic lines where chosen to 
indicate the best structures and q:>timum locations. In addition fourteen 
GSI non-exclusive shallow water seismic reflection lines in Bournemouth 
Bay and south of Brighton, and four IGS seismic reflection lines from 
projects 76/8 and 77/7 were also analysed. All ~ reflectioo lines 
were incorporated in the compilation of the structural map of the Top 
Penarth Group at 1:250, 000, scale across the English Channel (Fig. 2.3, 
II.2.2 and II.2.3). 
19 
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The G.S.I. non-exclusive survey was recorded at 1:50, 000 scale, and 
the shallow water survey (at 1:25, 000 scale) in 1983. The survey was 
recorded to 4 seconds two-way travel time (TWTT) with 36 fold coverage; 
the resultant filtered migrated sections were analysed and the main 
features are summarized below. 
The 'l'q> Penarth Group reflection (base Jurassic) was contoured since 
it forms a distinctive marker of fairly constant thickness and facies 
across the basin and is cross cut by the most important structural 
features. The most appropriate scale was 1:250, 000 coincident with 
published British Geological Survey Solid Geology, magnetic and gravity 
maps. The isochrons were contoured at 100 millisecond intervals in two-
C-
way time, thus best indicat~e the structural style of the English 
Channel. Six boreholes, Arreton, Lulworth Banks, Middleton, Westham, 
Wytch Farm 05 and BH 98/22-1 were used to locate the reflector and as 
well ties, using the velocity information summarized on each seismic 
section. The Penarth subcrop and surficial faulting shown external to 
the subcrq> were derived from surveys and published geological maps in 
order to indicate the lateral continuity of some of the more significant 
geological features. 
The map area (Fig. 2.3) is clearly divisible into four areas (c.f. 
Fig. 2.1), the Channel Basin, the Cherbourg High, the Hampshire-Oieppe 
High and the Western Approaches Basin • 
. B. The Channel Basin 
---
The Channel Basin essentially has a rhombohedral shape bounded to 
the north by the Purbeck-Isle of Wight and Abbotsbury-Ridqeway faults, to 
the south by the mid-channel fault, and to the east and west by the Pays 
de Bray and Sticklepath faults respectively. The dominant structural 
21 
grain within the depocentre appears east-west, with increased fracturing 
"'-
in areas where the basement lies at shallow depths. ~rate depocentres 
can be distinguished within the basin: immediately southwest of the Isle 
of Wight, due south of the Isle of Portland: and in a synuous symmetric 
trough south of the Isle of Purbeck (Fig. 2.3). The contoured Penarth 
reflector clearly shows the Channel Basin to be a northerly dipping half 
graben with assymetry of the infill fram east to west. The approximate 
north-south orientation of the Penarth contour in the west probably 
indicates Tertiary erosion because of the removal of the subsequent 
Jurassic and Cretaceous units above. However, the obliquity of the 
contours in the east particularly near the junction of the Pay de Bray 
and Purbeck-Isle of Wight faults, may reflect the original asymmetry 
produced by the postulated pull-apart devela;>ment of the basin. IDeal 
highs are particularly well developed on the footwall side of fault 
blocks. In addition, periclinal highs are located along the Pay de Bray 
and Mid Channel faults and presumably reflect the inversion history of 
those structures due to their parallelism and age. Significant 
perturbation in the cxmtours generally reflectr folding, probably largely 
associated with the inversion which initiated the late Cretaceous (see 
Chapter 3). One significant high in Weymouth Bay clearly reflects a 
roll-over antiform above a listric fault, (Fig. 2.4) in broad agreement 
with the postulated roll-over structures of Stoneley (1982). The 
surface expression of this fault would coincide with the Purbeck-Isle of 
Wight fault, the precise lateral extent is more fully displayed on 
onshore seismic lines along strike. Figure 2.4 clearly shows the 
roll-over geometry accentuated by inversion related structures (see 
Phillips 1964) with clear thickening of most Jurassic units towards the 
22 
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north indicating the true growth nature of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight 
fault. Detailed three dimensional analysis of the Weymouth Bay area 
indicates onlap towards the west above most Jurassic limestone 
reflectors, again reflecting the original ~ll-over geometry. Onshore 
contour maps show thinning of units along the crest of the proto 
Weymouth anticline, for ex.ample the Inferior Oolite is approximately 1.8 
m thick at Radipole (N.G.R. SY 663 811) on the west compared to over 20 
metres at Winterborne Kingston (N.G.R. SY 847 980) (c.f. Penn 1982, fig. 
9). Probably the lack of hydrocarbons in the Lulwouth Banks borehole 
(N.G.R. SY 785 771) reflects a) the later inversion history, b) the 
north-south shallow faulting transecting the anticlinal culmination (see 
Donovan & Stride 1961) and c) th~ generally poor stratigraphic location 
(see Chapter 6). Local antithetic and synthetic faulting associated 
with the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault is particularly well displayed along 
strike where a detailed analysis of the structure in Lyme Bay has been 
completed (see Chapter 2). 
Further towards the southwest, a major transpressional flower 
structure is displayed and is presumably the offshore continuation of 
the Sticklepath Fault zone. Geological boundaries along the zone appear 
c J 
to be sinistrally offset, in contrast to the well documen}. dextral offset 
onshore (eg. Bristow & Hughes, 1971). Tight east-west to east-northeast-
_j<JI! ~!? .;... 
south-southwest the area may be the result of the multiple history of (\ 
the fault zone and/or the complex: inversion history of the area. The 
Penarth Group boundary in the southwest portion of the basin 
approximately marks the westward continuation of the east-west-Mid-
Channel fault zooe which has downttu:ow to the north. Alatq the central 
Q 
portion of the fault belt, two major enchelon fault traces can be 
A 
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Fig. 2.5 Aeromagnetic anomaly map of the Wessex Basin and 
surrounding areas, 1:625,000 scale. (From the 
Aeromagnetic Map of Great Britain sheet 2, England and 
Wales, compiled by the Geological Survey, l~t ~ition, 
1965) • 
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identified. Their precise correspondence is uncertain, however magnetic 
and gravity maps (Figs. 11.2.3, and 2.5) clearly show a major east-west 
structural, and presumably rheological, boundary along the centre of the 
Channel which is termed the Channel Magnetic Anomaly (Chauval et a1., 
1980). Detailed examination of this area shows strong magnetic ananalies 
varying between + 100-300 gammas and indicates that the Mid Channel fault 
, , 
Q( '; - I,.,Jc:V'" r 
splays into two strands, one trending northwest-southeast and probably 
controling much of the development of the Western Approaches basin, and 
the other east-west trending which can be traced into the Sticklepath 
fault zone. Other, more localized, magnetic signatures trend west-
etj' 
northwest off the fault trace and are coincident with significant 
Mesozoic highs and local minor fault traces. The anomalies south of the 
fault have previously been variously interpreted as basement ridges (Hill 
& Vine, 1965), ophiolite thrust nappes (Lefort & Segnofin, 1978), and 
lava flows of unknown date (Smith & CUrry, 1975). The latter seems more 
likely (c.f. Day, in press) although a Permian age is doubted for these 
rocks because Permian volcanism in the Credi tion Trough in the Exeter 
area have, in contrast a poor magnetic signature. The Mid Channel 
fault also forms the boundary between high amplitude localized gravity 
lows (Fig. 11.2.4) possibly related to granites (Day, pers comm) of 
unknown age which lie to the southern side of the fault. The Penarth 
reflector varies considerably in depth along strike. 'Ibis has previously 
been used to postulate strike slip movement alcmg the fault which Da'lato 
(Oral catun.) has related to Mesozoic reactivation of the Great Glen shear 
system. However, because the Mid-Channel Fault is terminated at both 
ends by northwest-southeast fault zones (Fig. 2.1), it is unlikely to be 
a major linked strike-slip fault ( particuarly when local antithetic 
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faulting and oamplex inversion related structures could easily have been 
misinterpreted as transtensional or transpressional strike-slip induced 
structures). Onshore data along similar trends seemingly demonstrate 
upper Cretaceous small scale strike-slip motion (see Chapter 3). The 
reverse drag against the Mid-channel fault on the hanging wall appears to 
be inversion related rather than directly due to roll-over geometry above 
a listric fault detachment. These highs post date oil migration: 
(Chapter 6). A rim synform along the axis of the Tertiary Cherbourg 
basin on the immediate footwall of the fault clearly indicates the 
relative uplift of the Channel basin in the upper Cretaceous/Tertiary 
(see Chapter 3). Areas where this synform is best devel~ (along the 
central part of the fault belt) generally reflect the greatest inversion. 
An interpretation of the structure across the fault is shown in figure 
2.6. The form of the monoclinal flexuring in the Cretaceous sequence 
clearly indicates the northerly diwing subsurface geometry of the fault, 
as confirmed by the southwest Approaches (SWAT) profile 11 (Chapter 3). 
The fault seems to be a mirror image of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault. 
However, thickening of the sedimentary sequence on the hanging wall 
towards the north suggests a more CXlIIIplex history. It is postulated that 
the fault may have originally been a major northerly dipping growth fault 
(c.f. thickness variation between top Penarth and top Kellaways 
reflectioos Fig. 2.6) was thus a major controlling structure (Chapters 
2 and 3). Alternatively it can be suggested that during the Permo-
Triassic the hinge zone on the hanging wall block of the Channel Basin 
may have originally been located near Cherbourq~ later obvious Jurassic 
extension resulting in brittle failure and major down to the IlOrthr-thus 
indicating the fault to a secondary structure. Reqiatal consideratioos 
27 
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of growth faulting would agree with the former model:, thus the Mid-
Channel Fault represents the opposite side of the Channel Basin 
depocentre and influenced sediment distribution from Permian times 
onwards. Therefore the Channel Basin, bounded to the south by the Mid-
Channel fault, can be considered a separate depocentre. 
The Cherbourg basin is distinguished as a gravity low (Fig. II.2.4 ), 
however the amount of basin infill does not coincide with the magnitude. 
Thus Day (pers comm.) has speculated that granites are located 
immediately south of the fault. Additionally the uwer Cretaceous unit 
appears to be abnormally attenuated compared to the sequence elsewhere, 
whilst the Aptian/Albian unconformity has eroded through most of the 
middle Jurassic sequence unlike the situation north of the Purbeck-Isle 
of Wight fault. This may reflect increasing uplift towards the Atlantic 
and Bay of Biscay associated with Aptian extension and peripheral bulge 
uplift (see Chapter 3). Alternatively but unlikely, it may indicate 
relative uplift of the postulated underlying granitic highs, similar to 
the Market Weighton Granite which influences Jurassic sedimentation in 
the Cleveland Basin further north. 
The increase in brittle failure to the west may reflect increasing 
inversion on the thin sedimentary cover above shallow basement. The 
southern eastern portion of the Channel Basin clearly indicates the 
oblique dip of the basement oanparable to basement t~hy in pull-
apart basins (Karner & Dewey, 1986). The importance of this basement 
topography on subsequent sedimentation is emphasized by signif icant 
thinning of at least the Jurassic section in an easterly and 
southwesterly direction. The Mid-Channel fault seemingly terminates 
alang the Rouen-Sennely fault system as interpretated by Stoneley (1982, 
29 
Fig. 2.1). The Sennely fault system clearly displays local periclinal 
uplift along its length, consistent with localized transpression 
associated with the strike-slip history of northwest-southeast orientated 
faults; in addition the fault is divisible into two separated segments 
which probably join up along strike and bound an area of relative 
downwarp (transtension). 
The Pay de Bray fault is a significant structural boundary zone 
between the Channel Basin in the west and the Hampshire-Dieppe high to 
the east. The relative change in displacement towards the northwest 
along strike (Fig. 2.7) probably reflects increasing uplift and inversion 
towards the Isle of Wight where the fault links up the Purbeck-Isle of 
Wight fault coincident with this is an increase in monoclinal flexuring. 
The amount of vertical displacement increases northwestwards from some 
lOts of metres to at least half a kilometre. Increasing vertical 
displacement upwards reflects the original growth nature of the fault. 
Uplift probably initiated in the late Cretaceous (see Chapter 3) 
synchronous with the ince9tion of inversion, thus most structures 
probably post date oil migration (see Colter & Havard, 1981), in 
particular the transpressional highs seen on Figure 2.7 (Sections A + B). 
The significant northwest-saltheast magnetic ananalyalalg the same trend 
(Fig. 2.5) lies on the footwall side of the Pay de Bray fault and may 
reflect local volcanism (of unknown age). 
Bournemouth Bay is undoubtedly an area of great interest to 
petroleum exploration companies because of the possible offshore 
continuation of the Wytch Farm oilfield (Britains biggest onshore 
discovery). The offshore oootinuity of the Wytch Farm horst is clearly 
displayed on Figure 2.8 and is located sane 2.5 km north of the Purbeck-
30 
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Isle of Wight fault. Figure 2.8 clearly demonstrates that the Purbeck-
Isle of Wight Fault is one of three major east-west growth faults, the 
other two lie to the south within a 5 km fault belt. The central fault 
belt, here called the Brixton fault belt, coincides with the Brixton 
anticline on the Isle of Wight although its lateral continuity onshore 
westwards into the Isle of Purbeck is doubted. The southern most fault 
belt, here called the Peveril fault belt, coincides with the major 
onshore disturbances at Peveril Point (N.G.R. SZ 040 787) and the 
Blashenwell disturbance (N.G.R. SY 955 201) along the Purbeck/Wealden 
boundary. All these fault belts display at least Jurassic and lower 
Cretaceous growth faulting. Thus recorded Wealden thickness on the Isle 
of Purbeck (c.f. Arkell 1947 p. 150) are attenuated ~hilst the full 
thickness of the Wealden succession is found immediately to the south of 
the Peveril fault belt. The Peveril fault belt may extend even further 
west at depth eventually coinciding with the Lulworth Cove disturbance 
(N.G.R. SY 828 798) and finally outcropping at Dungy Head (N.G.R. SY 
815 799). The complex faulting south of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault 
undoubtedly reflects a oanplex history including relique-slip extensioo, 
oblique-slip compression and local strike slip (see Chapter 3). The 
detailed geanetry of each fault belt is oanparable to upward dive~t 
transpressional flower structures. Although this complex form is not 
well displayed in seismic sections (Fig. 2.8), onshore evidence, for 
example at Durlston Head (N.G.R. SZ 035 774), shows sub-horizontal 
slickensides alatg small east-west growth faults (see Appendix F). All 
these fault belts are undoubtedly listric at depth, in accordance with 
the postulated listric! ty of the Puzbeck-Isle of Wight fault outlined by 
Stoneley (1982). This listricity is well demonstrated by reverse drag 
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(Fig. 2.8) along each fault belt and the onlapping sedimentary 
successions seen above the Penarth, Inferior Oolite and Corallian 
reflectors onto the active roll-overs in the hanging walls. More 
importantly the relative elevation of the hanging wall and footwall 
basement prior to inversion along the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault would 
agree with the hypothesis of Colter & Havard (1981) that mature oil was 
generated from the Lias and Oxford Clay south of the fault in the early 
Cretaceous and then ~igrated northwards into the Bridport Sands and 
Triassic reservoirs. The actual mechanisms and migration patterns are 
undoubtedly complex, particularly since the three major growth faults and 
the resultant complex roll-over developments would have impeded 
migration. On the footwall, north of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault, 
the sedimentary successions are attenuated and active pre-Aptian faults 
are truncated by the Aptian/Albian unconformity: thus there is a clear 
change in structural style across the fault. Inversion resulted in the 
relative uplift of the southern side of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault 
whilst immediately north of fault inversion may locally result in 
northwam facing malOClinal flexures (for example in The Solent (N.G.R. 
SZ 380 940» above major basement involved faults. 
Within the central portion of the Channel basin, a localized sinuous 
symmetric graben some 3 km wide and at least 35 km long is largely 
basement detached and may in partl,,(SOleinq out into a Penno-Triassic salt 
f 
horizon. Because this is a basement deU:-ched structure it thus records 
r, 
weP ~ IU>-O j.-
the approximate true direction of extension nort:he8at:-south~ Wi thin 
the central portion of the basin localized folding and faulting to the 
west probably devel~ in response to the inversion. Immediately south 
of Durlston Head (N.G.R. SZ 035 773) on G.S.I. line EG5lw, a major 
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truncation is recorded in the lower Jurassic reflectors. Considering the 
absence of the Aptian/Albian unconformity and the nature of the outcrcps 
on the seabed, it seems likely that this truncation is the mid- Cimmerian 
unconformity since it correlates well with the base of the Kimmeridge 
Clay. Similar breaks are recorded elsewhere, both onshore in the Vale of 
Wardour (Chapter 3), the Broad Fourteens Basin (Ziegler, 1982) and in 
the Bristol Channel (Kamerling, 1979). In the latter case the break is 
disconformable whereas within the Wessex basin a more angular 
unconformity can be locally observed. 
In conclusion the rhomboidal form of the Channel Basin, the geometry 
of the sediment/basement interface and the structures developed wi thin 
the depocentre clearly indicate that the basin essentially developed as a 
pull-apart half graben. The major northwest-southeast Sticklepath and 
Pay de Bray faults facilitated this opening. Local faulting and folding 
\, 
probably developed in response to the inversion of this Basin which 
ini tiated in the late Cretaceous. Major synsedimentary faulting occurred 
around all the basin boundary faults with local antithetic and synthetic 
faulting and roll- over develq>ment well emphasized along the Purbeck-
Isle of Wight fault. The major depocentre in Bournemouth Bay south of 
the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault may reflect basement at about 4.5 km. 
Thus prior to inversion the depocentre may have been in excess of 5 kID 
thick. Lastly the Mid-Channel fault probably developed above a major 
Variscan Structure since it forms the boundary between stratg magnetic 
and graVimetric variations within. the basement. 
This high represents a mirror image of the Mid Dorset High, to the 
south side of the Mid-channel fault. The highly magnetic basement lies 
at about 2 km depth and probably comprises lavas and intrusions of 
unknown age. The high developed on the footwall side of a major 
northward dipping growth fault (The Mid-Channel fault). This high 
undoubtedly develq>ed synchronously with the devel~ment of the Channel 
Basin and was probably separated from ~ a high in the Le Havre area 
-(at least during the Permo-Triassic and base Jurassic (in part) (c.f. 
Megnien, 1980». Alternatively local transtension along the Pay de Bray 
fault (due to its west-northwest orientation with respect to northwest-
southeast extension) would create a local elongate downwarp linking the 
Paris and Wessex basins similar to that encountered between the Sennely 
and Pay de Bray faults. The lateral continuity of the high with respect 
to the Western Approaches Basin is well displayed on Figure 2.9 and on 
SWAT profiles 10 and 11. The initiation of inversion resulted in the 
uplift of the Channel Basin, and the relative downwarp of the high 
leading to the subsequent development of a local east-west Tertiary 
depocentre developing immediately south of the Mid-Channel fault, 
(similar to the Tertiary Hampshire Basin on the Hampshire-Dieppe High). 
Thus the Cherbourg High probably represents an area of relative 
stability, in part comparable to the Mid-Dorset High, and therefore the 
whole Mesozoic sequence prcbably rarely exceeds 2 Jan. Aexx>rdinqly the 
high has little hydrocarbon potential even taking into account the 
significant Aptian/Albian truncation. (r" f ." ~~ :1".1 .• /) 
D. '!be Hampshire = Dieppe High 
This high is bounded to the south and west by the northwest-
southeast Pay de Bray fault, to the north by the Portsdown-Middleton 
fault and to the east by the Iaxlal-Brabant Platform and the attenuated 
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Fig. 2.9 
« 
o 
A. Interpreted north-south seismic section showing 
basement tooograohy onlaooed to the south by presumed 
Permo-Triassic sedimentary sequences on the southern 
edge of the Channel Basin. ~ 
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B. North-south seismic section and interpretation 
ac~ss the Western ~roaches Basin, depicting a south 
dipping partially inverted half graben. 
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northeastern margin of the Paris Basin. The Penarth reflector does not 
generally reflect the importance of this high since inversion of the 
Weald basin has brought up the reflector to approximately similar 
elevations as the high. The importance of this high is however 
emphasized by the Aptian/Albian truncation. which is almost similar in 
magni tude to that encountered on the Cherbourg High (see Fig. 2.6) and 
approximately follows the postulated offshore continuation of the 
Portsdown-Midd1eton fault. Local folds, excluding those in the vicinity 
of the Pay de Bray fault, follow an east-west trend and essentially 
developed as monoclina1 flexures above basement involved faults. These 
flexures face northward with steep short northern limbs located above 
major pre~Aptian southward dipping faults. This high undoubtedly 
strongly influenced the Jurassic and Cretaceous sedimentation (Taitt & 
Kent, 1958; Howitt. 1964) and separated the two major pull-apart 
depocentres (The Channel and Weald basins). Additionally the high is 
well identified by the presence of a Tertiary sedimentary basin (the 
limits of Tertiary deposition approximately marks the boundary of the 
high). 'Ibis is similar to other highs such as the Clerbourg High, Mid-
Dorset High, Hampshire-Dieppe High (Hampshire Basin) and the London-
Brabant Platform (London Basin). A major ridge within the base Jurassic 
at about 600 milliseconds ('lWrI') extends eastsoutheast fran Beachy Head 
(N.G.R. TV 580 950) parallel to the magnetic signature, and is presumed 
to be the offshore continuation of the Regneses Hinge (see Sellwood et 
al., 1985). Structures north of the hinge essentially strike parallel to 
the axis of the Weald Basin which is located just southeast of Rye 
(N.G.R. TQ 950 180), and which plunges eastwards away from a low 
amplitude northeast-southwest boundary ridge which parallels the SUssex 
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coast immediately onshore. Further north, the basement shallows onto 
the london-Brabant Platform and Mesozoic units onlap onto it. Access to 
a regional non-exclusive G.S.I. survey across the London-Brabant Platform 
clearly displays increasing uplift, truncation and thinning towards the 
platform. The london-Brabant Platform area is approximately 150 Jon wide 
in this region, with the Aptian unconformity lying directly on 
Devonian/Carboniferous basement at approximately 500 milliseconds 
(TWTT). The platform eventually terminates northwards off the Norfolk 
coast in the vicinity of Ipswich where it deepens towards the Sole Pit 
Basin and the West Netherlands Basin. 
Further west near the Isle of Wight major pre-Aptian faulting 
truncated by the Aptian/Albian unconformity is clearly imaged. However 
the density of faulting undoubtedly reflects the amount and spacing of 
seismic data used in this summary. Some of these faults were 
undoubtedly reactivated in the Tertiary resulting in local northward 
facing monoclinal flexures. Others clearly display an arcuate form e.g. 
in the vicinity of the Pay de Bray and Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault bend. 
Moreover, pre-Aptian horst structures are develcped close to and parallel 
with the Pay de Bray fault, thus ideally located for hydrocarbon 
genaration in the Channel Basin and updip migration. '!bus the Hampshire-
Dieppe high separated two major subsidiary pull-apart basins and is 
clearly distinguished by the increasing truncation of the Aptian/Albian 
unconformity from around its margins towards the middle. Two major 
fault systems 00 the high, orienta~ east-southeast-west-northwest and 
northwest-southeast, probably reflect the strike of structures in the 
underlying basement. Iocal. monoclinal flexures are develq>ed above major 
pre-Aptian faults and may have develcped as a result of late Cretaceoos 
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inversion. The offshore continuation of the Regneses Hinge following the 
strike of the South Downs is well imaged. The high also displays clearly 
attenuated Mesozoic sedimentary sequences (which is in contrast to the 
depocentres on either side) as well as increasing inversion and uplift 
towards the major depocentres of the Channel and Weald Basins. 
Lastly, significant,and as yet undrilled, pre-Aptian structures are 
located in the vicinity of major mature source rocks, similar in 
structural style to the Wytch Farm Oilfield (see Chapter 6). 
~ The Western Approaches Basin 
This basin is more adequately dealt with in Chapter 4. However, 
one 4 second (TWTI') seismic section crossed the depocentre in addition to 
the SWAT profile 10 (which is summarized in Chapter 3). Both these 
surveys clearly image a southerly dipping, heavily fractured, northeast-
southwest trending, inverted half graben. The Penarth Group reflector 
possibly lies at 1 second (TWTT), in contrast to thicker, deeper 
successions further southwest. The relative attenuation of the sequence 
possibly reflects the strang sedimentological control of, and thinning 
towards, the Sticklepath fault zone (the Start-cherbourq Ridge of Naylor 
& Shannon, 1982). It is highly probable that a more comprehensive 
seismic survey of the Western Approaches Basin will reveal important 
northwest-southeast transfer zones, similar to those seen in Wessex (see 
Chapter 3) and the Bristol Channel (c.f. Kamerling, 1979) particularly 
when there is significant rapid Variatioos in half graben geanetty ~looq 
strike (c.f Ziegler, 1982 Fig. 15 D & E). 
Thus the northeasterly portion of the Western Approaches clearly 
develq>ed as a southerly diWinq half graben which was infilled with a 
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significantly reduced sedimentary succession. This is in contrast to the 
observed sequences encountered further southwest along strike. 
F. Conclusions 
The detailed structure of the Channel and Western ~roaches Basins, 
Cherbourg and Hampshire-Dieppe Highs have been described. Both the 
Channel and Western Approaches Basins are northward and southward dipping 
half grabens respectively. The geometry of the Channel Basin clearly 
reflects a pull-apart origin, with faults on at least three sides showing 
significant Mesozoic growth. Other extensional structures, in particular 
the three major synsedimentary fault belts in Bournemouth Bay and the 
along strike reactivated roll-overs above major listric faults are 
,~J~ C~Lyimaged. in seismic reflection data. Other structures wi thin the 
basin undoubtedly formed during late Cretaceous and Tertiary when the 
depocentre was inverted. The Cherbourg high develq>ed as a mirror image 
to the Mid-Dorset high. with the Tertiary basins develq>ed on both highs 
separated by the inverting Channel Basin. The Hampshire-Dieppe high 
clearly shows marked attenuation of the Mesozoic sedimentary sequence 
and shows strong structural similarities to the Cherbourq and Mid Dorset 
Highs. Pre-Aptian faulting is clearly imaged on all seismic reflection 
lines Where the Aptian/Albian unconformity truncates the structures. 
Localized monoclinal flexures in the overlying upper Cretaoeous,lTertiary 
cover clearly indicate the approximately northerly directed oanpression 
associated with inversion and the major Mesozoic basement involved pre-
Aptian growth faults. '!he offshore continuation of the Regneses Hinge 
and Weald Basins are seen in addition to significant, anQ as yet 
undrilled, pre-Aptian horsts which are . located updip of mature' source 
rocks. 
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2.4 Reactivation 
A. East-west structures 
Two fundamentally different interpretations have been suggested to 
explain the structural development of the Wessex Basin, and differ in the 
importance attached to the east-west and northwest-southeast trends which 
occur within the basin. Dewey (1982) and Stoneley (1982) considered the 
east-west structures to be fundamental to basin development and suggested 
that they represented major listric growth faults. Dewey (1982) 
identified three main phases of crustal rifting; a Triassic event, a more 
localised Toarcian event, and finally, a late Neocomian event. Chadwick 
et al.. (1983) strengthened this interpretation by demonstrating that the 
east-west growth faults were generated by the normal reactivation of 
basement thrusts, oossibly of Variscan age (Fig. II.2.l). Further 
support for a basement (i.e Variscan thrust) control on basin develooment 
was given by Day and Edwards (1983), who traced southward dipping intra-
basement reflectors to surface thrusts, while Lake et al., (1984) 
identified lineament orientations within the central portion of the 
Wessex Basin (based on IANDSAT, MSS, and TM data sets) parallel ling east-
west Variscan basement trends. A more detailed study of basement 
reactivation along east-west trends i.s sunmarized in the next section. 
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1. Thrust Reactivation in ~ Bay 
Lyme Bay particularly well displays structural complications 
associated with the offshore continuation of the Abbotsbury-Ridgeway 
fault and the Mangerton tear fault. 
The area was surveyed by Darton et al., (1981) using echo-sounding, 
sideways looking sonar and continuous seismic profiling. The latter, 
sparker surveys, rarely penetrated greater than 100 ms (milliseconds), 
therefore the deeper structure still remained speculative. However, the 
G.S.I. non-exclusive survey, which imaged to 4 seconds (TWTT), clearly 
depicts the deeoer structure and shallow basement and its importance in 
aiding modelling the structural devel~ment of the region. 
G.S.I. seismic lines throughout the area show clear subhor.izontal 
reflectors locally truncated by, and onlapping onto, a l;>resumed basement 
topography. These reflectors are interpreted as late Palaeozoic in age 
and are presumed to comprise largely of Permo-Triassic sands and clays. 
The similarity in lithology between the basin fill and the underlying 
Devonian/Carboniferous basement locally results in problems defining the 
basement/sediment interface. Displayed on at least nine profiles running 
north-south and east-west in Lyme Bay are number of other reflectors 
within the basement. These reflectors can be traced in all three 
dimensions proving they cannot be seismic reflection processing 
artifacts. The deepest dipping reflector can be traced to at least 3 
seconds ('lWrl') which is well in excess of 6 Jan depth. CoJn1:)arison of the 
geometry of individual events an different trending profiles indicates 
that these reflectors strike approximately east-west and largely dip 
southwards. 
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Figure 2.10 and 11.2.5 shows six identified reflectors in three 
dimensions contoured in two-way travel-time. Where possible depth 
conversion has been attempted from velocity data. These reflectors have 
a large lateral extent (at least 50 km). R2 (Fig. 2.1l), immediately 
south of the Isle of Portland, appears approximately horizontal for 3 km 
across strike and 25-30 km along strike, thus reflecting a ramp/flat 
geometry to these structures locally. Uodip, major east-west extensional 
structures controlling Mesozoic deposition, are generally located above 
these dipping events, such as the offshore continuation of the 
Abbotsbury-Ridgeway fault zone above the Rl reflector (Fig. 2.10). 
Similar dipping reflectors encountered on other seismic profiles 
elsewhere have been attributed to thrust faults, ego Brewer & Smythe 
(1984) and Leveridge et al., (1984). The latter authors traced the 
dipping reflectors to inferred thrust locations onshore in south-west 
England. Depth conversion clearly indicates event Rl to have a true dip 
of 180 S whilst R2 has a true dip of 330 S, these dips are essentially 
minimum and maximum values. Most reflectors display a true dip of about 
260 S (eq. RS Fig. 2.10). These dips compare favourably with reflection 
events encountered elsewhere ego Brewer & Smythe (1984) 20-250 and 
Leveridge et al., (1984) 300 which they attributed to thrusts wi thin the 
basement. However, more remarkable is the curved nature of the isochrons 
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.is' comparable to observed thrust geometry in ~outh Cornwall and the --
western English Channel (c.f. Leveridge et al., 1984). Their geometry 
also compares extraoniinarily well with onshore mapped thrusts on the !GS 
1:50, 000 (Tavistock) sheet (see Issac et al., 1982) but clearly extend 
to greater depths, at least 6.8 km. One event R6 on figure 2.10 dips in 
.. 
a northerly direction and is i,nterpreted as a small backthrust which has 
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North-south seismic section and interoretation of 
reflector 2 (R2) contrOiiing ·the deveIooment of a rna jor 
northerly-dippinq late Palaeozoic/Mesozoic half graben 
in Lyme Bay. 
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been described further along strike by Shackleton et al., (1982). 
Major normal faults are located in the hanging wall above the 
southward dipping reflectors. Figure 2.11 displays a major listric 
fault, or normally reactivated thrust, which seemingly controls the 
geometry of a northerly dipping half graben to the south. The basement 
interface is recognised by non uniform reflectors onlapped by an 
overlying sedimentary sequence and may indicate a depocentre greater than 
5 km thick. On figure 2.11 the Penarth Group appears to be underlain 
by possibly at least 3 km of ~resumed Permo-Triassic sediments, within 
this sequence one reflector has been interpreted as the base of the 
Sherwood Sandstone Group due to the unconformable nature of the reflector 
(cf Colter & Havard, 1981, Wytch Farm oilfield). The hanging wall 
Mesozoic sequence above the Penarth reflector on figure 2.11 displays 
clear reverse drag partially associated with the original roll-over 
geometry above a listric detachment, plus local reverse movement probably 
associated with inversion. Figure 2.12, along strike to the west, 
displays a major unconformity within the sedimentary sequence above the 
same R2 reflector, again this may represent the Permo-Triassic 
unconformity (see Colter & Havard, 1981). The R2 reflector displays a 
ramp/flat geanetry which corresponds with the major horizontal reflector 
interpreted as a flat identified al the two seismic lines immediately to 
the east (Fig. 2.10). Thus the R2 reflector may be either a normal 
listric growth fault initiating in the early Permian or, more likely, a 
normally reactivated Variscan thrust. Figure 2.12 is further ~licated 
by upward diverging faults on the footwall side of R2. These have an 
approximately eas~est trend and could be interpreted as negative 
transtensional flower structures (using terminology of Harding, 1985) 
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Fig. 2.12 North-south seismic section and interpretation showing 
the ramp/flat geometry of reflector 2 (R2) controlling 
the development of a major northerly-dioping late 
Palaeozoic/Mesozoic half graben in Lyme Bay. The 
detailed structure of the Abbotsbury-Ridgeway fault 
zone is well disolayed. 
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indicating oblique extension during basin development. 
Figure 2.13 shows clearly a major southward dipping reflector (Rl) 
which extends at least 5 km into the footwall side of a major Mesozoic 
growth fault in the overlying sedimentary sequence. (]pdip projection of 
this reflector coincides with a major low amplitude antiform in the 
Mesozoic sequence presumably associated with reversed movement along this 
reflector during inversion. The dip (~18° S) of the reflector combined 
with geometry and lateral extent (beyond Mesozoic growth faulting) 
implies reactivated Variscan thrusts controlling Mesozoic basin 
development. The other reflectors could be interpreted in the same 
light. The extent of Mesozoic faulting largely accords with the length 
of the reflectors, particularly in the case of R2 (Fig. 2.10), thereby 
implying a genetic relationship. The listric geometry of R2 is similar 
to Chadwick et al.ls (l983) T4 thrust controlling the Mere fault, whereas 
Rl (Fig. 2.13) accords more with their T3 reflector which controls the 
Vale of Pewsey fault. The listric nature of R2 accords with the 
postulated listric geometry of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault prqx>sed 
by Stone ley (1982). Thus most, if not all, the major east-west growth 
faults sole out onto reactivated thrust detatchments. '!bus each thrust 
zone represents a significant weakness within the crust. Consequently 
any strain resulting from stress applied subsequently could be locally 
released most easily along, or in the vicinity of the fracture. In 
summary, it ~rs that the reflectors qeanetry, their locations and 
their relatiooship to overlyinq Mesozoic faulting can be viewed in the 
light of thrusts reactivated in a normal sense controlling the locatioo 
and geometry of the subsequent Mesozoic depocentres. The results 
presented here are the first documented example of such structures based 
on three dimensional seismiC oontrol. \ \ 
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B. Northwest-southeast structures 
Alternatively, some authors have interpreted Wessex Basin 
develooment solely in terms of the reactivation of the second dominant 
trend within the basin, the northwest-southeast faults. These faults 
formed contemooraneously with the emplacement of Variscan thrust sheets 
(Coward and Smallwood 1984, Hobson and Sanderson 1983) and acted as 
transfer faults by facilitating thrust sheet offsets. For example, the 
southeastward continuation of the Sticklepath fault has acted as a 
transfer fault thereby allowing the independent development of the 
Western Approaches Basin relative to the Wessex Basins (Fig. 2.1). 
Within the Wessex Basin, the en-echelon arrangement of northwest-
southeast trends suggests an east-west sinistral shear, and a 
complementary northwest-southeast dextral shear (Drummond, 1982) 
during basin formation. 
C. Discussion 
It would appear therefore, that the reactivatioo of both east-west 
and northwest-southeast faults have played a major role in basin 
development in that they tended to compartmentalize the basement and 
isolate individual depocentres (c.f. Issac 1983). The resulting geometry 
resembles a pull-apart basin (Fig. 2.1), in broad agreement with the 
wrench bowldaries of the Wessex Basin (i.e. Stic:kl.epath and Pays de Bray 
faults and the Purbeck-Isle of Wight and Mid-Channel faults). The 
apparent separation between these basin-boundary faults is of the omer 
of 40 km. However, Stone1ey (1982) has demonstrated that the maximum 
horizontal extension across the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault was ally ca. 
2.5 Jan during the Jurassic-mid Cretaceous. While crustal extensioo, and 
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therefore basin initiation, is a consequence of sinistral motion across 
the northwest-southeast wrench faults, it is the collapse of the hanging 
wall block (or thrust sheet) which ultimately determines the basin width 
even when the absolute amount of extension is small. Localised half-
grabens form as a consequence of hanging-wall collaDse. However, on 
increasing extension, antithetic faulting becomes important and 
transforms the apparent half graben geometry to full symmetric grabens 
(e.g. Weald Basin). 
While the northwest-southeast fault direction is obviously important 
in the develq::>ment of the Wessex Basin, it also represents a major fabric 
which cross-cuts the Variscides of EurCJl?e and as such, has controlled the 
develq>ment of many western EurQl?ean basins (e.g. Ziegler, 1982; lake and 
Karner, 1986). In summary, the structural evolution of the Wessex Basin 
is fundamentally the result of basement reactivation. The east-west 
faults, as a consequence of normal reactivation, compensate extension by 
the upward propagation of growth faulting into the overlying sedimentary 
cover. The northwest-southeast faults compartmentalised the basement, 
thereby producing rhomboidal-shaped depocentres. Intermi ttant movement 
along both either fault direction resulted in -polyr;>hase crustal extension 
and hence a Dunctuated basin subsidence. 
Other lineament and fault trends, while existing, are generally con-
sidered insignificant, for example, the north-south trends South of the 
Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault (e.g. Arke11 1947, Dalovan and Stride 1961). 
To the north of the Wessex Basin, the only feature with this trend is the 
Malvern axis, a probable Precambrian basement feature. As the stro'ft, 
",-> 
magnetic signature of the axis does not continue southwards into the 
Wessex Basin (c.f. Hawkins 1942, Shackleton 1984), the basement of the 
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Wessex Basin is likely to be solely of Variscan age. 
Basin inititiation independent of a basement control has been sug-
gested by Falcon and Kent (1950) in which the migration of large amounts 
of Triassic salt has allowed basin subsidence. Structures formerly 
attributed to salt movement, such as the Campton Valence anticline and 
the Fordingbridge high, proved to be, on drilling, low density intra-
basement rocks at shallow deoths rather than salt diapirs. Rhys et a1., 
- -
(1982) have also shown that in the areas of thickest salt accumulation 
(e.g. 30-50 metres, Winterborne Kingston Trough), there is virtually no 
disruption of bedding as evidenced by seismic reflection imaging. 
2.5 Basin fonmation Mechanisms 
A. Introduc:tion 
So far, we have been interested in the kinematic description of 
basin devela;>ment. But mechanistically, how has the Wessex Basin formed 
and in particular, what role do the thermal and mechanical prq;>erties of 
the lithosphere play in Wessex Basin devela;>ment? Sedimentary basins are 
the consequence of a driving mechanism, the form and distribution of 
which is mechanism dependent. 'llle history of basin subsidence therefore, 
is a sensitive indicator of both the basin initiation mechanism, and the 
thermal and mechanical prq>erties of the lithosphere, both in rifting, 
and during the subsequent conductive dissipation of rift-induced heat. 
Rift basins can be divided into two main types, those resultinq fran 
lithospheric stretching (McKenzie 1978) and those resulting fran crustal 
tupper crustal stretching (Royden et a1., 1983: Karner and Dewey, 1986). 
Although the geanetric surface expressions may be broadly similar, the 
subsidence history is sensitive to the degree of lithospheric heating 
during rifting and hence the role of the sub-crustal lithosphere. Li. tho-
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spheric rifting introduces a significant amount of heat into the sub-
crustal lithosphere (associated with the passive upwelling of hot 
asthenospheric material) relative to crustal rifting, which involves 
considerably less heat input during extension (Fig. 2.14). 
B. Lithospheric stretching model 
The lithospheric stretching model of McKenzie (1978) successfully 
reproduces the regional observations of intracratonic and rift/passive 
margin basins (e.g. Watts et al., 1982: Watts and Thorne, 1984). The 
degree of lithospheric stretching is parameterised by the factor fJ and 
predicts two phases of basin formation: an initial rifting phase 
associated with fault controlled subsidence, followed by a thermal 
subsidence phase related to the thermal contraction and cooling of the 
lithosphere (Fig. 2.14). As the lithosphere/asthenoshere boundary 
represents a temperature isotherm, any upward migration introduces a 
temperature perturbation into the lithosphere. The observed negative 
exponential form of rift basin subsidence (Sleep, 1971) is analogous to 
the exponential decay of oceanic crust subsidence (Parsons and Sclater, 
1977). In most applications of this technique (e.g. Steckler and Watts, 
1978; Christie and Sclater, 1980), lithospheric stretching mcxiel assmnes 
perfect Airy CCII1pensation (local loading) that is, zero flexural strength 
of the lithosphere. Inclusioo of a finite strength lithosphere helps to 
explain the overall increase of basin width with time and the progressive 
basement onlap forming the basin margin during the thermal subsidence 
phase (watts et a1., 1982). 
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C. Crustal stretching model 
Crustal extension (Royden et al., 1983; Karner and Dewey, 1986) 
refers to the tectonic situation whereby extension is confined solely to 
the crust, the sub-crustal lithosphere playing an entirely passive role 
(Fig. 2.14). During extension, strain compatability must be maintained 
within the crust and is most simply accommodated by contemporaneous 
foreland basin formation or regional thrusting in adjacent regions (c.f. 
Karner and Dewey, 1986: Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1986). Although 
basins produced by crustal/upper crustal extension are probably common, 
little attention has been given to this model. Possible candidates 
include many of the British offshore basins (on the continental margin) 
that have been seismically imaged by BIRPS and show Palaeozoic and 
MeSOZOic basins formed along earlier Caledonide and Variscan structural 
trends (e.g. Brewer and Smythe 1984). Other examples include the 
Triassic grabens and half-grabens formed within the collapsed hanging 
wall of reactivated Appalachian thrust sheets along the Eastern seabeam 
of the United States (e.g. the Connecticut, Newark, Culpepper, 
Riddeville, Bay of Fundy Basins and the Brunswick graben). 
Strain canpatability can be maintained in other ways, most notably 
by the relaying of extension across crustal/lithospheric detachments 
(e.g. Wernicke, 1985). Quantitative models for studying the develc.pnent 
of basins above a detachDient (e.g. Fig. 2.14) have been investigated by 
Royden and Keen (198,0) and Aellinger and Sclater (1983). Though 
originally designed to investigate basins in which an excess amount of 
heat was required to explain the high ratio of post-rift to syn-rift 
sedimentation (i.e. 6 <fJ>, by symmetry, it is equally applicable to 
basins in which only minor heating occurs, such as in continental pull-
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apart basins or hanging wall basins (e.g. Vienna Basin and Limagne Graben 
respectively). The McKenzie model for which 0>1 andf}:l characterises 
extension (Fig. 2.14) which is confined to the crust ('Odefining the 
crustal stretching) with the sub-crustal lithosphere maintaining its 
thickness during stretching ~defining the stretching or degree of 
heating within the sub-crustal lithosphere). The resultant lithospheric 
temperature structure and subsidence for general detachment stretching is 
C 
shown in Fig. 2.14 (WithO=fjand in this example, a flat detachment at 
the Moho). Readjustment of the sub-crustal lithosphere introduces a 
minor thermal anomaly which. on dissipation, produces the usual negative 
exponential subsidence characteristic of the conductive dissipation of 
heat. 
A variety of methods exist by which the amount of crustal (and hq>e-
fully lithospheric) extension can be estimated: (1) consideration of pre-
and post-stretched crustal thicknesses, the most diagnostic of all but 
fails to address the history of stretching, only the cumulative 
stretching, (2) examination of fault geometries (e.g. Wernicke and 
Burchfiel, 1982) which tend to produce a minimum estimate of extension, 
and (3) by comparing the observed driving subsidence of a basin, obtained 
from isostatically removing or backstripping its sediments, with a 
theoretical determined driving subsidence. We will use all these 
techniques in an effort to define the magnitude, distribution, and 
history of lithospheric extension responsible for Wessex Basin formation 
and devel~ further the previous crustal canfiguratian shown an figure 
I1.2.1. 
While the subsidence history of a sedimentary basin potentially CXXl-
tains information on the driving subsidence and hence initiating 
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mechanism, sedimentation tends to distort the basin subsidence such that 
a correction for sediment loading must be applied. The process of 
backstripping, as outlined by Steckler and Watts (1978), allows the 
isolation of the tectonic driving subsidence responsible for the 
development of a sedimentary basin (Fig. 2.15). Backstripping is a two 
part process; firstly, the sediments are decompacted so that an estimate 
of sediment density through time can be made (assuming that the present-
day porosity/depth curve applies at all times during basin develq:>ment), 
and secondly, the sediments are then progressively removed and the 
isostatic rebound of the basement monitored (Fig. 2.15). As is usual in 
backstripping studies, the isostatic rebound of the basement is assumed 
to be Airy. Airy isostasy refers to a lithosphere with a low flexural 
strength (Karner and Watts, 1982), and while it is an unrealistic 
description of lithospheric behaviour (except possibly early in basin 
develq;>ment), it does not change the form of the subsidence curves (Bond 
and Kominz, 1984; Watts et al., 1982). The resultant backstripped 
subsidence history (e.g. Fig. 2.15) represents the driving subsidence 
responsible for basin development, and can be directly compared to 
theoretically determined subsidence curves, as for example, in figure 
2.15 in which the simple one-layer stretching model of McKenzie (1978) 
has been used. 
t; 
In Older to predict the repoose of the lithosphere to extension, the 
~ . 
pre-stretching lithospheric and crustal thicknesses must be known. 
Lithospheric thickness is proportional to the thermal age of the 
basement (Karner et a1., 1983), that is, the time since the last major 
thermal event. In southern England, the radianetric age of the low grade 
metamorphic basement is 337 :5 m.y. (K-Ar, Colter and Havard 1981). 
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Similarly, the Ar40/Ar39 dating of the Middle Devonian basement in 
Arreton No2 borehole is 34018 m.y. Interpretation of seismic refraction 
and wide angle reflection data (e.g. Holder and Batt 1971, Brooks et al., 
1984) over the Cornubian Massif suggests a pre-basin crustal thickness of 
27-32 km (implying incidentally, that the original Variscan foredeep 
crust must have been relatively thin prior to the upper Carboniferous 
collision). Thus, the pre-extensional lithospheric and crustal 
thicknesses were approximately 90-125 km and 30.0 km respectively. 
Fifty boreholes were backstripped in order to determine the driving 
subsidence of the Wessex Basin (Fig. 2.16 and Table 2.1). As is usual, 
Airy isostasy was assumed and the effects of eustatic sea-level 
variations, palaeobathymetry and erosion were ignored. Figure 2.16 shows 
that subsidence within the Wessex Basin is rather complex, with 
subsidence magnitude being a minimum in the northerly region of the basin 
and increaSing towards the Channel. In some regions, the subsidence 
baSically consists of a simple exponential shape punctuated by a number 
of rapid but small subsidence events (e.g. nos. 30,35 and 47), whereas 
other regions show a gentle and continuous (almost linear) subsidence for 
the entire development history of the basin (e.g. 13,30,35 and 37). The 
truncation of subsidence within the Wessex Basin depocentres (e.g. 
18,23,31,46,49 and 50) undoubtedly represents the effects of syn to post-
upper Cretaceous inversion and subsequent erosion. Similarly, 
synchronous structural high inversion resulted in a renewed subsidence 
phase (e.g. 35,36,42 and 47). The initiation of Weald Basin subsidence 
shows an awroximately 50 m.y. offset relative to the basin subsidence in 
the west (Fig. 2.16), suggesting a miqratioo of rifting fran west to east 
during the upper Palaeozoic-Mesozoic. 
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As the lithospheric stretching model of McKenzie (1978) has been 
useful in understanding the develq:>ment of other intracratonic basins, we 
have used the same model for comparism with the observed subsidence of 
the Wessex Basin. Rather than showing all the backstripped subsidence 
curves of the Wessex Basin, (Figs. 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.21, 
2.22, 2.23), four representative examples have been chosen: Winterbome-
Kingston (no. 44. Fig. 2.16), Southampton (no. 36), Arreton (no. 49) and 
Ashdown (no. 31) to follow through the modelling more easily. Figure 
2.24 shows from the backstripping analysis of three wells that, in 
general, the observed backstripped subsidence transects the negative 
exponential subsidence predicted from the simple lithospheric stretching 
model (except Winterbome-Kingston) implying that during rifting, whole-
lithospheric failure has' not occurred. The degree of involvement of the 
sub-lithosphere during rifting is wavelength dependent and is necessarily 
regional (Karner and Dewey, 1986). Therefore, spatially local crustal 
rifting need not be related to the sub-crustal lithosphere in a one-to-
one fashion as required by the McKenzie stretching model. Indeed, the 
lack of a significant Moho tcpography being developed between the basin 
and the surrounding massifs (e.g. Brooks et al., 1984: Holder and Bott, 
1971: BIRPS/EX:X)RS, 1986) during rifting strongly suggests that the upper 
and lower crusts are accommodating extension in a different way. In 
particular, we might expect that brittle extension in the upper crust 
(and hence local failure) is balanced by dominantly ductile extension in 
the lower crust/sub-crustal lithosphere (resulting in a broad, regiooal. 
failure: e.g. Hellinger and Sc1ater, 1983: Kamer, 1984). Alternatively, 
the flexural rigidity of the lithosphere has failed to be reset (as a 
consequence of fJ < 1.25) such that upper-crustal unloading (i.e. to form 
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spatially local basins) by extension is isostatically compensated by a 
regional rebound of the lower crust/sub-crustal lithosphere (c.f. Karner 
and Dewey, 1986). 
'!he estimation OfjJ, as in figure 2.24, is somewhat problematical 
since it represents an estimate of the amount of heat introduced into 
the sub-crustal lithosphere during rifting. In the original McKenzie 
model, rifting was considered instantaneous and as such, tended to 
maximise the heating of the sub-crustal lithosphere and therefore the 
magnitude of the post-rift subsidence. More importantly, in this model 
the magnitude of the thermal subsidence is a direct measure of p. During 
finite rifting however, heat is conductively removed from the 
lithosphere, thereby accentuating the rift subsidence while diminishing 
the magnitude of the subsequent thermal subsidence. In this case, the 
thermal subsidence reflects the amount of heat residing in the 
lithosphere at the close of rifting. To accurately estimate fJ therefore, 
this heat loss needs to be accounted for. In addition, as ba~ent fault 
reactivation along a listric detachment is known to have played a 
fundamental role in basin development, we utilised a lithospheric 
stretching model which included the effects of decollement extension 
relaying (see Chapter 3) and finite rifting (Fig. 2.25). 
-'!he estimation of (5, the crustal stretching, was relatively straigh-
fOl:ward: it represents the maximum observed subsidence of the basin. For 
each well, 6 was aSSigned according to the maximum backstripped 
subsidence, while the rifting interval was estimated fran the major break 
in subsidence (thought to represent the rift/cooling transition). The 
depth to the intra-crustal detachment was assumed to be 15 km based on 
Williams and Brooks (1985) and Lake and Karner (1986). 'Ibis infonnatioo 
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Three examples of backstrioped boreholes. Each 
borehole the actual basement subsidence, decompacted 
subSidence and backstripped tectonic driving 
subsidence are shown. Subsidence due to sediment 
loading is stippled. The observed and best fitting (in 
a least squares sense) porosity curve from Winterboume 
Kingston No.1 is also shown. This curve was used for 
decompacting all the wells from the Wessex Basin. A 
31.2 km crust and 125 km lithosphere were assumed to 
calculate the theoretical driving subsidence curves.j 
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was used to estimate fJ across the Wessex Basin and summarised in Table 
2.1. The resulting distribution of/) within the Wessex Basin shows an 
apparent increase towards the Channel with major but local variations 
occurring in close proximity to growth faults (and hence reactivated 
basement thrusts), with fJ being essentially constant, but significantly 
lower, across the entire basin. In particular, 0 and fJ average 1.11 and 
1.05 respectively. The strong correlation between 0 and growth faults 
suggests that block rotation aooampanying basement fault reactivation is 
primarily responsible for local basin subsidence and sediment 
accumulation. Observed fault offsets within the Wessex Basin are 
consistent with the low estimates OfO. Rift induced lithospheric 
failure is disqualified since &jJ which is also evident in the large 
variation in rifting times across the basin, even for· closely spaced 
wells (e.g. Fig 2.16, nos. 44 and 35, seperated by only 40 km). The 
Winterborne-Kingston well, while showing a negative exponential 
subsidence form ( Fig. 2.24), sl199ests thatof]. Problems remain however, 
in that same wells oantinue to transect even the finite-rifting/cooling 
subsidence curves, with sane estimates of fJ exceeding 0 (e.g. Table 2.1; 
Southampton, Middleton, Bere Regis and Wytchfarm 05). 
The extension models employed so far consider basin develq>ment as a 
two phase process; rifting (be it finite), followed by the passive 
recovery of the lithosphere. However, subsidenoe within the Wessex Basin 
is characterised by a general subsidence form punctuated by a number of 
rapid, but renewed finite subsidenoe events (Fig. 2.16 and 2.24). These 
rapid subsidence phases (which for convenienoe we will term mechanical), 
are correlatable in time and space across the basin (Table 2.2), 
suggesting that their synchroneity and regional extent may have a 
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BOREHOLE N.G.R DEPTH TO BETA DELTA FINITE NAME BASEMENT R/FT/N (METRES) (M.Y) 
FAR/NGOON 1 SU324 947 655 1.06 1.06 38 
COOL ES FARM 1 SU018 929 1205 1.05 1. 12 79 
HIGHAORTH 1 SU183 915 1065 1.00 1.09 74 
WI LLESOEN 1 T021 83 817 1.04 1. 03 24.5 
SONNINGEYE 1 SU742 759 413 1.05 1.03 91 
CLIFFE 1 TQ74 76 324 1. 05 1.03 30.5 
HERNE 1 TR18 67 362 1.00 1.03 48 
BOBBING 1 T089 65 384 1. 00 1. 03 50 
KINGSCLERE 1 SU499 589 1873 1.05 1.14 130 
ULSTER OEVIZES 1 ST960 570 946 1. 05 1.07 55 
WARL INGHAM. 1 T0348 572 1373 1. 10 1. 12 128 
TATSFIELO 1 T041 57 1405 1.05 1.08 69 
STRAT Al SU948 528 963 1.05 1.07 148 
HARMANSOLE 1 TR14 52 527 1.02 1.02 19 
LYOOEN VALLEY 1 TR37 53 618 1.00? 1 .01 6 
BURTON RON 1 ST336 521 1105+ ( P ) 1. 00 1. 04 58 
SELv\oRTHY 1 SS924 462 60 1 .01 1. 01 25 
SHALFORO 1 SU989 471 1641 1.02 1.15 50 
BLETCHINGLY 1 T0362 477 1910 1. 05 1.15 75 
COLLENOEAN FM 1 T0248 443 1755 1.05 1. 17 75 
COAOEN 1 T0467 428 1646 ? 1.05 1. 14 81 
ELHAM 1 TR18 44 487 1.05 1.04 25 
W:STBURY 1 SU872 429 616+ (T) 1. 05 1 . 1 1 19 
SHREVVTON 1 SU031 420 1601 1.10 1. 15 108 
PURl TON 1 ST319 489 600+ (P) 1. 04 1. 05 55 
BRA BOURNE 1 TR100 308 627 1.00 1.05 62 
FOLKESTONE 1 TR23 37 453 1. 05 1.04 6 
BRUTON 1 ST690 328 293 1 .00 1.03 25 
FARLEY SOUTH 1 SU236 285 1679 1.075 1. 14 88 
LOCKERLEY 1 SU307 259 2050 ? 1. 10 1.17 93 
ASH~ 2 T0512 295 1230+ (T) 1.03 1. 17 75 
BOLNEY 1 T0280 243 2439 1. 05 1 . 16 75 
BR I GHTLI NG 1 T0685 210 1322 1.05 1. 11 63 
HENF/ELO 1 T0182 151 1556 1. 06 1. 13 75 
FOROINGBRIDGE 1 SU188 118 1368+ (T) 1.02 1.12 167 
SOUTHAMPTON 1 SU416 120 1827 1. 08 1. 15 98 
MARCHAOQ[) 1 SU399 112 1725 1.08 1. 15 92 CRANBOURNE 1 SU034 071 1663 1.075 1. 12 87 PORTS~ 1 SU638 078 1998 1. 17 1. 18 98 W:STHAM 1 T0610 054 887+ (P) 1.025 1.07 81 SEABOROUGH 1 ST435 062 1555 1. 10 1. 14 39 MIDDLETON 1 SU973 015 1607 ? 1.06 1. 14 108 
MARSHAOQ[) 1 SY389 988 1339 ? 1.04 1.13 67 WI NTERBORNE SY847 980 3043+ (P) 1. 01 1.25 39 
KINGSTON 1 
BERE REGIS 1 SY864 956 1686+ (T) 1. 12 1. 25 20 
NETTLEro.1BE 1 SY505 954 1910 1.00 1. 17 39 
STOBOROUGH 1 SY913 870 1230+ (T) 1.04 1. 24 39 
WfTCHFARM 05 SY996 855 2703 1.07 1. 23 39 ARRETON 1 SZ532 858 2423 1.07 1.24 139 BH 98/22-1 50· 14' 39" N 726+ (T) 1.04 1.07 79 
01' 39' 22"W 
Table 2.1 Resultant f), (Beta) and 6 (Delta) values for all the 
baCkstrippEd boreholes using finite rerifting plots. 
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Table 2.2 The geologie corr'elation between the mechanical 
subsidence across the l'lessex Basin from backstripped 
boreholes to the tectonic events- in nearby areas. 
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tectonic control. Geologically, the rapid phases correspond with the 
development of a clay facies, whereas during the return to the slow, 
smooth subsidence (termed thermal) phase, a regressive facies is 
devela;>ed. As extension may feasibly occur as either a single event, or 
the cumulative effect of repeated events, we interpret Wessex Basin 
subsidence as the result of polyphase extension, the subsidence of which 
consists of a general "background" thermal subsidence, reflecting the 
extension of the sub-crustal lithosphere, punctuated by a rapid, rift-
induced subsidence, reflecting extension of the crust. 
The calculation of the rift (or mechanical) and thermal subsidence 
of the lithosphere due to its finite re-rifting is complicated, not only 
by the fact that the crust/lithosphere thickness ratio is constantly 
changing with time, but the residual temperature perturbation from the 
preceeding rifting event influences the next event. By extending the 
formulation by Cochran (1983), we have calculated the finite, re-rifting 
subsidence history for a number of Wessex Basin wells (in particular, 
those for WhichO<jJ, marked by stars in Table 2.1, and which incidentally 
represent the main depocentres) using the clay facies within the basin as 
an indicator of rift-onset and length (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.26). In all 
cases, the resultant JJwas significantly less than 6 (e.g. Fig. 2.26; 
average () and fJ for the starred wells of Table2.l is l.19 and 1.05 
respectively) suggesting that much of the subsidence within the Wessex 
Basin is occuring during pro~onged periods of crustal rifting and within 
the depocentres. We have included the renewed subsidence event at 100 Ma 
even though the driving subsidenoe is probably independent of extensiCB'l. 
The upper Cretaceous is characterised by inversion tectonics in which 
depocentres are inverted into structural highs while structural highs 
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become depocentres. The Southampton (well no. 36, Fig. 2.26) region, in 
particular, has been involved in Laramide transpression along the 
Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault. The general variability between rift-length 
times and magnitude across the basin tends to confirm basin subsidence as 
being induced by brittle extension of the upper crust. Delta factors 
therefore, are a function of sediment accumulation following hanging wall 
collapse of the basement and characterise the total amount of stretching 
within the crust, while beta factors are indicative of the total amount 
of heat added to the sub-crustal lithosphere during polyphase rifting. 
It would appear that the relaying of extension above and below the 
intracrustal detachment within the Wessex Basin has produced an apparent 
strain incompatability since brittle failure (the average 6 over the 
basin) is greater than the ductile extension (the average fJover the 
basin). However, as suggested by Wernicke (1985), upper-crustal extension 
is balanced by lower crust/sub-crustal lithospheric extension, partly 
within, and partly external, to the region. To balance the measured 
lithospheric extension with in the Wessex Basin requires a 5% extension 
of the sub-crustal lithosphere beneath the Armorican Massif, in turn 
inducing a cumulative 60m isostatic uplift over the past 100 m.y. 
Watts et a1., (1982) have demonstrated that the thermal, and hence 
the mechanical, rec:xwery of rifted lithosphere predicts a stratigraphic 
basement onlap. Given that lithospheric stretching is minimal within the 
Wessex Basin (i.e fJ < 1.05), the fact that major transgression has appar-
ently occurred onto the London-Brabant platform from Permian to 
Cretaceous (Worssam and Ivimey--codt, 1971~ Anderton et al., 1979~ Allsop 
et al., 1982~ Dewey, 1982) is prob~ematiC. ·Further, a marine 
transgression also occurred during the Palaeogene (Arkell,1947, pg. 
78 
2~6). To investigate the possible flexural control on Wessex Basin 
stratigraphy, (Fig. 2.27) and in particular, if the observed stretching 
history of the basin could account for the observed onlap patterns, we 
have forward modelled the late Palaeozoic-lower Mesozoic devel~ment of 
the Wessex Basin (Le. excluding the inversion-induced subsidence) using 
the magnitude and distribution of stretching parameters summarised in 
Table 2.1. For comparison, we assembled a north-south cross-section 
across the Winterborne-Kingston Trough (Fig. 2.20), removing the 
complications introduced by inversion. By equating the depth to the 
4500 C isotherm (in space and time) with the effective elastic thickness 
of the lithosphere, it is possible to monitor the thermo-mechanical 
history of the lithosphere. When this history is linked to the 
theoretical equations ·for basin subsidence (e.g. McKenzie, 1978; Royden 
and Keen, 1980), the two-dimensional devel~ment history of the basin can 
be modelled as outlined by Watts et a1., (1982). We have also included 
the eustatic sea-level curve of Pitman (1978) calibrated to a maximum 
variation of 150 metres. As can be seen from figure 2.28, no basement 
onlap occurs (the restriction of the mod.elled 10 m.y. old sediments is an 
artifact of assuming instantaneous rifting), consistent with the ooserved 
section in figure 2.28, and is a re-statement of Steckler (1985) and 
Kusznir and Karner (1985) that sub-crustal lithospheric heating, and 
hence rigidity resetting, is minimal until fJ>2. The mod.e1ling suggests 
however, that the basin width should be 350-450 km wide and is a direct 
consequence of the large (essentially pre-rifting) flexural rigidity of 
the lithosphere (Te =40 km) and is consistent with the fact that the 
Wessex Basin was at its greatest extent in the upper Cretaceous. The 
reduced present-day distribution of ~ ~sin impli~ a large amount of 
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Fig. 2.27 calculated flexural-ohase stratigraohy of a theoretical 
sedimentary basin in which the thermal and mechanical 
properties of the Ii thos?here a re integrated with the 
McKenzie stretching model. Maximum stretching is 20% 
and Dredicts a 300 metre deep basin, 400-500 km wide. 
Marginal onlaD is a direct consequence of an increasing 
Te (elastic thickness) with time since rifting. [JThe 
rapid onlao in this model reflects the failure of to 
appreciably reset the temoerature structure of the 
litho~here. 
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Fig. 2.28 North-:-sOuth transect--across _the. Wessex.J3a.sin. using 
data fram Whittaker (1985). 
A. Present-day observed structural configuration. 
B. Removal of inversion effects and thrust 
reactivation from section A to compare to forward 
modelled examples of the development. 
c. Forwiird ·moaenlngorflie--rifte-·Palaeozoic/lower 
Mesozoic development of the Wessex Basin using the 
magnetitude and distribution of stretching 
parameters on Table 2.1. 
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post-Cretaceous erosion. Further, much of the subsidence in the basin 
periphery awears to be flexurally induced by the driving subsidence and 
sediment loading in the main depocentres, thereby explaining the very low 
extension values (0<1.05) observed on the London-Brabant Platform. 
Including a eustatic sea-level curve in the basin modelling produces a 
basin-wide transgression/regression between 92-256 m.y. after rifting 
(i.e. syn-post Jurassic). Though not explicitly modelled, it is possible 
that the Jurassic clay/sandstone/limestone cyclicity of the Wessex Basin 
may represent the interplay between the rates of change in sea-level 
(including sediment loading and supply) and the rift-induced mechanical 
subsidence. '!he next section analyses the cyclicity in more detail and 
is followed by a discussion on the Tertiary cyclicity in more detail. 
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h Cyclicity 
A. Intrcx1uction 
I 
The Late Palaeozoic to Cenozoic stratigraphic succession in the --
Wessex basin cx:xnprises a number of cycles. The nature of this repetition 
can be distinguished at a variety of scales. The most significant cycles 
have been recognised within the Jurassic (Arkell, 1933; Hallam, 1964; 
Hallam, 1978 et~) whereby the succession is divisible into a number of 
major clay/silt/sand/limestone sequences reflecting general shallowing 
and regression. A detailed review of the recorded cyclicity within the 
basin is clearly beyond the scqJe of this thesis, however it is salient 
to draw attention to some major cyclic sequences, then outline their 
o.ossible causes. 
The Permo-Triassic sequence throughout the region is dominated by 
large scale clay/sandstone cyclicity (Fig. 2.29) in the order of 10-20 
my. duration. Intermediate scale cyclicity has been identified by Jeans 
(1978) within the Merci~ Mudstone Group, whilst Lett & Strong (1982) 
have recorded smaller fining upward fluvial cycles UP to 3 metres thick 
within the Sherwood Sandstone Group in the Winterborne Kingston 
borehole. 
The Liassic sequence at the base of the Jurassic is characterized by 
small scale, strikingly regular al temations of limestone and shale 
bands, with each cycle averaging less than 1m in thickness (see Hallam, 
1964; Sellwood~~970). Whilst some larger clay/sandstone/limestone 
cycles in the Middle Lias along the Dorset coast tend to amalgamate 
inland in the Ilchester area (N.G.R. ST 520 230) into one single 
sandstone unit. Knox et al., (1982) have recognized at least three major 
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coarsening upward cycles each terminating in a hiatus and overlain by the 
basal limestone unit of the following cycle within the Toarcian Bridport 
sands in the Winterbome borehole. Further up the succession Sellwood et 
a1., (1985) have recognized cyclicity within the Great Oolite Limestone 
Formation fran confidential borehole data in the Weald Basin. At least 
four major cycles are recorded within the Corallian Beds (Oxfordian) 
according to Talbot (1973) along the Dorset coast, whilst inland Wright 
(1981) has recognized possibly UJ? to nine cycles in the same succession. 
The overlying Kimmeridge clay displays at least two differing small scale 
rhythms approximately 1 metre apart (Cox and Gallois, 1981). Townson 
(1975) identified two transgression and three regression cycles within an 
overall regression in the Portland group. Lake (1982) recognized at 
least three types of small scale rhythms within the Middle Purbeck 
sequence, some clearly equate with the faunicycles identified by Anderson 
& Bazley (1971) using ostraC'Cld faunas. 
The succeeding Tertiary sequences are dominated by a series of 
cycles of variable duration (see Anderton et al., 1979; Plint, 1983). 
The causes for repetitive sedimentation can relate to at least one of 
four causes, or a mixture of them. These include sedimentary, 
climatic, tectonic and eustatic controls and the interaction between 
them. 
B. Sediment.a!y Cyclicity 
Cyclicity is a direct consequence of the depositional environment, 
cannot easily be distinguished from the other three types. In :addition 
. . 
this type of cyclicity is u~ually applied to deltaic flood.pla~n or 
turbiditic sequences. 'Ibis type Qf cyclicity therefore may be devel~ 
within the Pel:mo-Triassic or lower Cretaceous (Wealden) sequences but has 
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yet to be fully recognized. 
~ Climatic Cyclicity 
Climatic cyclicity may be the primary cause for many widely 
differing types of cycle (Hollingworth. 1962). Perhaps the most widely 
known type of climatic cyclicity is that associated with glaciations 
causing oscil~tians of sea level due to the advance and retreat of ice 
caps during alternating glacial and interglacial intervals (this is dealt 
with more appropriately in the section on eustatic control). More 
seasonal climatic variations are displayed in more lacustrine varve 
deposi ts or fossil tree-growth rings. the latter has been investigated by 
Francis (1984) in the Lower Purbecks of Dorset. Small scale layering is 
well exhibited within the Lias and Kimmeridge Clay although a seasonal 
cause has yet to be proved. Longer period cycles may also be invoked to 
explain microrhythms (House, 1985). although their periodic effect on 
sedimentation and climate has yet to be understood. Hays et al., (1976) 
first showed that spectral analysis of the climatic records observed in 
deep sea sediments revealed concentrations of variance at orbital 
frequencies and that orbital cx:mponents such as precession, eccentricity, 
and tilt have variable controls on portions of the climatic system. 
Three major astronomical cycles have been identified, 100 kyr, 41 kyr and 
23 kyr (Hays et al., 1976; Pisias and Shackleton, 1984). The first 
relates to changes in the eccentricity of the orbit (Hays et al., 1976) 
and the last is a precession effect. Attention, however, is drawn to the 
41 kyr oscillation resulting fran the ooliquity of the ecliptic (Pisias & 
Shackleton, 1984). '!bis has been shown by House (1985) to approximately 
coincide with sedimentary microrhythms ooserved within the Blue Lias and 
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the Kimmeridge Clay of Dorset (approximately 41 kyr). The characteristic 
limestone/clay cycles (Plate 2.1) within the Blue Lias have long 
attracted debate. A primary and secondary origin can be demonstrated 
throughout the sequence. Evidence for a orimary origin is suggested by 
(1) variations in faunal content between the limestone and clay units; 
(2) burrows affecting both lithologies; (3) limestone units of great 
lateral extent and regularity; and (4) microlamina confined largely to 
shales and laminated limestones, in contrast to normal limestones. 
Evidence for a secondary origin is suggested by: (1) the fauna are better 
preserved in limestones in contrast to shales; (2) upper and lower 
limestone contacts are t~o irregular to be primary; (3) some limestones 
pass laterally into shales (not purely as a function of lateral facies 
variations); (4) local inverse" of limestone cementation in the vicinity 
of large fossils; and (5) limestone units generally increase in thickness 
with an increase in Blue Lias thickness (c.f. Hallam, 1975). It is not 
clear whether House (1985) took these into account when he was relating 
c 
the Lias cyclicity to orbited fo~ing mechanisms. Since ascribing the 
cyclicity to orbital forcing mechanisms must remove secondary induced 
cycles. 'ntis was shown by defining the duration of the Jurassic in Myr, 
subdividing the Jurassic into ammonite zones (assuming that zones or 
subzones are equal in duration, as a first order approximation), 
calculating the possible duration of each zone in Myr, detennining the 
nmnber of rhythms within each sequence length, and canparinq the results 
with the cyclicity resulting fran orbital forcing. 
'Ibis technique was applied to the Bridport sands on the Dorset coast 
(N.G.R. SY 470 849). Dark grey siltstones are locally observed at the 
base of Fast Cliff these bear remarkable lithological similarities to the 
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Plat e 2.1 A vie\'l of the limestone/clay cyclicity at Lyme Regis 
CN.G.R. SY 328 909). The limestone nodule clearly is 
secondary in origin (post-compactional). These 
structures have been ca lled by House (1985 ) 
'lvlicrorhythyms', and are discussed more fully in 
Chapter 2. The microrhythms comprise laminated, dark, 
organic rich shale followed by lighter coloured 
calcareous shales and bioturbated limestone beds. 
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the underlying Down Cliff Clay. In addition the thickness of the 
outcrq>ping Bridport Sands at East Cliff compares well with the total 
Bridport sand thi ckness measured by Cope et a1., (1980), therefore the 
Bridport Sands succession is preserved at East Cliff is r~resentative of 
the whole Bridport sand succession. Two subzones (Dumortieria Ievesgui 
and moorei) comprise the whole Bridport Sands succession at Bridport 
(Davies, 1967), thus each subzone is approximately 0.25 my duratiorr (0.5 
my together). Figure II.5.5 displays the full Bridport Sand succession 
at East Cliff, where 24 cycles can be distinguished (excluding obvious 
secondary diagenetic units presumed to reflect post-depositional 
unmixing of caoo3, which can in part be distinguished by their lateral 
discontinuity). Each rhythm approximates 21 kyr duration. Therefore 
perhaps the Bridport Sands succession displays evidence for the 23 kyr 
orbited precession cycle. The lateral extent of these small scale cycles 
(microrhythms) to subsurface borehole data within the basin cannot 
directly distinguish primary and secondary induced microrhythms without 
direct sampling and local three dimensional control to test their lateral 
extent. 
Interestingly, Sandy (1985) has recently observed that the 39 
faunacycles comprising alternating saline and freshwater tolerant 
ostracod aSsemblages identified originally by Anderson & Brazley (1971) 
within the Purbeck Beds may correlate with the 100 kyr cycle due to 
orbi tal forcing. 
In ocnclusion microrhythms can" be seen to correspond remarkably well 
to orbital forcing mechanisms. Such mechanisms are presum~ to result in 
small climatic shifts at frequencies of 23 kyr. 41 kyr and" 100 kyr 
,'O~~ 
(Pisias & Shackleton, 1984). However. aSSigningj\daninated sequences to 
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orbited forcing is by no means unequivocal. 
D. Tectonic and Eustatic Cyclicity 
These are grouped together as it will be demonstrated that 
previously assumed eustatic control is related to tectonic causes. 
Tectonic control maybe demonstrated for example, within the Bridport 
Sands where 3 major cycles identified by Knox et al., (1982) in the 
Winterborne Kingston borehole cannot be identified a short distance away 
at Wytch Farm (see Colter & Havard, 1981). In the Corallian, Wright 
(1981) recognised up to 9 cycles inland compared to the 4 cycles within 
the sequence along the coast (Talbot, 1973). It is here suggested that 
such a rapid lateral variation in the sedimentary sequence reflects 
direct tectonic control. Sellwood et al., (1985) identified a series of 
cycles within the Great Oolite Limestone Formation prograding off the 
London-Brabant Platform. It is here suggested that the lateral extent of 
this carbonate ramp (almost confined solely to Weald and Vale of Pewsey 
Basins) and the progradation off a major Mesozoic high undoubtedly 
reflects a strong tectonic control although same of the cyclicity can 
be directly related to sea level fluctuation (see Chapter 2). Tectonic 
control of cyclicity can also be speculated for other times, for example 
Sinemurian & Pliensbachian (on the northern edge of the Mendips), 
Aalenian and BajOCian (Inferior Oolite), Tithonian (the Portland and 
Purbeck Beds), the Wealden . (related to rejuvenated souroelands) and the 
1JR)er Cretaceous. 'It1e upper Cretaoeous chalk facies is characterised by 
rhythmic bedding, lamination bedding, submarine erosion surfaces and 
current-piled banks, for example the rhythmic variation in the clay 
content in the chalk-marl facies of the Cenomanian (Hancock, 1975) may 
relate to orbital forcing mechanisms. However the detailed stratigraphy 
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of the Cenomanian and basal Turonian between Bran com be and Seaton in 
southeast Devon described by Jarvis & Woodroof (1984) have shown massive 
thickness variations across postulated active upper Cretaceous faults. 
It is suggested here that although some hardgrounds marking the top of 
individual formations are laterally extensive some hardgrounds thicken 
towards the faults and are only locally developed implying same tectonic 
control on the resulting observed cyclicity (c.f. Jarvis & Woodroof. 
1984, their Figs 2 and 4). 
Eustatic changes pertain to relative or absolute worldwide changes 
of sea level that affect all the oceans (Mitchum, 1977). Hays & Pi.tman 
(1973) were the first to demonstrate that the worldwide middle to upper 
Cretaceous sea level ~ oorresponded to a pulse of rapid spreading ~t 
mid-oceanic ridges. 
Vail et al., (1977) in MPG Memoir 26 recognised a series of cycles 
which they calibrated onto global sea level curve (Pitman, 1978) by 
measuring the duration and magnitudes of transgressions and regressions 
using seismic stratigraphy from different areas of the world. Three 
orders of cycles were recognized by Vail et al (1977). The first order 
cycle (durations of 200-300 Ma) was calibrated to the global sea level 
a<' 
curve of Pitman (1978) .i$ determined by changes in mid-ooean ridge crest 
volumes. Second order cycles of 10-80 Ma in duration and third order 
cycles which span 1-10 Ma are of most interest because of their stronq 
tectonic control outlined briefly in the following section. '1he second 
and third order cycles display slow increases in relative sea level 
followed by periods of rapid falls. The rate of fall has attracted 
oonsiderable debate (e.g. Hallam, 1978, 1981) because Vail et al., (1977) 
erroneously equated relative changes of coastal onlap with relative 
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changes in sea level. It has since been shown that long term coastal 
onlap (50-100 my) observed along passive margins and intracratonric 
basins is a direct consequence of the heating of the lithosphere 
following rifting and subsequent cooling (Watts, 1982; Watts et al., 
1982). Therefore although Vail et al., (1977) observed widespread 
patterns of onlap, the synchronous rifting at widely separated passive 
margins would incorrectly identify apparently corresponding eustatic 
events (Watts, 1982) consequently the second order cycles (supercycles) 
of Vail et al., (1977) are largely related to the cooling and hence 
mechanical recovery of the lithosphere following rifting (Karner, in 
prep.). The third order cycles span 1 to 10 My and represent one rise 
and fall in sea level. Such apparent sea level fluctuations on this 
scale and same supposed rapid falls on the second order scale cannot be 
adequately explained as a consequence of cooling and therefore mechanical 
recovery of the lithosphere following rifting (Watts, 1982). Such rapid 
rates of global sea level changes can only be attributed to glaciations 
such as the Eocene/Oligocene unconformity (Matthews, 1984) and those 
observed throughout the Quaternary. However, earlier rapid global 
fluctuations must be attributable to other causes. A tectonic mechanism 
has been proposed to explain those changes (Cloetingh et al., 1985; 
Karner, in prep.). These authors have shown that changes in intraplate 
lateral stress resulting from plate boundary reconfigurations 
(canpressional and extensional settings) occur at geological time scales 
canparable to Vail's short tenn variations in relative sea level. Thus, 
for example, Kamer (in press) has shown that oompression will result in 
basin margin uplift thereby inducing a regressive cycle, the 
amplification of which is a function of basin subsidence and basin 
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wavelength. 
In conclusion the short and long wavelength cycles determined by 
Vai 1 et al.. (1977). presumed to ref lect eustatic changes of sea level, 
can be quantified and shown to be the result of changing mid oceanic 
ridge volume. the tectonic development of passive margins and 
intracratonic basins, and changes in intraplate lateral stress as a 
direct result of plate boundary reconfigurations. Therefore a re-
evaluation of the observed Jurassic cyclicity outlined is applied to 
these recently develq>ed models. 
E. Discussion 
It has already been briefly discussed that the Jurassic comprises a 
clay/sand/limestone cyclicity. Most of these cycles appear regressive 
(Sellwood. 1970; Talbot, 1973; Sellwood & Jenkyns, 1975), hence Hallam 
(1978) smoothed off the supposed rapid regressive events of Vail et al.. 
(1977) in the Jurassic. Ma jor regressive cyclicity is still observed 
whether one considers the limestones to mark the culmination (Sellwood & 
Jenkyns, 1975) or the base of each cycle (Talbot, 1973). Table 2.3 
summarizes the transgressive and regressive events determined from the 
chrono lithostratigraphic chart on figure 11.2.1 and compares them to 
regional events taken from Vail et al., (1977) global sea level curve. 
Clearly many of these larger cycles correlate to the previously presumed 
global eustatic sea level variations, such as the upper Jurassic 
regressive phase, and, as such, equate with Vail's second(?) and third 
order cycles (Table 2.3). Whilst the timing of events is synchronous 
with Vail et aI's curves, one fundamental d:i.f~erence does occur, although 
no explanation can as yet be offered WhYi this difference is seen in the 
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gradual transgressions and rapid regressions of the Vail curve, whereas 
the Wessex Basin is dominated by rapid transgressions and gradual 
regressions. 
Detailed examination of the Ii thological and tectonic develqxnent of 
the Wessex Basin clearly shows that phases of rapid extension associated 
with rerifting events correspond largely to clay and sandstone facies, 
whilst periods of tectonic quiesence correspond to the major limestone 
units. These tectonic events in turn clearly correlate with other 
synchronous rifting events, for example in the North Sea and Western 
Approaches Basins. Plint (1983) argued for a eustatic control in the 
Tertiary because of the synchroneity of five relati vel y major sedimentary 
cycle.s within the Hampshire Basin to those determined by Vail et a1., 
(1977) (Table 2.3). Applying the arguments outlined above, such apparent 
eustatic variations are induced by regional plate reconfigurations and 
perhaps more local transgression and regressions reflect the pulsatory 
uplift of the inverting Channel Basin during the Tertiary (see Chapter 
3) • 
In conclusion it can be shown that cycles at va·rious scales can be 
distinguished. Seasonal rhythms may locally be distinguishble fran varve 
preservation in the Lias and Kimmeridge Clay fonnation or in tree growth 
rings. Microrhythms of variable duration seemingly reflect orbital 
forcing phenomena resulting in a cyclicity of 23, 41 and or 100 kyr. 
These cycles are well displayed in the Lias and Kimmeridge clay (HaIse, 
1985), the Purbeck Beds (Sandy. 1985) and perhaps explain the observed 
microrhythms in the Bridport Sands. Tectonically induced rhythms are 
clearly displayed in the Corallian (Wright, 1981) whilst the tectonic 
ocmpanent overprinted on the earlier assmned global eustatic sea level 
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curve of Vail et al., (1977) can be distinguished throughout the 
sedimentary sequence. The resulting tectonic develq>ment both within the 
basin and the surrounding area strongly influenced the lithological and 
facies development from the late Palaeozoic to Present day. First order 
cyclicity induced by changing mid oceanic ridge volumes cannot be 
ascertained except for the global peak in sea level which is coincident 
with the greatest areal extent of the Wessex Basin (upper Cretaceous) and 
peak palaeowater depth. 
Finally, intergration of intrabasinal cyclicity with plate tectonic 
reoonfigurations and stress prediction will undoubtedly become a valuable 
exploration tool in the future. 
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On the cessation of polyphase rifting in the lower Cretaceous (c.f. 
Table 2.4), the ensuing thermal subsidence will allow a check on the 
amount of residual heat dissipated from the sub-crustal lithosphere. If 
basin width continues to increase in the Tertiary, even during a major 
sea-level regression, it is most likely the result of continuing thermal 
subsidence and its associated flexural effects. The Tertiary outcrop of 
the Wessex Basin (Fig. 2.30) shows a general regressive sequence (and is 
not simply the result of erosion because each of the Tertiary units are 
in a proximal environment). Detailed analysis of the facies within these 
units has shown that they represent onlap and offlap patterns (Fig. 
2.30), and correlate remarkably well with the timing of 
transgressive/regressive cycles of the Vail et al., (1977) curve (Fig. 
2.30). It would appear therefore, that as the Tertiary stratigraphy is 
dominated by the second order effects in eustasy, thermal subsidence had 
been rendered negligible in approximately 35 m.y., consistent with the 
low Bls estimated from the backstripped wells (c.f. Table 2.1). 
Conclusions 
From the thermal and mechanical development of the Wessex Basin 
outlined above, the following CXll1clusions can be made: 
1) The detailed structure of the Channel and Western Approaches 
Basins, Olerbourg and Hampshire-Dieppe Highs have been described. 
The geometry of the Channel Basin clearly reflects a pull apart 
origin along northwest-southeast trends. 
2) East-west dipping reflectors in Lyme Bay imaged on seismic 
reflection data are intezpreted as normally reactivated Variscan 
thrusts controlling the location and geometry of the subsequent 
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Fig. 2.30 (a) Plan view of the stratigraohy in the central 99 
portion of the Wessex Basin showing onlap in the 
Tertiary at a time of world-wide sea level fall . 
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(b) Relative sea-level variations estimated by Vail et 
al., (1977), Solid and Pitman (1978), doted. compared 
with the Tertiary onlap and offlap patterns of the 
Wessex Basin. Numbered transgressions observed in the 
Vail et a1., (1977) curve can be directly comlXlred with 
the observed transgressional phases in the basin. 
Transqressions from Anderton et a1., (1979) and Plint (1983) • 
overlying depocentres, and represent the first documented example 
of such structures based on three dimensional seismic control. 
3) The importance of both east-west and northwest-southeast 
reactivated Variscan structures on the structural congifuration of 
the Wessex Basin is outlined. 
4) The driving subsidence ct>tained from backstripped boreholes wi thin 
the Wessex Basin was used to test the application of lithospheric 
stretching versus crustal extension for the post-Carboniferous 
develqInent of southern England. 
5) The fifty backstripped (to isolate the tectonic driving subsidence) 
boreholes clearly show a subsidence form not typically 
representative of a lypical negative expanontial subsidence 
predicted fram the simple lithospheric stretching model. 
6) Rifting migrates from weE!: to the east form the Permian to the 
Jurassic. 
7) The subsidence forms are more easily explained in terms of a 
polyphase rifting history with each renewed rifting event followed 
by little, if any, thermal subsidence (implying reduced heat 
input) • 
8) There is a lack of significant Moho topography between the basin 
and the surrounding massifs strongly suggesting that the upper and 
lower crusts are acoanodating extension in a different way. 
9) Areas of high sedimentation and therefore relatively high 
stretching is directly correlated with growth faults and hence 
regions of thrust fault reactivation. Therefore rift basin 
formation (or half graben generation) of varying geometry is 
controlled by structures within the underlying basement. 
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10) The degree of involvement of the sub-lithosphere during rifting is 
wavelength dependent and is necessarily regional (Karner & Dewey, 
1986). Therefore crustal rifting may not be related to the 
extension of the sub-crustal lithosphere in a one to one fashion as 
required in the lithospheric stretching model. 
11) The implication of the above arguments imply that whilst the 
estimation of 6 <crustal stretching) represents the maximum 
observed subsidence, fJ is somewhat more problematical since it 
represents an estimate of the amount of heat introduced into the 
sub-crustal lithosphere during rifting. Fini te rifting 
conductively removes lithospheric heat, accentuating the rift 
subsidence, whilst reducing the thermal subsidence and also relates 
more realistically to rift behaviour- rather than the simple. 
instantaneous rif~lng considered in the original McKenzie model. 
12) Basement fault reactivation along a listric detachment is known to 
have played a fundamental role in basin develq;:ment. 
13) Therefore a more accurate determination of fJ was obtained by 
utilizing a lithospheric stretching model which included the 
effects of decollement relaying extension and finite rifting. 
14) Depth dependent finite rifting predicted an essentially constant)C1 
, 
acrosn the basin significantly lower than the delta values obtained-
previously, therefore lithospheric stretching does not apply to the 
Wessex Basin. 
15) 'nle resulting distribution of (j within the basin shows an apparent 
increase southwards towards the Channel sub-basin with local 
variabons occuring in close proximity to growth faults (and hence 
mechanical basement thrusts), implying that block rotation 
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accompanying basement fault reactivation is primarily responsible 
for local basin subsidence. 
16) However, much of the .subsidence history wi thin the basin as 
evidenced from backstripped wells is not simply a two phase 
process, rifting (finite or instantaneous), followed by the pasive 
recovery of the lithosphere but indicates a general subsidence form 
punctuated by a number of rapid, but renewed finite subsidence 
events which are synchronous and basinwide superimposed on a 
genera 1 "background" thermal subsidence. These rewnewed extension 
events are characterized by major clay facies developments. 
f 
17) Where fJ > () the prinite rerifting subsidence histories were 
calculated and in all cases result~ in}Jbeing significantly less 
than (), therefore implying reduced sub-crustal involvement. 
(average fJ= 1.05 () = 1.19). 
18) The general variability in between rift length times and the 
magnetude acroS$ the basin tends to confirm the importance of upper 
crustal extension rather than wholescale lithospheric failure. 
19) Delta factors characterise the total amount of crustal stretching 
and accord with the observed extension factors from fault 
geometries whilst the Beta factors characterise the total amount of 
heat added to the sub-crustal lithosphere during polyphase rifting. 
20) The differing crustal and sub-crustal\ithospheric involvement 
produced an apparent strain incanpa.tibili ty, this is balanced by 5% 
sub-li thospheric extension beneath the Annorican Massif inducing a 
cumulative 60 m isostatic uplift aver the past 100 my. 
21) Forward modelling of the basin development in terms of 6 >)J 
suggests that no basement atlap occurs indicative of minimal sub-
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crustal lithospheric heating and rigidityrresulting , with 
subsidence in the basin periphery being flexurally induced by the 
driving subsidence and sediment loading in the depocentres. 
22) Sedimentary cyclicity has been recognised at all scales and 
ascribed to both climatic (orbital forcing phenomena) and tectonic 
causes. So called eustatic causes are re-evaluated in terms of an 
underlying tectonic control. 
23) The direct relationship between Tertiary cyclicity and the timing 
of the second order effects in eustasy of Vail et al., (1977) 
implying that thermal subsidence and the associated flexural 
effects were negligable by that time. 
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3.1 Intrcrl.uction 
Basin studies are generally pre-occupied with only the initiating 
mechanls.m of sedimentary basins. Subsequent develq;>ment is often con-
sidered only in terms of the passive thermal recovery of the rifted 
li thosphere. However, the develq;>ment of many basins is often punctuated 
by either renewed subsidence or rapid uplift (Le. inversion phases). 
Renewed subsidence owes its existence to rerifting or polyphase extension 
of the lithosphere while inversion transforms basin subsidence into 
uplift via intrabasinal thrusting/reverse faulting. Often, the rift-
basin boundaries (the thermo-mechanical hinge zones of Watts and Steck-
ler, 1981) act as the major ramps which allow the telescoping of the 
basin out and over its thermal basin. 
Given the major role inversion can play in basin survival, little 
is known of the mechanism by which it occurs. For simplicity, we define 
inversion as the change in polarity of structural relief, from a basinal 
area into a structural high (positive inversion), or from a structural 
high into a depocentre (negative inversion). While transtension and 
transpression can result in local inversion, we will concentrate primar-
ily on regional inversion, that is, the (semi) destruction of entire 
basin systems. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the causes 
and consequences of basin inversion by studying the structure and evolu-
tion of the Wessex Basin. 
'!he Wessex Basin of southern England was first named and recognised 
as a major depocentre by Kent (1949), who constructed various isq>achyte 
maps of the region based on hydrocarbon exploration data available at 
that time. More recently, increased exploration interest, and therefore 
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data, in the region has allowed a greater understanding of the configura-
tion and formation of the basin and its sub-basins. The basin is typi-
fied by a moderately complete Permian to Cretaceous sequence. but with 
Tertiary inversion producing restricted sedimentation on former Mesozoic 
'highs' • 
This work utilizes the data from recent geophysical surveys, new 
maps released by the British Geological Survey, and borehole data to 
outline the structural development of the Wessex Basin via a series of 
palaeogeographic maps and structural cross-sections. 
3.2 Structural Setting 
The Wessex Basin originated as a series of fault controlled sub-
basins in the northernmost part of the Hercynian fold belt, infilled with 
late Palaeozoic to Cenozoic sediments locally exceeding 3500 metres. The 
underlying basement largely comprises deformed Devonian/Carboniferous 
sediments although locally, inliers of lower Palaeozoic sediments have 
been encountered. The Wessex Basin is bounded by Hercynian highs; to the 
west the Cornubian massif, to the north and east by the London-Brabant 
Platform and to the south by the Annorican massif (Fig. 3.1). 
Four sub-basins have been identified (Sellwood et a!., 1985~ Whit-
taker, 1985) on the basis of structural trends, basin fill, and the 
tectonic evolution of individual sub-basins (Fig. 3.1). 
1. Channel Basin; predominantly a Mesozoic northerly diWing half graben 
developed almost entirely offshore in the present day English 
Channel. 
2. Winterlx>urne Kingston Trough~ a narrow west-northwest trending sym-
metric graben, largely infilled with Palaeozoic - Mesozoic sedi-
ments. 
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Fig. 3.1 Simplified regional tectonic map of the major Mesozoic 
structures in the Wessex Basin. Based on Whittaker 
(1985), Stoneley (1982), Sellwood et a1., (1985), 
Kamer1ing (1979) and this thesis. 
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3. Vale of Pewsey Basin: predominantly a late Palaeozoic - Mesozoic 
northerly dipping half graben developed entirely onshore. The 
northern boundary of the basin approximately marks the limit of the 
Wessex Basin. 
4. Weald Basin; a Mesozoic northerly dipping half graben becoming geo-
metrically more symmetric eastwards. 
All these sub-basins display two major structural trends, a pre-
dominant east-west trend intersected by a secondary northwest-southeast 
direction. 
3.3 Crustal Configuration, Basanent Structure and Basin Stratigraphy 
A number of studies have suggested that basement structure can 
strongly influence the form and orientation of subsequent sedimentary 
basin formation (e.g. Burchfiel and Royden, 1982; Brewer et al., 1983). 
It is necessary therefore, to outline the present-day structure and 
configuration of the crust ( and hence basement) in southern England on 
which the Wessex Basin devel~. 
A. Pre-Basinal Phase 
Information on the underlying pre-Permian (Variscan) basement struc-
ture is obtained from basement outcrops around the basin margins, bore-
hole logs, and limited seismic reflection and refraction data. An inter-
pretation of this data in terms of basement structure is presented in 
figure 3.2. 
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subhorizontal reflection events which extend down to between 1 and 3 
" 
second (TWTT). They are interpreted as sedimentary reflectors within 
large sedimentary basins since these reflectors are frequently displaced 
by normal and reverse faults. 
Zone 2 extends from the base of Zone 1 to a hiqhly variable boundary 
between 3.5 seoonds (TWTr) and 7 seoonds (TWTr) which romprises discrete 
dipping reflections in a larqely featureless zone. On the unmiqrated 
profile 11 (Fiq. 3.3), moderate to hiqh-amplitude events show chaotic 
cross cuttinq relationships. The dippinq reflection events have been 
interpreted as major thrusts, faults, shear zones or derollement surfaces 
(eq. Kenoltyet al., 1981: Brewer & Smythe, 1984: Whittaker & Chadwick, 
1984). The undoubted presence of an underlyinq Variscan foldbelt in 
Southern Enqland, the preponderance of dippinq events in comparison to 
the absence of similar events on the more stable English Midlands 
microcraton and from the discussion of the three dimensional qeometry of 
those structures in Olapter 2 leads to the conclusion that the reflectors 
are more likely to be Variscan thrusts: some of which may have controlled 
to overlying basin geometry and evolution (see Olapters 2 and 3). 
Zone 3 represents the lower crust and may extend to 13 second 
(TWTI'), although on averaqe 10 second (TWTl') rorresponds to about 30 kIn 
depth (the Moho?). This zone is hiQbly reflective and is characterized 
by strong continuous subhorizontal reflectors possibly and locally 
exceedinq 10 km in lenqth and generally increasinq in intensity downwards 
towards the presmned Moho. In addition hyPerbolic and dipping events can 
be clearly distinguished and may perhaps offset sub- horizontal 
reflectors. '!he high reflectivity essentially terminates downwards at 
around 10 seronds ('lWI'T) at the Moho as interpreted by Brewer & Smythe, 
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Cl984~ Below the Moho only discrete dippinq events can be distinguished. 
These are similar to those seen in zone 2 and have been interpreted as 
faults or shear zones within the upper Mantle (eq the Flannan thrust, 
Blundell et a1., 1985). 
The importance of the layered lower continental crust and the 
siqnificance of the sub-horizontal events has attracted considerable 
debate. Blundell (oral comm) and Blundell & Reston (oral comm) believe 
that these events maybe due to: reflections from tmderlyinq surfaces out 
of the plane of section: anastomisinq shear zones: compositional 
bandinq: ductile fabrics: cummulate layerinq: lenses of oartial melt: 
and water filled fissures. AlthoUQh their interpretation still remains 
controversial, the final explanation of this feature needs to adequately 
explain both their lateral continuity and apparently widespread 
development elsewhere. 
The qeoloqical interpretation of these zones on SWAT lines 10 and 11 
are summarized on fiqures 3.3 and 3.4. Zone 1 clearly corresponds to the 
Mesozoic basins thus SWAT profile 10 displays in part the Olannel Basin 
and Western Approaches basins and the surface exoression of the 
Sticklepath fault zone: whilst SWAT profile 11 clearly shows the Channel 
basins, Mid-Qlannel fault and Olerbourq Hiqh. 'lhe toomost part of Zone 2 
probably corresponds to the deformed Palaeozoic sequence within the 
Variscan fold belt. The southern half of SWAT profile 10 probably 
comprises shallow undifferentiated metamorphic basement and qranite 
intrusions (Variscan or caledonian in aqe), the latter outcroppinq 
onshore in France. Dippinq events are locally distinguished and 
generally accord with the location of overlying Mesozoic basins and 
therefore presumed to control them. Jones & Warner (oral oomm) examined 
= 
why the dippinq reflectors are reflective in the OUter Hebrides region, 
and concluded that the events were fault zones where rock densities 
increased as a result of preferential removal of soluble quartz and 
feldspar from the zone. Geometrically they are similar to the dippinq 
events recorded by Kenolty et al., 1981 and dippinq events mapped in this 
study in Lyme Bay (see Chapter 2). Therefore dippinq events with zone 
2 are here postulated to represent Variscan aqe thrusts which extend to 
at least 6 seconds (TWTl'). These steeply dippinq events (approximately 
300 ) contrast strongly with the sub horizontal nappe structures 
identified along the Variscan strike: for example in the Rhenish Massif 
(Meissner et al., 1984). Brewer (1984) attributed this chanqe as due to 
variations in the amount of overthrusting and the morphology of the 
continental margin. The presence of steeply inclined thrusts extendinq 
to 6 seconds (TWTT) is, here though to infer the presence of a deeper 
decollement surface. Onshore, in southern Enqland, Williams & Brooks 
(1985) produced a valid balanced section based on Chadwick et a1.,'s 
(1983) interpretation of the concealed Variscan structure from deep 
seismic reflection profiles. The restored decollement level lies at 
aoout 15 km and agrees with sub-horizontal reflection events imaged at 
that depth. Further west Brooks et al., (1984), using crustal refraction 
and wide angle reflection, identified a major reflector (R2) risinq 
northwards from 15 to 10 km throughout" southwest England, which they 
suggested may represent a major thrust of late Variscan age. This 
postulated level would approximately coincide with the boundary between 
zone 2 and 3 on SWAT lines 10 and 11. This has been taken into account 
in the interpretation on figures 3.3 and 3.4 which shows the sharply 
dipping events observed within zone 2 so sole cut along a postulated 
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decollement to the south. This interpretation would imply that the 
hiqhly reflective horizons in zone 3 are a tectonic induced fabric 
(Butler pers Comm), consequently the resultant fabric should acoompany 
the decx>llement u[)dip to its eventual surface expression. SUch a rise is 
clearly observed on SWAT profiles 2 and 3 where BIRPS/EXX>RS (1986) have 
recorded a strongly dipping event (interpreted as the Variscan front 
between the Bristol Channel and Cardigan Bay basins) which is here 
presumed to be the surface expression of the decollement plane. 
Associated with the rise of the postulated decollement is a decease in 
the reflective properties of zone 3, which is presumed to indicate 
decreasinq displacement towards the thrust front. Further south above 
the decx>llement level a similar rise of zone 3 along the carrick, lizard 
and Start thrust system on SWAT profiles 8 and 9 can be observed. (c.f. 
BIRPS/ECORS 1986). This is coincident with the surface exposure of a 
basement metamorphic schists and granitoid qneisses) -cover contact. 
Fundamental problems still arise: firstly the high stress required to 
develop such a deep decollement for such long distances in the middle 
crust: and secx>ndly the persistence of zone 3 in areas absent from known 
thrusting (c.f. SWAT profile 1). 
Above the postulated decollement, dipping events are seen in both 
directions. Fiqures3.3 and 3.4 delineate the two possible (end member) 
interpretations of these structures. Figure 3.3 displays two northerly 
dipping events presumed to be thrusts on SWAT profile 10, which cx:mtrol 
the development of two assymetric Mesozoic half grabens: whereas SWAT 
profile 11 may portray two oppositely opposed dipping events. The 
northerly diR)inq events oould be interpreted as backthrusts, which to 
some extent may influence Mesozoic basin develc)f:xllent (eq the location of 
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the Mid-Channel fault). The geometry of those events observed on SWAT 
profile 11 show striking similarities to the deep structure postulated by 
Shackleton et a!., (1982). Figure 3.4 differs in that it displays two 
southerly dippinq events on SWAT profile 11 which seem to terminate on 
the postulated decollement level. Both interpretations a~r equally 
viable. A previously unidentified event within zone 3 can be 
distinquished as a boundary between two zones of sub-horizontal 
reflectors of differing density: but the precise course and nature of 
this boundary is purely speculative. The southern portion of SWAT 
profile 10 displays both a higher elevation of sub-horizontal reflectors 
within zone 2 than is seen elsewhere together with major di~inq events 
which cross cut zone 3 and extend down into the upper Mantle. '!he former 
reflective zone may be a tectonic induced fabric associated with a major 
thrust rising close to the surface just south of the section 
alternatively and more feasibly they may correspond to the offshore 
continuation of the Brittany batholiths, since UP to a 3 second (TWTT) 
rise in the reflection characteristic of the lower crust is observed 
under the Scilly Isle and Haiq Fras granites on SWAT profiles 5 and 6 
(according to BIRPS/ECORS (1986)). Two ma jor dipping events on SWAT 
profile 10 clearly extend down into the upper Mantle. Their h}'Perbolic 
form may sugqest simple diffractions, alternatively the disturbance of 
the Moho ref lector by R2 may imply a rea 1 phenomena cutting the Moho. 
Both fiqures show an interpretation of this reflector as a major thrust 
ramp, alternative exPlanations are equally feasible. 
In conclusion interpretations of SWAT profiles 10 and 11 have been 
presented here in order to investigate Variscan structures in the Crust 
and upper Mantle. '.Ibree zones, based upon differing seismic character as 
'"'Ti 
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outlined by Whittaker & Oladwick (1984), are identified within the Crust. 
Onshore geological and geophysical data sets indicate a Variscan 
decollement risinq northwards towards the supposed outcrop of the 
Variscan front. The analysis presented of SWAT profiles 10 and 11 are 
speculations on the offshore extent of this decollement with dipping 
reflectors immediately above the decollement interpreted as Variscan 
thrusts. The probable Moho is clearly imaged at approximately 30 km 
depth and appears fairly flat except in the northern portion of profile 
11 where it is coincident with the deepening of the Channel Basin. 
However if the low seismic velocities in the overlying sedimentary 
sequence were taken into account the Moho will rise approximately to the 
same level as enoountered elsewhere. The apparent increase in depth to 
the Moho under the Channel Basin would result if the Channel Basin is 
uncompensated. This conclusion is in broad agreement with the view of 
Warner (1985) that the elastic thickeness of the lithosphere is very 
small «5 km) around the ORCS. The lack of obvious crustal thinning 
(contrasting to that seen in the North Sea by Barton & Wood, 1984) is 
important when oonsidering the thermo-mechanical and structural evolution 
of the basin. 
-
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The seismic reflection South West Approaches Traverse (SWAT) imaged 
the geometry of the overlying late Palaeozoic-Tertiary basins and under-
lying crust. The mid-crustal levels, though poorly reflective, show a 
series of shallow dipping events which have been interpreted as thrusts 
(Brewer et a1., 1983: Whittaker & Chadwick, 1984: Brewer & Smythe, 1984). 
In addition, a single seismic refraction experiment, the Ridgeway line, 
represents a northnortheast-southsouthwest transect across the central 
onshore portion of the Wessex Basin and recorded an apparently flat Moho 
at 31-33 kIn and a prominent mid crustal reflector at ~ 14 kIn ( Hopkins, 
pers. comm. this reflector was also recorded further west in Corn4t>ia by 
Brooks et a1., 1984). The position of this mid-crustal reflector is 
consistent with a prqx>sed crustal decollement at 15kIn based on struc-
tural balancing of a section across southern England by Williams and 
Brooks (1985). In France, the Etude de la Croute continentale et Qcean-
ique par Reflexion et refraction seismique (EXXlRS) traverse imaged the 
Faille de Midi decollement at 10 Jan (offset vertically by the Pay-de-Bray 
fault) with Moho being recorded at approximately 40-45 kIn (Bois et a1., 
1985). Figure 3.5 presents an interpretation of the present crustal con-
figuration across the Wessex Basin. 
The basement consists of deformed Devonian/carboniferous Mo1assic-
type sediments which were originally deposited within the Variscan fore-
deep and later defonDed by the emplacement of thrust sheets during the 
Variscan Orogeny. 
Various interpretations of the detailed structure of the basement 
has created considerable controversy. Some authors have explained base-
ment evolution in terms of thick-skinned tectonics involving' large-scale 
strike-slip motion (Arthaud and Matte, 1977: Autran and Cogne, 1980; 
-
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Badham, 1982: Sanderson, 1984) while others have invoked a thin-skinned 
origin (Isaac et al., 1982; Shackleton et al., 1982: Shackleton, 1984: 
Coward and Smallwood, 1984) involving shallow decollements and high 
amounts of shortening. Evidence exists for both hypotheses. Recent work 
by Coward and Smallwood (1984) has shown that t.hrust emplacement was 
generally north-northwest and that at least some northwest-southeast 
structures probably developed synchronously with thrust emplacement as 
lateral ramps. This same late Variscan trend may have played a rna jor 
role in the structural evolution of western European basins. In partic-
ular, northwest-southeast transfer faulting has offset the east-west 
/northeast-southwest basin initiating faults of, for example, the Porcu-
pine, Channel, cardigan Bay, Kish-Bank, Irish Sea and Celtic Sea basins 
(see Chapter 4). 
Following the normal reactivation of the basement thrusts, asym-
metric grabens were produced by collapse of the hanging wall. Symmetric 
graben development, when it occurs, may represent antithetic faulting 
following hanging wall collapse or alternatively, the backthrusting of 
northward dipping Variscan basement faults (e.g. mid-Qlannel fault). 
B. Basinal Phase 
Uncomformably lying an basement are Stephanian aged sands am can-
glanerates (Fig. 3.6). These sediments also represent the basal Wlit of 
the hal£-grabens and therefore date basin ini tiatian. An uwer carl:xla-
iferous age for basin formation is cansistent with the radianetric ages 
of inter-digitated lavas and agglanerates (B:hnonds et a1., 1969). 
Following basin initiation, erosion, locally severe (as in the Weald 
Basin) removed early Palaeozoic sedimentary sequences in an attempt to 
peneplain Variscan topogl:aphy. Based 00 restored sedimentary thickness 
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calculations by Williams and Brooks (1985), up to 10 km of sediment 
stripping may have occurred. 
Sediment deposition within the newly formed half-grabens was 
strongly controlled by Variscan structure and topography. During the 
Permian, semi-arid/desert sedimentation was largely concentrated along 
the western margin of the Wessex Basin in a series of east-west trending 
cuvettes. Permian sedimentary structures indicate a dominant eastward 
drainage pattern with pvaximal alluvial fans prograding off active east-
west fault scarps (Laming, 1982). Isopachyte data (Whittaker, 1985) 
clearly show progressive eastward sedimentary thinning with only minor 
isolated outliers present in the subsurface along the western margin of 
the Weald Basin. Sedimentation was thus largely absent in the Weald 
Basin and on the wndon-Brabant Platform. 
Permian sediments are unconformably overlain by continental Triassic 
sands and silts (Colter and Harvard, 1981; Fig. 3.6). Local 
conglomerates in the western localities of the basin indicate a northerly 
directional drainage pattern (Audley-Charles, 1970). Detailed 
descriptions of Triassic sedimentology and palaeogeography are outlined 
by Audley Charles (1970), Warrington et a1. (1980), Lott et a1., (1982), 
Allen and Holloway (1984), and Whittaker (1985). As in the Permian, 
sedimentation was restricted to the west with the Weald Basin only 
becoming inundated from the south-west during the late Triassic 
(Rhaetian) marine transgression (e.g. Taitt and Kent, 1958). Following 
fran this trangressioo, marine sedimentatioo ocntinued during the lower 
Jurassic with progressive onlap onto Hercynian highs (e.g. such as the 
Ialdon-Brabant Platfonn). '!be OCIlIplex oolap and afflap patterns observed 
on the major basement highs is probably best explained in terms of an 
----, 
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interference between the general Mes~oic eustatic sea-level rise with 
local tectonically-induced subsidence (Karner et a1., 1986). 
The middle Jurassic locally displays marked basinal variation in 
thickness and facies distribution as exemplified for example, by the 
Great Oolite Group (e.g. Sellwood et a1., 1985). Bentonites were locally 
devel~ along the western extremities of the London-Brabant platform 
and have been attributed to volcanism in the North Sea and Western Ap-
proaches area (Hallam and Sellwood, 1968; Harrison, 1981). The upper 
Jurassic is marked by an upward shallowing marine sequence, indicative of 
an increasing proximity to the major source areas. 
The lower Cretaceous was a period of major regional instability 
marked by basement fault reactivation which allowed the deposition of up 
to 1000 metres of non-marine brackish/freshwater sediments (Allen, 1981) 
and basin margin uplift. Most major depocentres were involved; viz., the 
Channel, Weald, and Vale of Pewsey Basins. The succeeding lower Green-
sand (Aptian) rests unconformably on earlier units and is. in turn, 
unconformably overlain by the Gault Clay (Albian; Fig. 3.6). Subsequent 
upper Cretaceous sedimentation essentially consisted of chalk. During 
this same period. the Weald Basin probably was at its greatest lateral 
extent as suggested by the distribution of flint gravels in Devon. 
The basin-wide unoonformity (Fig. 3.6) separating Tertiary and upper 
Cretaceous sediments documents the initiation of basin inversion in which 
late Palaeozoic/Mesozoic depocentres were uplifted to become source 
areas. Conversely, former Mesozoic highs became major Tertiary depo-
centres. Inversion occurred imtermittently throughout the Eocene, cul-
minating in the Oligocene/Miocene. 
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3.4 Structural Evolution of the Basin 
In the previous section, we described the structure of the basement 
and the stratigraphic development of the basin. In this section, we 
describe the structural develq:>ment of the basin itself through both the 
extensional and compressional (inversion) history of the basement. 
Chadwick et al., (1983) noted a causal relationship between late 
Palaeozoic-Mesozoic growth faulting and normal reactivation of Variscan 
basement thrusts. More recently, data acquired by the British 
Institutions Reflector Profiling Syndicate (BIRPS) around the United 
Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS) show dipping reflectors at mid and lower 
crustal levels which may represent thrusts. Locally, some of these 
reflectors control Palaeozoic or Mesozoic basin development (e.g. Brewer 
and Smythe, 1984). 
The Channel Basin appears to have developed as a consequence of the 
interaction between the Sticklepath Fault and Pay de Bray fault (Zieg-
ler, 1982). By generalising this concept, we suggest that the inter-
action of the northwest-southeast strike-slip faults, with the major 
east-west thrust faults has controlled the opening of the entire Wessex 
Basin system. Northwest-southeast sinistral fault movement of only a few 
kilometres is sufficient to produce the observed distribution of basement 
half grabens. Sinistral motion is suspected because the northwest-
southeast faults show no evidence of transpressiOl1 or transtensiOl1 Cc.f. 
the develq>ment of the late PalaeozOic/Mesozoic Worcester graben, Chad-
wick 1985a). 
Basin initiation appears to have migrated fran the west CWinterborne 
Kingston sub-basin: Permian) to the east (Weald sub-basin~ early Juras-
sic). However, if basininitiatiOl1 is related to basement thrust react-
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ivation, and the thrusts span fram Ireland to Belgium, then this primary 
depocentre migration is sanewhat puzzling. The absence of Permian sedi-
mentation in the Weald Basin can be explained in one of a number of 
ways; (1) northwest-southeast sinistral transpression motion along the 
Pay de Bray fault resulted in the uplift of the Weald area to form a 
topographic high, (2) Weald Basin basement may have undergone a greater 
amount of Variscan shortening relative to western regions thereby re-
quiring significant more extension to initiate basin sedimentation (Le. 
again a topographic high), (3) Permian sediments may have been deposited 
but subsequently removed by pre-Jurassic erosion and (4), the Weald 
region, while topographically low, failed to receive sediments (i.e. 
sediment starved). Points (1) and (2) imply uplift and erosion. How-
ever, well data suggests that the Weald area was distal -from the active 
source regions Allen & Holloway (1984). Point (3) requires firstly the 
deposition of terrigeneous sediments followed by erosion. Again, no 
evidence exists for any re-worked Permian sediments. This leaves point 
(4) as the most likely, which in turn, suggests that basement extension 
(and hence rifting) had yet to occur in this region. We predict 
therefore, that extension migrates from the west (Permian-Triassic) to 
the east (Rhaetic). The postulated Permian palaeogeography of the Wessex 
Basin is outlined in figure 3.7. 
Intra and interbasinal unconformities are produced by either (a) 
variations in eustatic sea-level, (b) local/regicmal. tectonically induced 
uplift, or (c) by non-deposition and minor erosion followed by renewed 
sedimentation. Unconformities therefore, are an important constraint on 
understanding the structural and tectcnic development of a sedimentary 
basin. 'It1e lower Triassic unc:alformity marlced a period of basin subsi-
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dence rejuvenation (following late Permian non-deposition) associated 
with renewed northwest-southeast sinistral extension (c.f. figures 3.7 
and 3.9). In contrast, the Rhaetian unconformity formed at a time tec-
tonic quiescence within the basin and correlates with the initiation of a 
world-wide transgressive eustastic event (e.g. Vail et aI., 1977). 
Polyphase crustal extension occurred throughout the Jurassic and is 
reflected in the sedimentary record by growth faulting. Extension was 
facilitated by the normal reactivation of basement listric faults as 
evidenced by the development of roll-over structures. IDeal sedimentary 
thinning and facies variations (Sellwood et aI., 1985) along east-west 
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1. 
and northwest-southeast trends, while possibly reflecting remnant Varis-
can topography, may also indicate fault reactivation and localized trans-
pression associated with extension (Fig. 3.9-3.11). The upper Jurassic 
marked the initiation and rapid subsidence of the Weald and Channel 
/ 
basins. Regional subcrustal lithospheric readjustment to this local 
crustal extension resulted in peripheral uplift, as evidenced by reworked 
Jurassic material (e.g. West and H~r, 1969), and hence the production 
of a major unconformity; the Kimmerian unconformity. The Kimmerian 
unconformity can only be demonstrated within the main sub-basins as it 
has subsequently been removed by Aptian/Albian erosion. 
Unrelated to, but at the same time as, lower Cretaceous faulting 
within the Wessex BaSin, the entire area was subjected to regialal uplift 
(Figs 3.12 ~ II.3.1). 'Ibis uplift was significantly more important in 
the west and. south than the north and. east, as evidenoed by the increased 
erosion of pre-Aptian sediments within the Western Approaches Basin 
(Bennet et a1., 1985) and Bristol Channel Basin (Kamer1inq, 1979). The 
resulting Aptian and. Albian UI'lOCXlfomities represent major stratigraphic 
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breaks within all the basins of this region (c.f. Fig. 3.12 and 3.13). 
Their timing approximately coincides with the rift/drift transition 
within the Bay of Biscay and the North Atlantic (Soler et al., 1981; 
Talwani, 1978) respectively. We suggest that the increased sediment 
truncation towards the Bay of Biscay and Atlantic margins results fvam 
the rapid, but short-lived isostatic uplift of basement due to the 
thermal effects associated with continental rifting (c.f. the rift 
induced s~all-scale mantle convection of Steckler, 1985). The time 
difference between the Aptian/Albian unconformities possibly reflects 
the geographical setting of the Wessex Basin relative to each rifted 
margin (Bay of Biscay and Atlantic) and/or variations in rift-onset ages. 
An alternative explanation of the Aptian/Albian unconformities, in 
terms of the isostatic rebound of the footwall following normal faulting 
within the Wessex Basin (e.g. Chadwick, 1985b) can hardly be expected to 
produce the ooserved distributioo of the unconformities across north-west 
Eurq:>e. Nei ther can it explain the existence of the two discrete uncon-
formities. For example, post-Aptian sedimentary units within the Wessex 
Basin progressively transgress the Aptian unconformity until they them-
selves are truncated in the Albian. 
While continental rifting potentially explains the Aptian/Albian 
unconformities, it cannot explain the ubiquitous distribution of these 
unconformities within north-west FAlrq;)e. Upper Jurassic-Neooanian c:a1-
tinental rifting therefore, must be the response of a yet more fundamen-
tal tectonic process which affected all of western Europe. A useful 
kinematic explanation lies in the relative plate moticm vectors between 
Africa and Europe recently defined by Livermore and Smith (1986; Fig. 
3.14). From 173-119 Ma, the relative plate motion between Africa and 
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Europe predicts a northwest-southeast sinistral motion within north-west 
Europe (Fig. 3.14). We believe that it is the resulting plate 
interactions implied in figure 7 which govern not only the rifting within 
the Bay of Biscay, but also the sinistral extension of northwest Eurq>ean 
basins in general (see Chapter 4). 
Within the Wessex Basin, the lower Cretaceous (Aptian) is charac-
terised by a major change in tectonic style (c.f. Figs 3.12 and 3.13) in 
which the northwest-southeast sinistral extension was replaced by east-
west strike-slip movements (Fig. 3.13). Again, this transition in style 
correlates remarkably well with the observed relative change of motion 
between Africa and Europe at 119 Ma (Livermore and Smith, 1986; Fig. 
3.14). East-west strike-slip motion is reflected as syn-sedimentary 
north-west trending swells above the basement faults (Figs 3.13 and 
3.15). Similar upper Cretaceous syn-sedimentary folding indictive of 
east-west strike-slip motion, has been described by Drummond (1970) and 
Gale (1980). 
East-west strike-slip motion continues to approximately 95 Ma, after 
which another major change occurs in the relative motion between Africa 
and Europe (Fig. 3.14). After that time, a general northwesterly conver-
gence of the African continent with respect to Europe occurs until the 
present day (Fig. 3.14). We suggest therefore, that the initiation of 
inversion so characteristic of north-west Europe, may have started as 
early as 95 m.y. ago and is a direct consequence of the compression 
generated during the convergence between Africa and Europe (which of 
ooorse, includes the Alpine/Pyreanean collisions). 
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3.5 Inversion 
A. Timing of Inversion 
As stated in the introduction, inversion implies a change in the 
polarity of structural relief, from a basinal area into a structural high 
(positive inversion) or a structural high into a basin (negative inver-
sion). Positive inversion invariably relates to regionally induced com-
pression but local inversion can also occur. For example, positive and 
negative inversion can be produced by transpression and transtension 
along strike slip faults respectively. Inversion of larger areas invol-
ving, for example, individual sub-basins, are more difficult to under-
stand. In the Wessex Basin, both local and regional inversion has occur-
red. 
As implied from figure 3.14, the initiation of regional inversion 
began in the upper Cretaceous (Laramide). All other inversion phases, 
such as the Styrian and Pyrenean phases of Ziegler (1982), are simply 
subsets of what can collectively be called ''Laramide inversion". 
B. Evidence for Laramide inversion 
Since the upper Cretaceous, the relative motion between Africa and 
Eurq>e predicts a northwest-southeast compression (Fig. 3.14). Dextral 
reactivation of favourably oriented strike-slip faults allowed the inver-
sion of basins within north-west Europe. Evidence for the nature and 
timing of inversion is: 
1) Marked erosion of the basin occurs between the upper Cretaceous and 
the lower Tertiary Wooldridge and Linton. 1938). IDeally derived 
peti:>le (and hence proximal) suites eroded fran the emerging basin 
were deposited on the fonner structural highs (0.£. Figs 3.15 and 
3.16; Fig. 3.6) (P1int, 1982; 1983). 
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2) There is a regional facies change across the basin from marine upper 
Cretaceous chalks to the non-marine late-Palaeocene fluvial sedi-
ments (Reading Formation, Fig. 3.6). 
3) Major northwest-southeast chalk fissures along the Purbeck-Isle of 
Wight fault are infilled with Palaeocene terrigeneous sediments. 
4) East-west styoli tes in the Purbeck Chalk (i.e. upper Cretaceous) date 
the onset of a canpressional event (Jones et al., 1984). 
5) The Palaeocene onlap pattern within the marine embayment north of the 
London Platform fault implies that the Weald Basin was topo-
graphically high during this period (see Bennison and wright, 
1969) . 
6) IDeal Eocene palaeosoils, develq;>ed on upper Cretaceous Chalk immedi-
ately south of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault, are in marked 
contrast to the marine sediments of the same age to the north of 
the fault (Plint, 1983). 
7) Upper Cretaceous depocentre migration towards the northern and 
southern margins of the Weald basin (Mortimore, pers. comm.) 
reflect an uplift of the basin centre. 
8) The Tertiary basins developed on former Mesozoic highs (c.f. Figs 3.1 
and 3.16). 
9) '!he timing of irwersion within the Wessex Basin oorrel.ates with the 
inversioo ob5el:Ved in adjacent basins (Zieg'ler, this volume). 
laramide inversion is generally manifested as mcmocl.ines around the 
basin margins. These monoclines are located along earlier Mesozoic 
growth faults (Stone1ey, 1982). The amplitude o~ the monoclines have 
increased with time, culminating in the Oligocene/Miocene. The best 
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developed inversion structures within the Wessex Basin are those dis-
played across the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault (Fig. 3.17). In effect, 
the inversion along this fault is primarily the result of Laramide 
transpression (east-west dextral strike-slip). 
Reverse movements along earlier Mesozoic southward dipping growth 
faults resulted in northward facing monoclinal flexures. Although par-
tial reversal was achieved along same of these faults (exceeding 200m), 
new lower angle reverse faults developed in the footwall (see Ridd, 1973) 
similar to the model studies outlined by Koopman (1986). In turn, 
reverse growth fault movement was the consequence of basement fault 
reactivation as thrusts. As an interesting aside, the stepping back of 
the lower angle faults has probably resulted in the breaching of hydro-
carbon accumulations wi thin the Wessex Basin immediately north of the 
major east-west growth faults. Therefore, major hydrocarbon plays are 
likely to be located a short distance behind the major growth faults. 
The degree of step-back will directly relate to the amount of inversion. 
Whilst the northwest-southeast faults accommodated the bulk of the 
convergence between Africa and ~, east-west faults allowed secondary 
accommodation by dextral oblique reverse slip (transpression, Fig. 3.17). 
In a more regional sense, the polyphase motion of the advancing Alpine 
nappe systems prcbably represented the ultimate cause for the intermit-
tent uplift of basins in the deforming foreland. Major late Oligo-
cene/Miocene uplift in the Wessex Basin ooincided with the emplacement of 
the Helvetic nappes (1986). 
The discussion so far has concentrated al basin depocentre inver-
sion, the driving mechanism of which is related to the reactivation of 
basement thrust faults. However, Mesozoic structural highs also under-
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went inversion to becx:>me Tertiary deoocentres. Characteristically, these 
deoocentres tend to deepen towards the major basement faults (in partic-
ular, the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault) and suqqests that transpression 
protably provides the drivinq subsidence for structural high inversion. 
By analoqy to thrust sheet emplacement, reverse fault reactivation es-
sentially emplaces a load onto the footwall side of the fault, the foot-
wall i:Bsement flexing to produce a ''mini'' foreland i:Bsin. The deqree of 
structural hiqh inversion will depend on the amount of overthrustinq, the 
wavelength of the overthrust block, and the flexural rigidity of the 
basement. 
Following the culmination of inversion in the Oligocene/Miocene, 
sedimentation became severely restricted. Evidence for the former extent 
of Neogene sedimentation is confined to isolated outliers such as the 
infilled chalk solution pipes of the Pliocene Lenham Beds along the 
northern margin of the Weald Basin (Rasmussen, 1966). Major mesofrac-
tures ob;erved throughout southern Enqland also largely developed durinq 
this culmination and are concordant with present day in-situ stress 
directions (Schmitt, 1981: Batchelor, 1984). The fact that the observed 
mesofracturing has been produced almost entirely during the inversion 
dlase is somewhat surprisinq. Polydlase riftinq should induce a penetra-
tive fabric within any pre-existinq sediments, with internal deformation 
decreasinq up-sequenoe (Dewey, 1982). However, as mesofracturinq is pri-
marily the result of He1vetic dlase inversion, joint devel.oanent alX)e8rS 
to be independant of the earlier basin extensional phases, at least 
within the Wessex Basin (see Chapter 5). 
'!he general oonverqenoe of Africa and Europe from 95-0 Ma adequately 
explains the in-olane oonq:ression and hence inversion of northwest Euro-
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pean basins. While northwest-southeast fault reactivation is reqionally 
demonstrable, small-scale inversion complexities also occur. We will 
illustrate some of these oomp1exities by investigatinq the development of 
Tertiary pull-apart basins alonq the Sticklepath fault zone (Fiqs 3.18 
and 3.19). The Stick1epath fault zone controlled the development of 
the western Wessex Basin and represents a reactivated Variscan basement 
wrench fault. In particular, sinistral motion throughout the late 
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic allowed development of the Channel sub-basin. 
Durinq the Eocene-early Oligocene, small sinistral pull-apart basins 
(Bovey, Stanley-Bank and Petrockstow) formed between the main transform 
relays. Later dextral movement along this fault is indicated by the 
right-lateral offset of Variscan granites and intra basinal thrustinq and 
folding (Bristow and Huqhes, 1971). .As mid-Oliqocene sediments are 
involved in the thrustinq, the compression appears to correlate with the 
Oligocene/Miocene inversion culmination. 
The formation (or modif.ication) of Tertiary basins alonq the same 
northwest-southeast trend durinq apparent dextral motion is not limited 
to the Sticklepath fault (see Chapter 4). Other examples include the 
Bristol Channel, Kish Bank, Ulster Basins and Sea of Hebrides Trough. 
Another example of this sinistral motion (and apparent tension) during 
Tertiary inversion is the emplacement of the Eocene Lundy Granite Com-
plex. This qranite possibly reflects intracrustal intrusion during the 
opening of the crust between major left steppinq faults. We have there-
fore, an apparent eniqma in that during general basin inversion (Lara-
mide), t>Ul1-aoart basin and qranite emplacement is also occurrinq. 
Complexities of the oonverqence between Africa and Europe since the 
Cretaceous may offer an explanation for this enigma. While general 
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converqence has occurred between Africa and Europe since the Cretaceous, 
small excursions occurred durinq the Maastrichtian-oliqooene period (Fiq. 
3.14). In particular, the motion diqressed from northwest-southeast 
dextral shear to firstly a northeast-southwest shear, followed by 
increasinq re-aliqnment towards the northwest-southeast trend. It was 
exactly within this time frame that the basins and qranite were 
formed/emplaced alonq the Stickleoath fault. Basin formation ceased 
durinq the Oliqooene as extension was replaced by reqional compression. 
This same diqression may help explain the northeast-southwest en-echelon 
folds north of the Purbeck-Isle of Wiqht fault (see Daley and Edwards, 
1971: Plint, 1982) (Fiq. 3.16). 
Intracrustal decollements, while playinq a rna jor role in Wessex 
Basin inversion, may also have siqnificant reqional implications. The 
existence of intracrustal decollements within the European foreland (Fiq. 
3.5) facilitates not only the qeneral development of small basins by 
hanqinq-wall collapse, rut also the mobility of UlXler crustal blocks over 
considerable distances across a foreland. Evidence for the non-synchron-
eity of inversion across the European foreland is clearly displayed in 
the relative proqression of basin inversion from the southeast towards 
the northwest. Shorteninq associated with Alpine compression inverted 
the Hunsruck-Taunus area in the upper Cretaceous (e.q. Zieqler, 1986: 
Meissner et al., 1984), miqrated northwesterly to eventually invert the 
Olannel Basin in the lower Tertiary, and finally the Bristol Olannel and 
Celtic Sea Basins in the middle Tertiary (Zieqler, 1982). 
3.6 Present Structural Style 
The offshore stratigraphy of the Channel Basin is summarised in 
fiqure 3.17. Tertiary east-west monoclinal flexures and antiforms 
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identify the position of underlyinq Mesozoic q~wth faults and reveal the 
pattern of Mesozoic block boundary faults. Fiqure 3.17 follows a north-
south transect across the Purbeck-Isle of Wiqht fault and clearly shows 
the characteristic siqnal of Wessex Basin inversion - the transpressional 
flower-stuctures and listric fault roll-over inversion to anticlines. 
The synchronous development of intrabasinal antithetic and synthetic 
faults accompanyinq hanging-wall basement collapse is clearly evident. 
While fiqure 3.17 shows the formation of monoclinal flexures across the 
Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault, alonq strike, local east-west oericlines and 
synclines are produced due to qrowth fault reactivation as intrabasinal 
thrusts (indicatinq the development of complex ramp/flat qeometries: 
alonq strike Vann, pers. comm.). 
The present structural style of the Wessex Basin is clearly seen in 
the six north-south cross-sections of fiqures 3.20 and 11.3.2. The 
cross-sections demonstrate the complexity and variability of both the 
inversion related structures and the earlier extensional features. 
Sections 1-3 show the inverted Weald Basin becomminq increasinqly 
asymmetric westwards towards the Vale of Pewsey Basin. Section 3 
highlights the Tertiary dePDcentre developed above an attenuated Mesozoic 
sequence. Section 4 marks the transitional nature of the Wessex Basin 
from the Weald Basin to the Winterbourne Kinqston TrouQh. Purbeck-Isle 
of Wiqht fault transpression, and its effects on controlling structural 
high inversion is particularly well-documented in section 5. Tertiary 
transpression has uplifted the Cl1annel Basin and in so doinq, has created 
an asymmetric 'foreland-type' basin. Major uplift has also occurred 
along the Mere fault which bounds the Wessex Shelf from the Vale of 
Pewsey Basin. Section 6 depicts the decreasing structural control on 
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peripheral basin development while showinq the rift-type continuation of 
the WinterboUITle Kinqston Trouqh towards Cornubia. 
While dextral motion of the northwest-southeast faults results in 
local pull-apart basin inversion, west-northwest faults (e.q. the Pay de 
Bray fault) display transpressiona1 anti forms. Inversion induced thrust-
ing qenerally occurs on the footwall side of the major east-west qrowth 
faults. Locally, particularly in the Isle of Wight region, oomplex three 
dimensional fault qeometries (as seen in seismic reflection profiles) can 
be explained in terms of local oblique slip movement associated with 
uPlift of the Channel Basin. 
Present hydrocarbon exploration is larqely tarqeted towards pre-
Aptian tilted fault blocks developed on the footwall side of the major 
east-west qrowth "faults, and away from inversjon related structures which 
are likely to breach potential accumulations on the immediate footwall 
side (e.q. Wytch Farm oil field: c.f. Colter and Havard, 1981). 
3.7 Conclusions 
From the structural deve1apment and inversion history of the Wessex 
Basin outlined above, the fol1owinq conclusions can be made: 
1) The Wessex Basin is divisible into four sub-basins, each formed as a 
result of the normal reactivation of Variscan thrust and wrench 
faults which comoartmentalised the basetnent. 
2) Extension was essentially polyPhase and initially restricted to the 
west, beqinninq in the Permian and Triassic but migrating to the 
east durinq the Jurassic and lower Cretaceous. 
3) The structural evolution of southern England is understandable in 
terms of major listric growth faults, detatchinq on reactivated 
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Variscan thrusts. 
4) The Wessex Basin, and its rhomboidal shaped sub-basins, developed as 
a result of northwest-southeast sinistral strike-slip motion (with 
offsets of only a few kilometers). Durinq inversion, these same 
faults underwent dextral motion, thereby siqnificantly modifyinq 
the sub-basi ns. 
5) Each major extension phase has an associated unconformity, viz., 
Permo-Triassic, Kimmerian, and Aptian-Albian unconformities res-
pectively (Fiq. II.3.3). The Kimmerian unconformity (Oxfordian-
Kimmeridqian) owes its existence to the reqiona 1 ad justment of the 
lithosphere durinq local crustal extension. This unconformity, 
therefore, was locally developed. In contrast the Aptian/Albian 
unconformity within the Wessex Basin owes its existence to the 
thermal effects (most probably small scale oonvection) associated 
with riftinq in the Bay of Biscay and the North Atlantic. 
6) The upper Cretaceous, formerly thouqht to be a period of relative 
stability, appears to be a time of local en-echelon periclinal 
formation resulting from east-west sinistral motion. 
7) Major inversion took place initially in the upper Cretaceous (laramide 
phase) and culminated in the Oliqocene/Miocene (Helvetic phase) 
. (J 
with the development of maJor monoclimt flexures above former 
Mesozoic growth faults. In particular, the same structures which 
facilitated basin initiation in the Permian-lower Cretaceous also 
induced intrabasinal compression (inversion) during the \JPDer Cre-
taceous-early Tertiary. Syn and post inversion evolution of the 
Wessex Basin was dominated by mesofracture development throuqhout 
southern England. 
8) Inversion was demonstrably intermittent, with former Mesozoic depa-
centres beooming structural highs and hence forming local source 
areas. The amount of uplift is greatest in the southern part of 
the Wessex Basin adjacent to the Purbeck/Isle of Wight fault. 
9) Inversion related stuctures allowed the development of new, lower 
angle reverse faults in the footwall block. 
10) Reverse oblique-slip motion along the major basin boundary faults 
durinq inversion resulted in complex three dimensional fault geom-
etries. Significant hydrocarbon accumulations were probably 
breached at this time. 
11) The Sticklepath fault zones displays a complex history. During the 
Tertiary, left lateral pull-apart basins developed synchronously 
with the Lundy Granite Complex. Both features developed between 
left lateral intracrustal relays. 
12) The structural development of the Wessex Basin, both during extension 
(basin formation phase) and compression (inversion phase) (Tables 
3.2 and 3.3), is dominated by the form of the plate tectonic 
convergence of Africa and Europe. In particular, the relative 
plate motions predicts a northwest-southeast sinistral motion until 
the Aptian, east-west sinistral motion from the Aptian to 
Cenomanian, and northwest-southeast dextral motion from the 
Cenomanian to the present day. Small digressions of the relative 
plate motions, especially during the lower Tertiary, help to 
explain complexities observed along the basin boundary faults. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The detailed structural evolution of the Wessex basin has already 
been outlined, however, it is imoortant to consider this synthesis in a 
wider context and compare and contrast the basin evolution to the 
pOstulated evolution of the other Mesozoic basins, qrabens and trouqhs 
of Western Eurooe. 
Firstly it is important to consider the basement confiquration 
followinq the Palaeozoic consolidation of pangea~ and to what extent the 
structural controls influence subsequent basin evolution, in the 
subsequent dynamic tectonic framework. Secondly it is important to 
briefly summarize the main simi lari ties and differences of the Wessex 
basin to other Mesozoic basins around Western Eurooe. These comparisons 
are clearly important when considerinq the subsequent Permo-Triassic 
instability and break UP of the Panqean supercontinent and the role in 
which inherent crustal weaknesses from earlier deformations control the 
subsequent Mesozoic basin oonfiquration. The dynamics of Mesozoic basin 
formation can be determined from the synthesis of a wide variety of 
qeoloqical data sources and is clearly important as an aid to develoPing 
future exploration strateqies. Lastly and most importantly, 
consideration and inteqration of the synchonous Late Palaeozoic to 
Cenozoic plate tectonic evolution of the European area must be 
rationalized and its importance to predictability and testability 
outlined. 
The basement configuration is well illustrated in a series o_f 
tectonic summary maps compiled by Zieqler (1982, 1983) (Fiq. 4.1 and 
Table 4.1). With the exoeptioo of isolated outliers in northern Enqland 
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Table 4.1 List of all the basins and structural highs shown 
figure 4.4 
and the Midland Valley of Scotland, Carboniferous rocks mostly lie 
immediately south of the east-west mid North Sea hiQh. Tb the north of 
the high the basement dominantly comprises lower Palaeozoic rocks 
deformed in the Caledonian Oroqeny. 
This oroqeny followed late Pre-Cambrian continental riftinq and 
separation, Iapetus subduction and late Silurian/Early Devonian Iapetus 
closure (Phillips et al., 1976) and terrane accretion (Bluck, 1984): 
these processes resultinq in the formation of the Laurasian Super 
continent. The major faults in the system are northeast-southwest (eq. 
Great Glen Hiqh1and Boundary fault). 
Less siqnificant but still important are a series of northwest-
southeast and east-west fracture sets, the former, at least in part, has 
a possible Pre Caledonian oriqin and may have accommodated stresses 
related to sinistral movement alonq the northeast-southwest fracture set 
(Watson, 1984). The later fracture set which may also be Caledonian 
(Watson, 1984), were siqnificant in contro11inq of later basin 
confiquration and structural develoPment (see Thre1fall, 1981). 
Variscan deformation may have been the result of complex dextral 
meqashear motion across Europe that joined the southern end of the Urals 
to the Alleghenides (Arthaud & Matte 1977: Badham, 1982). This 
dominantly overprinted the earlier caledonian deformation particularly in 
the south. With the termination of Iapetus subduction in the early 
Devonian (Zieqler, 1984) siqnificant extension, wrenching, back-arc 
riftinq and associated volcanism occurred. Pre-existinq caledonian 
weaknesses were reactivated (eq Midland Valley, Great Glen fault) 
a1thouqh postulated large scale sinistral motions (Kent & Opdyke 1979) 
are not now thought to have occurred (Kent & Opdyke, 1985). The Variscan 
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Oroqeny probably resulted from tbe Early carboniferous closure of palaeo-
Tethys between Gondwana and Laurasia (Zieqler 1984). This resulted in 
w 
north/=asterly thrust prOPaqation across the west central Europe. Durinq 
the latest Westphalian/earliest Stephanian major east-west riqht lateral 
motion resulted in a complex pattern of northwest-southeast dextral 
strike slip faults (Arthaud & Matte 1977). 
The dominant structural qrain is therefore purely dependent upon 
the relative location of the study area with respect to earlier 
deformations. Thus south of the Variscan front, caledonian or earlier 
structures are rarely expressed except where ore Variscan structures have 
propaqated UP throuqh the thin-skinned Variscan decollement (see 
Shackleton, 1984). The dominant Caledonian qrain north of the front 
locally displays clear Variscan overprint (e.q. Arthurton, 1984), such 
as in the Moray Firth and other parts of Scotland (see Threlfall, 1981; 
Watson, 1984). 
Details on individual basins are more fully summarized in rllinq & 
Hobson (1981) Naylor & Shannon (l982) and Ziegler (1982). However it is 
important here to consider the wider implications of their results, 
oomparinq and oontrasting the major distinquishinq features of the basins 
around the United Rinqdom Continental Shelf (UR:CS), with already outlined 
evolution of the Wessex basin. This is outlined below. 
A. Western Approaches Basin 
This basin trends east-northeast approximately parallel to Variscan 
aged structures in southwest Enq!and. 'Dle basin is a southward dippinq 
half-qraben (Fig. .2.9) oomprisinq essentially a oomolete Permo-Triassic 
to Neogene sedimentary sequence. This was disturbed by the Aptian/Albian 
"'" 
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tmconformity which displays increasinq truncation to the southwest, and 
Late Cretaceous/Tertiary inversion (see Chapter 3). Major east-northeast 
qrowth faults are probably offset by northwest-southeast transform faults 
e.q. Sticklepath fault which is displayed in part in the Western 
Approaches Basin as a positive tapoqraphic ridqe (see Naylor & Shannon 
1982 Fiq. 3.2). Recently the BIRPS qrouo have imaqed a major deoocentre, 
the Plymouth Bay eesin, with possibly uP to 10 km of Perm~iassic red 
bed infill (BIRPS/ECORS 1986). This is thouqht to be controlled by 
Variscan thrust reactivation and transfer movement along a northwest-
southeast late Variscan wrench fault (qeometrically similar to the Kish 
Bank Basin further north). 
B. Bristol Channel Basin 
The stronq east-west trend chanqes westward to a more east-northeast 
trend parallel to the Celtic Sea and Western Approaches basins. 
Kamerlinq (1979) recoqnised essentially three sub-basins, whidl evolved 
from the Permo-Triassic stratiqraphically the basin shows stronq 
similarities to the Wessex basin with pre ~n/Albian e~sion and late 
Cretaceous/early Tertiary inversion. The east-west trendinq East Bristol 
Channel basin (Kamerling 1979) appears to be a northward dippinq half 
graben, probably comparable to the Vale of Pewsey basin and Central 
Somerset Graben and thus probably the direct result of Mesozoic 
reactivation of the Variscan f~nt. Local northwest-southeast transfer 
zones were the Colethestone and Stickleoath faults and others. The 
intermediate area comprises a southward dippinq half qraben (Ramerlinq 
1979). Different dip qeometry between these two sub-basins probably 
reflects the importanoe of the StickleDath fault zooe suqqesting chanqinq 
polarity of the underlyinq detachment zones. Other northwest-southeast 
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transfer zones, again probably reactivated alonq late Variscan dextral 
wrench faults, separate the intermediate basins from the main Bristol 
Channel Basin, itself a southward dippinq half graben, geometrically 
similar to the Haiq Fras depression to the south west (cf. Zieqler 1982, 
Fiq. 14). 
~ Porcupine Basin, Sl yne Trouqh, Erris Trough and Donegal Basins 
The north-south Porcupine Basin which was initially rifted in the 
middle Jurassic (Lefort & Max, 1984) was controlled and cross cut by a 
series of northwest-southeast transform faults, here interpreted to be 
reactivated as dextral faults. The Slyne Trouqh, Erris Trouqh and 
Doneqal Basins, althouqh similar in aqe, appear to be en-echelon 
northeast-southwest southeastward diooinq half qrabens •. These may be 
separated by northwest-southeast transfer zone. An undated northeast-
southwest dyke swarm in the Slyne Trough (Naylor & Shannon 1982) may 
reflect NW-SE extension. There is no evidence for siqnificant crustal 
thinning in these troughs and basins in contrast to the observed 
lithosoheric involvement displayed in the Porcupine Basin (Naylor & 
Shannon 1982). 
D. Fasnet basin 
This basin initiated in the Permo-Triassic. Reactivated caledonoid 
faults are offset by secondary northwest-southeast strike slip faults 
which display sinistral motion. These latter faults controlled the 
development of the Fasnet pull-apart basin (Robinson et a1., 1981) , here 
postulated to be parallel to the sinistral OPening of the Wessex basin. 
Late Bajocian volcanism controlled by the northwest-southeast faults 
appears to be synchronous with rifting and doming in the North Sea. 'Ibis 
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'tectonic' event resulted in local uplift and non-sequences within the 
Wessex basin and around other basin marqins, (see Zieqler 1982, enc1.4) 
(i.e. the Vesulivian transqression in southern Enqland.) 
E. Celtic Sea and Cardiqan Bay basins 
The Celtic Sea Basin developed as a northward dippinq half qraben 
(Naylor & Shannon 1982) with up to 9 kIn of sediment infill (BIRPS/ECORS, 
1986). The basin appears to be strongly controlled by reactivation of 
the postulated Variscan front which disPlays a complex ramp/flat qeometry 
(BIRPS/ECORS, 1986). Assuminq the 'front' crosses obliquely across 
southern Ireland (e.q. Cooper et al., 1984), the hanqing wall qeometry of 
the Celtic Sea Basin becomes more symmetric alonq strike to the 
southwest, similar to the change in geometry of the assymetric Vale of 
Pewsey Basin of alonq strike (following the subsurface trace of the 
postulated Variscan front) to the symmetric eastern end of the'Weald 
Basin. The westward chanqe in qeometry of the Bristol Channel sub-basins 
may also in part reflect this, althouqh transfer zones could explain the 
sudden chanqe in qeometry alonq their strike. Similar rapid fault 
controlled rift subsidence occurred from the Permo-Triassic (Fiq. 4.2) 
and continued throuqhout the Jurassic again comparable to the Vale of 
Pewsey and Weald basins in southern England. Northwest-southeast 
transfer zones reactivated along older northwest-southeast Variscan 
dextral strike-slip faults may account for the separation of the Fasnet 
and Celtic Sea Basins as well as the south dippinq and thus oppositely 
directed (Caledonian?) detachment (the Bala fault) associated with the 
cardigan Bay Basin. Thus the postulated northwesterly continuation of 
the Sticklepath fault zone essentially tranfers the differing rotation 
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between the two basins and may reflect an oriqinal larqe scale dextral 
offset of the Variscan front off the Pembroke coast. 
~ Kish Bank Basin 
This northward dippinq half qraben which probably initiated in the 
C 
Upper 4arboniferous (Jenner 1981), is transected by a rna jor northwest-
southeast dextral strike slip fault, similar to the Plymouth Bay Basin. 
Thus it bears strong structural similarity to the Wessex Basin in terms 
of evolution. 
G. Cheshire, Irish Sea, Solway, Ulster, Rathlin Trouqh, Loch Indaal 
Basins 
All these basins developed as half qrabens. The Solway and Irish 
Sea Basins develOPed largely as southwest and north easterly dippinq half 
grabens respectively. Excludinq the northeast dippinq lDch Indaal Basin, 
all the other basins essentially dip southeastwards. Aqain, all these 
basins seeminqly reflect reactivated Caledonian basement trends, many 
were inverted between the upper Cretaceous and the Miocene, and many are 
directly underlain by Carboniferous half grabens althouqh the precise 
timing of inversion is not known. Major flower structures in the Irish 
Sea follow a northwest-southeast trend which is important when 
considering the pOstulated late Variscan control discussed later. 
H. West Scottish Basins and Shetland Basins 
-- ---- ---
These basins again reflect half graben reactivation along 
Caledonian or older structures. Some, such as the South and North Minch 
basins possibly refl~ normal reactivation of Caledonian thrusts such as 
is the case with the OUter Isles thrust (see Brewer et al., 1983, Brewer 
& Smythe, 1984). 
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l.!.. Moray Firth Basin 
" '1llis ~sin is stronqly controlled by the caledonian Great Glen Fault 
which essentially bounds this northwest dipping half qraben. McQuillin 
et al., (1982) postulated synchronous dextral motion with basin 
development alonq this fault. This would result in the observed 
synchronous sinistral motions alonq the northwest-southeast orientated 
con jugate fractures around the UKCS. 
J. North Sea Basin 
Permian volcanism in this basin occurred synchronously with 
volcanism in the Wessex Basin (Dixon et al., 1981, Knill 1982). The 
postulated· assymmetric Permo-Triassic riftinq may have been controlled by 
reactivation of a westward dippinq caledonian thrust (Barton & Mathews 
1984), although full scale lithospheric extension probably initiated in 
the Middle Jurassic. This may in part explain the differences in Beta 
estimates between present day observed crustal thicknesses and 
backstripped well data. Lithospheric extension in the middle Jurassic 
resulted in uplift, volcanism and local widespread subsidence outside the 
area of demonstratable crustal thinninq (reeder 1983). Perhaps much of 
this uplift can now be attributed to secondary convection mechanisms 
associated with renewed extension, similar to the Gulf of Suez (see 
Steckler 1985). 
K. Sole Pit and Cleveland Basins 
The Sole Pit Basin has been related to pull-apart motion alonq the 
Dowsing fault zone (Glennie & Boegner, 1981) with dextral apeninq between 
the Permian and early Cretaceous and sinistral shorteninq during 
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-early/upper Cretaceous (Sub Hercynian) inversion. The Cleveland Basin 
probably displays a similar history to the Sole Pit Basin since it 
develops on the western side of the Dowsinq fault zone. Backstripped 
subsidence curves (Fiq. 4.3) clearly show a similar subsidence form to 
the Winterborne Kinqston Trouqh wi thin the Wessex basin, whereas the 
Sole Pit Basin clearly display continued rapid subsidence throuqhout the 
Mesozoic (Fig. 4.3) similar to the Weald basin. The East Midlands shelf 
area in the Lincolnshire area probably developed as a flexural winq to 
the North Sea. 
L. Worcester Basin 
This westward dipping half qraben appears to be reactivated along a 
caledonian transtensional and Variscan transpressional fault zone 
(Chadwick, oral comm). Permian and Triassic extension has been 
identified (Chadwick 1985a) similar to the Wessex Basin with fault 
geometries and extension values indicatinq oblique slip with northwest-
southeast extension to allow for synchronous extension in the nearby 
Wessex Basin. 
M. Paris Basin 
This basin clearly displays a series of separate depecentres 
seemingly developed along the northwest-southeast Pay de Bray 
disturbance. Perrodon & Comellis (Oral oomm) have identified clockwise 
rotation of the rift subsidence, thus it is here speculated that this 
reflects sinistral strike-slip motion along the Pay de Bray Fault from 
Permian times. Thus Permo-Triassic depocentres delineated by Meqnien 
(1980) are here interpreted as local pull-aparts developed along the Pay 
de Bray and the Rouen ~ Sennely fault systems. . These fault zones 
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synchronously controlled the development of the Wessex basin. 
4.2 Discussions 
Therefore most of the basins around the UKCS are seemingly 
controlled by northwest-southeast transforms, transfers and strike slip 
faults, largely interpreted as reactivated earlier Variscan or caledonian 
structures. Fiqure 4.4 shows the location of the rna jor 
Mesozoic/Tertiary basins throuqhout Western Europe. Excludinq the 
obvious northeast-southwest Caledonian trend to the north and west of 
Britain another probably more significant trend is here recoqnised 
following a northwest-southeast trend. These postulated fractures are 
probably of similar aqe and qeneration to the major late Variscan dextral 
strike slip faults (see Arthaud & Matte 1977) (Fiq. 4.5). For example 
line 1 on Fiq. 4.4 probably is the site of the Torquist line and 
oontrolled the subsidence of the Polish Trough. Line 2 (the Elbe line?) 
speculatively controlled the orientation of the Central Graben and 
possible Witch Ground Graben/Moray Firth Basin boundary. Line 3 
ooincides with the northwest-southeast Dowsing fault zone and the Broad 
Fourteens Basin (Lutz et al., 1975) and major flower structures in the 
West Netherlands Basin (Bodenhausen and Ott 1981). '!be most significant 
feature is line 4 which lines UP with the Cheshire, Irish Sea and 
northeast offshore Irish Basins an.d offsets the Rockall Trough further 
north. Further south a strong magnetic signature is depicted on magnetic 
anomaly maps across the London-Brabant hiqh and coincides with a 
postulated Variscan lateral ramp between the hiqh and the Paris Basin 
along the French Belqium frontier. 'llle implication is that although many 
of the basins are clearly related to reactivated Caledonian fault trends, 
the overprint of this late Variscan fracture set clearly indicates no 
.. 
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significant lateral motion could have occurred along northeast-southwest 
trends at least since the late Palaeozoic. Line 5 may reflect a larger 
scale northwest-southeast late Variscan strike slip fault dividing the 
Wessex Basin in two. This explains the northwest-southeast deflection 
of the Portsdown fault and its correspondence to the Pay de Bray fault. 
Further north it coincides with the northwest-southeast Codling fault 
across the Kish Bank Basin. The Sticklepath fault zone represents the 
surface expression of line 6, which has already been shown to control the 
Wessex, Bristol Olannel Celtic Sea and Cardigan Bay Basins: all reflect 
changing opposite-directed half Qraben systems. Lines 7-9 are postulated 
as basin ooundary faults, and transfer zones, and in the PorcuPine Basin 
as transform zones, coinciding with strong northwest-southeast orientated 
magnetic signatures. Thus this pOstulated northwest-southeast late 
Variscan or older fault system, extends well into the Variscan foreland 
north of the Variscan 'Front': partly or totally controlling the half 
graben geometry, location and basin evolution of the subsequent late 
Palaeozoic - Cenozoic rifts in northwest Europe. Such structures are 
particularly well imaged on the recently processed gravity data (Fig. 
4.6) • 
Backstripped subsidence curves and stratigraphic details indicate 
that extension events were largely synchronous throughout northwest 
Europe. Much of this extensioo resulted in strike-slip and oblique-slip 
motion along northwest-southeast late Variscan structures from the 
Permian. 1his postulated sinistral movement is recognisable primarily in 
the Wessex, Paris and Fasnet Basins along northwest-southeast trends 
although other basins probably demoostrate a si~ilar history. Most basins 
in the UKCS seemingly developed on rigid crust as reflected by 
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Fig. 4.6 Composite Bouguer Gravity image of north-west Europe. 
Preferential illumination from the northeast to the 
southwest to enhance the postulated northwest-southeast 
Variscan fractures. 1 ' 
Figure 4.6 ,kindly supplied by G.D. Karner). . 
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insufficient rise of the Moho to compensate the overlyinq basin qeometry. 
The results of the BIRPS deep seismic reflection lines (Brewer et al., 
1983: Brewer & Smythe 1984, BIRPS/EXX>RS 1986) clearly image a flat Moho, 
althouqh consideration of the effect of density in the overlying basin 
Jo"'"''' fill on velocity structure may actually cause velocity oull-lSS affecting 
the Moho. This is particularly well evidenced by the BIRPS qroup in the 
Plymouth Bay Basin where the postulated 10 kIn post carboniferous sediment 
infill lies uncompensated above a flat Moho, and may imply no extension 
or sublithospheric involvement and oerhaps this is further evidence of 
crustal rather than wholesale lithospheric frailure (see Chapter 2). 
However, more detailed studies using gravity and refraction work, 
particularly in the Porcupine Basin and in the North Sea (Barton & Wood 
1984), have shown obvious subcrustal involvement more closely comparable 
with the McKenzie model (1978). Lastly all the basins in the UKCS, 
excluding the post mid-Jurassic evolution of the North Sea Basin, 
essentially develOPed as assymetric rifts, with qeometric complexities 
similar to those descrited by Bosworth (1985). 
Obvious disimilarities such as differing fault trends reflect the 
underlying basement qrain. In particular many caledonian trending basins 
probably reactivated above Caledonian strike-slio faults, whereas basins 
south of the Variscan front largely seem to be cx:mtrolled by underlying 
Variscan thrust geometry (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4) (deoending on the level of 
pre-Permian erosion and the depth to detachment.) The importance of 
these earlier structural weaknesses utilized by later basin development 
has been emphasized by many authors (eq Johnson & Dingwall 1981: Naylor & 
Shannon 1982: Chadwick et al., 1983, Brewer & Smythe 1984). Also 
although general rapid fault controlled subsidence was fast throughout 
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the Permo-Triassic and Kimmeridgian (and in part the Neocomian), 
individual basins may reflect slight variations in the subsidence form. 
For example, rapid fault controlled subsidence of the Sole Pit Basin 
throughout the Jurassic is reflected largely by exponential (thermal?) 
subsidence in the Cleveland Basin (Fig. 4.3). 
Stratigraphic details including unconformities etc. vary locally 
from basin to basin. The reasons for this may be directly related to sea 
level variations (see Chapter 2), the orientation and geometry of 
basins with regpect to plate boundary reoognfiguration, uplift of rift 
shoulders (which may be due to secondary convection in the underlyinq low 
velocity zone (see Steckler 1985», uplift of a peripheral bulqe 
<-> 
associated with loadinq, differing erosion rates, differing ridqities 
and varyinq subc:rustal involvement. These all may playa role on basin 
edge stratigraphy. The association of rift initiation and separation in 
relation to basin stratigraphy is particularly well exemplified by early 
Tertiary volcanism (Plateau basalts and intrusives) associated with North 
Atlantic sea flcx:>r spreading. Comparison of the C8moanian/Turonian to 
Palaeocene/Eboene palaeogeography in that region (see Zieqler 1982, encl 
23, 24) clearly displays how this uplift associated with spreading caused 
marked rapid variations in paleogeography. 
IDeally, such as the Sole Pit Basin area: dextral strike-slip motion 
is observed along northwest-southeast trends (Glennie & Boegner 1981). 
In addition the complex subsequent inversion history (both SUb-Hercynian 
and laramide) undoubtedly reflects the complex nature of the fault zone, 
with local transpressional uplift and transtensional d~tres perhaps 
inpart OOI'ltJ:olling the Cleveland Basin. 
In summary, the evolution of Westem Europe throughout the late 
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Palaeozoic to present day can be envisaged to be the direct result of 
instability of the Pangean supercontinent and eventual break-up. 
Regional extension resulted in discrete depocentres developing along 
earlier crustal weaknesses. The dominant crustal weaknesses generally 
follow Variscan or caledonian trends although in late Variscan northwest-
southeast fractures are particularly important as they appear in the 
overprint whole European lithosphere. 
Many basins reflect a similar tectonic history to that described in 
the Wessex Basin, in particular they may have developed as discrete pull-
apart basins in response to regional extension of the northwest European 
lithosphere. It is postulated that many basins including, for example, 
the Bristol Channel and Celtic Sea opened substantially along northwest-
southeast trends which are interpreted as late Variscan wrench faults 
extending a considerable distance into the foreland from the Variscan 
deformation front. Much of this extension can be exPlained in terms of 
crustal but not necessary equal lithospheric extension (see Olapter 2) 
balanced by partial but more regional lithospheric involvement during the 
Permo-Triassic throughout western Europe. '!be extension was essentially 
,. 
polyphse largely terminating by the end of the Cretaceous. Subsequent f· -
northeasterly convergence of Africa relative to Europe initiated during 
this time resulted in progressive Alpine deformation and inversion of 
many basins in northwest Europe. '1berefore it can be predicted that many 
basins throughout Western Europe probably display northwest-southeast 
sinistral motion at least from the lower Jurassic until the Aptian where 
upon changing plate reoonfiquration resulted in east-west translation of 
Africa relative to Europe (see Livermore & Smith, in press) as probably 
expressed by a period of east-west sinistral strike-slip motion from the 
-
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Aptian to Cenomanian. This was followed by general directed plate 
convergence, deformation and inversion reflected by decreasing uplift 
northwestwards across the foreland of northwest EurOPe. Local inversion 
further north than non-inverted basins undoubtedly reflects the 
orientation of the basin and the importance of the underlying basement 
confiquration with respect to the northwest-southeast compression. 
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CBl\P'1m 5 
.?.l Local Structures 
A. Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to detail the mesoscale structures 
observed in the field and their possible interpretations with respect to 
the basin kinematics. In particular do these mesoscale features reveal 
any further information on the complicated extensional history? The term 
mesoscale is here inferred to be related to structures observable in one 
continuous exposure. The structures outlined include folds, faults, 
shear zones, vein arrays, fissures, kink bands, styolites, superficial 
structures and joints, thus they generally reflect structures which have 
received little attention, with the exception of the work by Phillips 
(1964), Mimran (1975), Bevan (1985a and 1985b) along the Dorset coast. 
The following detailed descriptions refer to individual localities, the 
sequences present at these outCra;lS and their locations are· summarized in 
Appendix A. The angular unconformity at the base of the Aptian marks a 
significant change in tectonic style between sequences below and those 
above, hence the subsequent section sub-divides the deformations into 
those develooed prior to the Aptian and those developed after. 
B. Folding 
1. Introduction 
Folding is rarely evident at mesoscales althouqh 011 the l.arqer scale 
it may provide important kinematic informatioo 011 the evolutioo of the 
area (see Chapter 3). The following sectioo deals with those observed 
at mesoscales. 
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2. Pre-Aptian 
Pre-Aotian fold structures can be demonstrated immediately below the 
unconformity, such as those seen at Holworth House (locality 264) where 
the sub-horizontal Gault Clay truncates the Portland Sand which dips 
l7"N. Although Arkell (1947) discussed the nature of this folding and 
mapped similar structures in the nearby area, recent structural 
analyses would suggest that the folds are undoubtedly related to hanging 
wall anticlines and synclines which developed throughout the Jurassic 
along the Abbotsbury-Ridgeway fault zone. Synsedimentary slumps presumed 
to be triggered by earthquakes have been recognised in the Rhaetic and 
Purbeck Beds by Hallam (1960) and Ensom (1984) respectively and these 
undoubtedly reflect the polyphase and continued tectonic activity. 
3. Post-Aptian 
Gale (1980) recorded synsedimentary Campanian folding in the 
Portsdown area (N.G.R. SY 602 066) whilst Bevan (1985a) considered a 
symmetric upright fold at Colwell Bay (N.G.R. SZ 330 888) to be northerly 
directed and post upper Eocene in age. Both are local indicators of the 
complicated inversion of the area. Detailed fold structures, 
particularly evidenced within the Purbeck Beds (Broken Bed unit) are 
clearly associated with inversioo (see Appendix E). Further folds have 
been described in detail by Arkell (1947) and Phillips (1964) along the 
Dorset coast and are comparable in age to those described previously. 
lDCali ties 75 and 76 display mesoscale low amplitude east-west fold axes 
presumably related to the nearby northwest-southeast Colethestone fault 
and reflect simple shear motion. Locality 180 displays a north-so~h 
trending synuous fold in the Blue Lias of unknown age, but presumably 
related to those on a larger scale in Lyme Bay (see Darton et al., 1981). 
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Most folds are presumably inversion related, but their general limited 
extent and poor exposure make accurate dating largely impossible. 
c. Faulting 
1. Intrcxiuction 
Faulting at the mesoscale has proved very informative in elucidating 
the deformational development of the area. In particular, synsedimentary 
movement can be demonstrated along some structures, whilst other age 
determinations can be obtained by offsetting relationships, and their 
lateral continuity either by 1) following one individual mapped fault 
trace or 2) by attributing other nearby faulting of the same orientation 
to the same kinematic deformation. 
~ Pre-Aptian 
Synsedimentary movement can be demonstrated at Budleigh Salterton 
eN.G.R. SY 070 819) within the Triassic (Stoneley pers comm) and the 
Toarcian at Watton Cliff (N.G.R. SY 452 909) by Jenkyns & Senior (1977). 
Two new localities have been recognised, 1) in Fullers Earth at Herbury 
eN.G.R. SY 612 811) and 2) within the Tithonian at Durlston Head (N.G.R. 
ST 036 773) (see Appendix F for further details). 
Contractional mesofaults have been identified at Kimmeridge (N.G.R. 
SY 908 792). These are displayed in the Flats Stone Band (see Arkell, 
1947 for terminology) where a 'polygalal' network of low angle ramp/flat 
thrusts are exposed (Fig. 5.1 and Plates51,5.2). Bellamy (1977) proposed 
that their formation was related to the diagenetic growth of dolomite 
which characterises the horizon. '!be elongate polygonal ~evelq>ment can 
be demonstrated to increase in intensity t~ards the Kimmeridge anticline 
suggesting sane tectonic oontrol. . 'lbe laqk of erosico of the structures 
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Fig. 5.1 Contractional mesofaults. Exarnoles (1) Kimmeridge Bay 
(N.G.R. SY 908 792), Kimmeridge Clay; (2) Ridgeway 
(N.G.R. SY 671 852), Purbeck Beds and (3) Horbarrow Bay 
2 (N.G.R. SY 896 791) Kimmeridge Clay. 
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Plate 5.1 A side vie\v of a contractional mesofault (thrust) 
within the 'Flat Stone Band' at Horbarrow Bay (N.G.R. 
SY 896 790). A duplex is evident in the footwall, 
while the hanging wall displays a local backthrust. 
~q;:~ !i . 2. An ~.l~~;... view oi- • e \f'1a,t9 $to ~,~ l< tMI~ridc;e 
Bay (N.G.R. SY 898 788), showing 'thrust surface in 
plan. The hanging wall has been removed by erosion. 
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and the disruption of the overlying sequence suggests they have a 
subsurface origin. However the absence of thrusting in other similar 
cementstone units along the anticlinal crest suggests some 
sedimentological control too. The Kimmeridge anticline is pre-Albian in 
age according to Arkell (1947), thus thrusting is presumably similar in 
age. 
3. Post-Aptian 
Two compressional mesofaults shown on figure 5.1. are undated, 
however the southward di~ing mesofracture on figure 5.1 is presumably 
inversion related due to its close proximity to the Abbotsbury-Ridgeway 
fault, whilst the local antithetic reversal shown on figure 5.1 and on 
plate 5.3 is probably of the same date (c.f. Donovan & Stride, 1961). 
Extensional mesofaults shown on figures 5.2 and 5.3 and plate 5.4 
clearly relate to layer parallel extension resulting from monoclinal 
flexuring (c.f. Bevan, 1985b) when using layering as datum rather than 
the horizontal. Bevan (1985b) recently reclassified the microfaults 
originally identified by Arkell (1938) and Phillips (1964) into two sets 
of conjugate extension faults related to the same phenomena just 
described. 
Conjugate shear faults on figure 5.4 clearly postdate inversion 
related folding and indicate a north-south (J'l. 'Ibis probably occurred 
synchronously with conjugate shear fracture devel~ent discussed in the 
following section. 
D. Conclusions 
Mesoscale structures have provided a smaller scale understanding of 
the kinematic development of the basin. These results have been 
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Plate 5.3 An oblique view of two normal faults wi thin the 
Kimmeridge Clay at Horbarrow Bay (N.G.R. SY 896 790) . 
Local reverse antithetic faulting is displayed in the 
middle ground and discussed in more detail on Figure 
5 .1. Normal drag of the IFlats Shone Band l in the 
foreground is clearly seen. 
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Fig. 5.3 A field sketch of the observed conjugate rnesofaults 
within the Portland Beds at Dungy Head (N.G.R. SY 815 
800) interpreted as indicative of layer-parallel 
extension. 
II 
~ 
'-0 
o 
Looking due east at a series of conjugate extension 
fractures in the Portland Beds at Dungy Head (N.G.R. SY 
823 798) reflecting layer-parallel extension in the 
northern limb of the Weymouth anticline. The 
undulating basal contact of the Purbeck Beds clearly 
displays bedding plane slip. The detailed 
interpretation of these structures are described on 
Figure 5.3. 
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intergrated into the previous chapters on the structural development of 
the region. The next section deals specifically with other kinematic 
indicators and attempts to integrate the results with the development of 
the basin. 
5.2 Brittle Microtectonics 
A. Introduction. 
The term bri ttle microtectonics is applied to the application of 
mesofracture analysis to the solution of tectonic problems (Hancock, 
1985). Mesofractures refer to joints, shear zones, en-echelon cracks, 
kink bands, fissures and veins which can be observed in a single 
continuous exposure. Mesofaults which also encompass this term were 
dealt with in the previous section. The use of mesofractures in 
determining regionally significant palaeostress trajectories has been 
demonstrated by many authors, for example Hancock et al., (1984) and 
Engelder (1985). The principles of inferring stress and strain 
trajectories are beyond the scope of this thesis, however they are 
adequately summarized by Price (1966) and Hancock (1985). The purpose of 
this chapter is to outline the brittle microtectonics of the Wessex Basin 
from an analysis of 350 localities in an attempt to relate extension 
rates and directions as recorded by fracture and fabric studies to basin 
geometry, sedimentary wedge patterns and sedimentation/compaction rates 
and integrate the results to the tectonic devel~ent of the basin. 
B. Data collection and analysis 
Data collection was largely confined to the Jurassic sedimentary 
successions because the sequence displayed rapid lateral and vertical 
facies variatioos, the sequence oould be accurately dated using ammonite 
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zones (l m.y.) the succession displays a complex multiple stretching and 
thermal recovery history. This work was carried out concurrently with 
another similar project at Bristol University by Tim Bevan, who analysed 
Cretaceous (post-~tian) to present day sequences within the basin. 
Within the basin over 800 Jurassic localities were visited (Figures 
5.5 and 5.6, 11.5.1 and 11.5.2) of these only 350 localities were proved 
suitable for mesofracture analysis. All the important stratigraphical 
horizons were sampled and logs completed at a large number of locations. 
The number of measurements recorded was in excess of 30,000 (an average 
of about 85 T;>er locality). The localities varied from foreshore rock 
platforms and cliff sections to inland road cuttings, quarries and 
natural exposures. At each locality a note of the orientation of the 
structural planes, the lineations, the horizon lithology and the 
thickness. of the beds, joint frequencies and dimensions, surface 
markings, mineral infillings and cross cutting relationships were taken. 
Restoration of bedding to horizontal was completed on the shear 
fractures, however the resulting nature and timing of brittle 
microtectonic structures, showed clearly that further restoration of 
other mesofracture features were un~ssary. 
C. Kinematic indicators 
This section describes the main mesostructures and how they provide 
unambiguous kinematic information about directions of shortening, 
dilation or shear. 
h Bedding 
Bedding dips average 2-30 throughout the basin, locally beds maybe 
overturned for example along the northern limb of the Weymouth anticline. 
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Dips in excess of 30 are generally located in the vicinity of faults and 
reflect inversion of earlier structures. 
2. Shear Zones 
Mesozoic shear zones within the basin are characteristically 
displayed as en-echelon vein arrays facing against the direction of shear 
and local en-echelon folding facing in the direction of shear. All these 
structures may display a polyphase history demonstrated by multiple vein 
and fissure infillings or are overprinted by similar structures. 
Although different types of vein array can be distinguished, their 
classification has long attracted debate (see Hancock 1985, p.443). The 
interpretation preferred here is based on Hancock (1972) is that arrays 
which devel~ between 10-200 to the shear direction are reidal shears, 
arrays between 20-400 are interpreted as hybrid fractures whilst dips 
greater than 400 are interpreted as extensional f'ractures. This 
classification is here applied to congugate shear fractures which display 
obvious displacements either seen by offsets or by the development of 
lineations and steps on the fracture surface. Most of the recorded shear 
fractures display congruous steps with the devel~ent of accretion steps 
and growth fibres, however shear fractures within the upper Cretaceous 
chalk have generally incongruous steps with oolique styolites (slick -
olites) develq:>ed along the fracture surface reflecting an qIpOSitesense 
of movement (Fig. 5.7). These features generally follow a northwest-
southeast and northeast-southwest trends, the former generally indicating 
dextral motion whilst the latter is sinistral. A summary of differing 
mesosoopic shear indictors observed at different localities wi thin the 
basin are shown diagramatically on figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and 
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Incongruous 
B. 
steps 
A. 
Congruous 
growth 
fibres 
steps 
..... 
oblique styolite 
olution hollow 
Fig. 5.7 Types of lineat,ions and steps on mesofault surfaces. 
(a) Accretionary growth of crystal fibres (frictional 
type not shown) (B) Oblique pressure solution. 
(Redrawn from Hancock, 1985). 
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Fig. 5.8 Shear indicators (all examples are sinistral). Complex 
infillings also discussed. Infilling displays 
polyphase movement or one single incremental movement. 
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Fig. 5.9 'Shear indicators continued~ from Fi9. 5.8. 
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LOC 305 
---/ 15 
Fig. 5.10 Shear indicators continued. (Number 16 = styolitic 
margin still representing sinistral motion). 
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11.5.3. The lateral distribution and orientation of these structures is 
shown on figure 5.11. Most of these structures were best developed in 
sandstone and limestone lithologies (in particular the Blue Lias, 
Junction Bed, Ham Hill stone, Inferior Oolite, Corallian and Portland 
Beds). The majority of these structures indicate northwest-southeast 
dextral and northeast south-west sinistral motion, presumed to reflect a 
general north-south compression. They are here assumed to reflect 
Tertiary north-south compression evidenced by their cross cutting 
relationships. Furthermore, they may relate directly to Bevan's (1985a) 
group G mesofractures because of their orientation with respect to cJl 
and thus were formed during the early stages of inversion and monoclinal 
flexuring (Eocene/Oligocene) rather than later when the monocline level 
rotated more than 450 and entered the stretching field resulting in layer 
parallel extension. Such a north-south compression could result at 
anytime during northwest-southeast dextral strike-slip fault movement. 
3. Kink Bands 
Kink bands have only been recorded at locality 76 within the Blue 
Lias clay sequence, reflecting the gcx:rl mechanical anisotropy of the 
unit. Kink bands have been classified by Dewey (1965) into normal and 
reverse kink bands. At locality 76 the kink bands are clearly reverse 
and are located immediately above the limb of a east-west trending low 
amptitude fold. Cobbold et al., (1971) have shown that reverse kink 
bands form when the principle oanpression is parallel or at a low angle 
to the fabric in the rock. 'Itlerefore their deformation within the basin 
can either be attributed to Tertiary inversioo causing the devel~ent of 
the nearby fold or they may relate to northwest"';southeast dextral strike 
slip movements because of their close proximity to the northwest-
203 
southeast Colethestone fault. 
~ Styolites 
Styolites have been recorded in many of the Jurassic and Cretaceous 
limestone sequences. In particular attention is drawn to horizontal 
east-west styolites present within the chalk at locality 305, where Jones 
et al., (1984) have demonstrated that they immediately postdate chalk 
consolidation and developed prior to inversion related monoclinal 
development along the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault during the early 
Tertiary. Styolites elsewhere postdate vein development and are 
undoubtedly inversion related. 
5. Veins 
Vein orientation, widths and infills were recorded at most 
localities in order to the identify amounts and directions of extension 
,., 
and relate them to the kinemtic develoPment of the basin. The majority -f\ -
of veins are infilled with calcite, however locally pyrite veining is 
recorded. The veins may be totally infilled or may have subsequently 
opened either as a result of movement or weathering. Locality 151 
unusually displayed late haematitic infilling (identified by XRD) 
subsequent to calcite infill. Sane infillings clearly show syntaxial or 
antitaxial growth fibres or canposites of the two which may record sane 
later or synchronous movement history (Plate 5.5). The orientation of 
individual fibres reveals the direction of dilation. Fibrous calcite 
veins ('Beef') are well developed parallel to bedding within the Blue 
Lias and may have formed as a consequence of overpressuring (Stoneley, 
1983). Sane veins may exhibit a selenite covering, this generally occurs 
in areas where superficial movement has taken place. Plate 5.6 clearly 
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Dextral calcite vein segments in the Kimmeridge Clay at 
Horbarrmv ledg~s (N.G.R. SY 897 790). These 
displacement shears represent some lateral movement 
associated with fault z·one. The fault breccia in the 
bottom left hand corner of the exposure corresponds to 
the same fault zone on Plate 5.13 and Figure 5.1. 

displays calcite veining associated with outer arc extension of a flexure 
resulting from post Kimmeridgian fault movement. Elsewhere similar fault 
related calcite veining can be demonstrated. The resulting orientations 
and frequencies of vein develq:>ment are summarized on figures 5.12 and 
II.S.4. Although veins are generally, presumed to predate mesofracture 
develq:>ment and perhaps reflect a complex extensional history. This is 
shown later to be incorrect and that most veins are Tertiary in age. 
Evidence for pre-Tertiary vein develq:>ment can only be demonstrated at 
Durlston Head (locality 339) where east-west veins are related to 
parallel Tithonian growth faulting (see Appendix F). Pyrite veins 
generally predate calcite vein development but show no preferred 
orientation as such they are difficult to date. calcitic slickensides 
reflect directions of shear with the slickenstep terminations facing the 
direction of motion (see earlier). The predominance of north-south 
veining (Figs 5.12 and 11.5.4) in the vicinity of the Purbeck-Isle of 
Wight fault may imply that they are inversion related and general reflect 
north-south early Tertiary compression. There is no evidence that any 
veining can be directly related to the pre-Tertiary kinematic development 
of the basin. 
6. Fissures 
Fissure develq:>ment is div~sible into two types: (1) Synsedimentary 
fissures and (2) superficial fissures. 
Although many types of fissure can be recognised (see Robinson, 
1957) it is pertinent to consider only three types here: (1) 
synsedimentary fissures, (2) Ne~tunian fissures and (3) superficial 
fissures. Point (3) is more appropriately discussed later. 
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Synsedimentary fissures occurred synchronously with sedimentation and are 
largely tectonically induced. The term Neptunian fissures is here 
applied to fissure infillings that postdate the rock formation in which 
they are present, these may be submarine or terrestrial in origin and may 
display a polyphase history of infilling. 
Synsedimentary fissures have been identified within the Junction Bed 
at Watton Cliff, fault Corner (locality 191) (Jenkyns & Senior, 1977) 
and in the Purbeck Beds (Ensom, 1985). During the course of this study, 
other fissures have been recognised within the Junction Bed inland 
(localities 47, 92, 96, 97, and 108) and in the Inferior oolite 
(localities 95, and 151) and similar structures probably occur in the 
other limestone units (especially the Cornbrash, Corallian Beds and 
Portland Beds). Some apparent fissure infillings clearly are infilled 
burrows e.g. the Rhaetic Bone Bed at locality 178 (see Sellwood et al., 
1970) • 
Neptunian fissures have been clearly identified in the Mendip region 
(see Robinson, 1957). Most of these fissures were develq>ed in the late 
Carboniferous along major joint and fault planes which may be 
subsequently widened into a cavern system. Fissure infills range from 
Rhaetic to Inferior Oolite in age. The fissures may have been open at 
the time of deposition or req>ened later. Most of these fissures trend 
east-west and may have ~ due to sedimentary loading of the basins 
further north and south during the Permian-Jurassic (i.e. the Mendip 
region may have behaved as a peripheral bulge). Locality 26 best 
displays multiple fissure infillings with semi or total lithification 
betw~ each infill (these infills in turn range fran Rhaetic to Inferior 
Oolite in age and e:xmtain the only recorded Junction Bed aged fis~ 
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in the whole region). 
Many joint planes described later have been infilled with clay south 
of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault and are probably post inversion to 
recent aged phenomena. In conclusion, synsedimentary fissures display a 
multiple infill history, these periods are only exemplified in limestone 
and sandstone lithologies, and are not displayed in the clay facies even 
though such facies occurred at periods of greater extension (see Chapter 
2). Neptunian fissures in the Mendip region may dis?lay complex 
polyphase history perhaps reflecting period of major extension and 
loading in the nearby basins, reactivating along an earlier (late 
carboniferous) fractures system (c.f. Roberts, 1974). 
7. Sediment filled mesofractures 
Although some sediment filled mesofractures were described in the 
previous section, this passage deals with a previously undescribed 
phenomena discovered in the Toarcian sands. At East Cliff, Bridport 
(e.g. Lac 199) major northeast-southwest trending (220°) tabular zones up 
to 1 metre in width contain poorly cemented angular quartz fragments. 
These zones are developed parallel to "the major but secondary (see later) 
jointing in the area. They extend at least 70 metres through the 
rhythmic Bridport Sands sucxession, cross cutting and in part offsetting 
earlier primary and secondary cemented units (Plate 5.7). The fractures 
trend parallel to the valley sides and could be, in part misinterpreted 
as a cambering phenomena, however they are very extensive and are even 
well developed away fran recent cambering processes; in addition, inland 
they can be seen to be oblique if not at right angles to local valley 
sides. Thin section analysis reveals that the infill varies in detail 
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Plate 5.7 A detailed view of extensional tilted fault block 
structures within the Bridport Sands under East Cliff, 
Bridport (N.G.R. SY 453 909 l. 
Co J J 
LIL 
from the surrounding rock, for example the quartz fragments within the 
zone are more angular than those external to the zone, and the cement 
has been largely removed within the zone emphasizing its original fluid 
nature. These structures are termed fracture solution pipes (see figure 
I1.5.5). Late Pleistocene infills (partly resulting from cambering) at 
the tq> of figure II.5.S do not extent to great depths and emphasise the 
importance of these pipes as previous lines of weakness. Some well 
cemented blocks within the pipes imply that fluidized sandstone was 
injected from below, while other blocks have clearly subsided into the 
matrix. Some of these pipes appear to be truncated by the Inferior 
Oolite at East Cliff, Bridport (localities 199-217) although the 
inaccessibility of the section makes this difficult to verify. Because 
these structures are extensive they cannot be related to the nearby 
Mangerton Tear fault. They do however, parallel joint orientations (see 
later) and presumably date from the same time. Clarke (pers comm) 
believes that the fluidization is not the result of dewatering from the 
underlying downcliff clay, but is caused by hydrocarbon escape presumably 
hydraulically injected. If this is so then the gas probably escaped 
towards the end of inversion from earlier pre inversion gas traps, since 
, 
no burial could have occured following the Upper Cretaceous/Tertiary 
initiation of inversion (see Chapter 3). 
~ Superficial structures 
Superficial structures here include gulls, Valley bulge and 
differing forms of cambering and landslip. A brief resume of examples of 
these structures will be shown. 
Gulls are fissures which taper downwards as a reuslt of cambering 
and are generally infilled. Gulls are well developed at Ham Hill 
(locali ty 93) (Fig. 5.13) where they lie parallel to the valley sides. 
The fracture solution pipes within the Toarcian sands have been 
subsequently opened close to the valley sides, for example figure 
displays Pliestooene rubble infilling such structures at Bridport. 
Valley Bulge occurs where the incompetent material is forced up into 
a valley by the weight of the hill masses on either side, two important 
examples were encountered at (1) Charmouth (N.G.R. SY 365 930) discussed 
in detail by Lang (1933) and (2) Liberty farm (locality 126) where the 
Forest Marble has been intensely deformed. This phenomenon could be 
mistaken for tectonic induced deformation. 
Cambering and landslip has occurred along much of the coast, some 
of which has been described by Arber (1973). 
This phenomenon must be taken into account especially where 
anomalous dips are encounted. 
2.:. Jointing 
The kinematic indicators previously described were measured to 
derive the stress trajectories. Joint system architecture can also be 
used to a lesser extent if other indicators are absent, in order to 
determine stress orientations. 
Joints are cracks and fractures in rock along which there has been 
little or no movement (Price, 1966). If they display any mineral fill, 
then the feature is termed a vein (Hancock, 1985). Fractures displaying 
slickensides or other signs of obvious movement are classed as faults or 
shear fractures and were summarized earlier. The description of joint 
system architecture are adequately summarized by Price (1959), Price 
(1966), Roberts (1966), Hancock (1968) and Hancock (1985). It is 
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however, important to briefly outline the classification used in this 
study. Planar and parallel joints are termed systematic while irregular 
ones are termed non-systematic, the latter forms have proved to be 
useless in defining the stress trajectory because of the varying 
orientations along strike. At the majority of the localities visited, 
one set of joints is often more dominant, being larger or more frequent 
than other joint sets. Joint sets of decreasing frequency and width 
are termed Secondary and Tertiary systematic joints respectively. 
Although more recently other classifications have been developed (~g. 
Hancock et al., 1984; Bevan, 1985a and Hancock, 1985), these are not 
available prior to the completion of fieldwork and as will be shown 
later, may add unnecoessary complications. Joint plane morphqlogy in 
particular roughness of the joint, surface plumose structures (feather 
joints), cross cutting relationships, frequency, lithology and 
mineralization were also examined. The resulting orientations from some 
nine months fieldwork are summarized on figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 11.5.6, 
11. 5.7 and I!. 5.8. Primary systematic joints (Figs 5.14, and 11.5.5) 
trend northwest-southeast (320 degrees) whereas secondary joints trend 
240 degrees (Figs 5.15, and 11.5.7). Tertiary joints seem to follow no 
preferred orientation (Figs 5.15, and 11.5.7). All these joint sets 
follow the same trend whatever the lithology or age of the sequence, also 
these joint systems were not restored to horizontal (because dips rarely 
exceed 30 degrees), and even in areas where dips exceed 45 degrees, the 
joint orientations remain constant. Sane localities displayed joint sets 
that could not be morphologically separated, these are summarized on 
figures 5.16 and 11.5.8. The majority of these clearly follow trends 
parallel to the three class joint systems described earlier, thus they 
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Fig. 5.14 Primary Joint summary map (western Wessex Basin). 
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represent smaller joint sets which parallel the larger structures and may 
therefore be of the same generation. Many closely spaced joints define a 
joint zone (e.g. localities 77, 100 and 146). These zones again parallel 
major joint orientations although some may relate to recent fault 
movement. Major extensive joint zones may be identified using remote 
sensing techniques, as lineaments, which clearly do not relate to any 
deep structural features. Since joints uncommonly dip less than 90 
degrees (i.e. normal to bedding) joint dip as such need not be 
considered. Where dips were less than 90 degrees, they are generally 
related to refraction of jOinting due to contrasting lithologies, 
implying that (f 2 was not perpendicular to bedding to layering during 
failure. This is particularly evident in the Blue Lias (localities 174-
189) • 
Joint frequency although a much greater order of magnitude than 
fault frequency, is highly variable between localities. The former may 
be a function of lithology, bed thickness and tectonic deformation, 
whilst the latter presumably reflects the differing age and movement. 
Joint frequencies related to lithological variations are summarized on 
Table 5.1, where it can be clearly seen that there is no direct 
relationship between the two. Average joint spacing approximates between 
30 and 60 am apart, whilst sequences such as the Kimmeridge Clay display 
a significant joint frequency range (Table 5.2). A relationship between 
joint spacing and bed thickness has been noted by many elsewhere (eg 
Harris et al., 1960) however, there may only be a correlation between 
small spacing and small bed thickness (i.e. where Bed thickness = joint 
spacing in the Blue Lias) whilst other sequences clearly show no 
correlation (Table 5.1). 
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Cross cutting relationships are generally not helpful in describing 
the evolution of joint sets. For example, locality 331 displays both 
primary and secondary joint sets offsetting each other whilst other 
locali ties clearly display primary joints truncating other joint sets 
(e.g. locality 304) Plumose or feather joints were clearly developed at 
some localities (e.g. locality 293) such structures trend northwest-
southeast (primary) or north-south). They may be formed during 
extensional or compressional failure (c.f. Hancock. 1985 for discussion), 
but nevertheless developed synchronously with other joint systems. 
Mineralized jOint sets are here viewed as veins and were dealt with in 
the previous sections. One locality 327, however displays chert infill 
along the primary joint systems. Portland Chert has been shown to 
develop soon after cementation, as evidence by reworked Portland Chert in 
the Purbeck Beds (West & Hooper, 1969), the orientation of this joint 
set, cross cutting obvious Tertiary inversion related structures, 
suggests remObilization of the original chert and subsequent fracture 
infil!. Therefore the mineralization of such joint sets is by no means a 
conclusive phenomena for dating joint development. 
The timing of jointing with respect to tectonics has proved 
relatively complex, most joint sets described clearly postdate inversion 
culmination (Oligocene-Miocene) and may result fran residual stresses 
from one single phase of compression and uplift. This can clearly be 
seen from c:anparing figure 5.17 which summarizes all the major, kinematic 
indicators and their respective orientation to Price's (1966) postulated 
model of fractures (his figure 46) resulting fran one canplete tectonic· 
cycle. The similarity between the geometry prqx>sed by Price (1966, Fig. 
46) and the geanetry of the Cotswold jOint and fault pattern was noted by 
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Fig. 5.17 
OTHER JOINT SYSTEMS ~ C, 
TERTIARY 
JOINTS 
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ZONE ---~ 
THRUST \ 
PRIMARY JOINTS 
A. Mesofaults and Joint summary block diagram ~ 
reoresented basinwide (restoration of bedding to  
horizontal) . 
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FAUL T FAUL T _.....-......... c:, 
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B. Additional kinematic indicator summary block 
diagram represented basinwide restoration of bedding to 
horizontal. Compare both diagrams with Price <1966 
\ . Fig. 46,. 
JOINTS 
A. 
VEINS 
B. 
---
Hancock (1969). The model could therefore be applicable to most post 
Mesozoic joint systems throughout the British Isles. In particular, 
Bevan & Hancock (in press) noted the rna jor development of northwest-
southeast extensional fracture sets across south eastern England in 
Cretaceous and Tertiary strata. Similar joint sets were recorded in 
Mesozoic strata in the Vale of Glamorgan by Roberts (1974, 430,200,2800 
respectively). The shear fractures discussed earlier appear to postdate 
jointing (e.g. locality 328) while some, particularly en-echelon vein 
arrays associated with faulting (e.g. Plates 5.8 and 5.9), pre-date joint 
development. The primary system joint set trends northwest-southeast and 
is well developed at most localities, these joints appear to be related 
to a northeast-southwest minimum principle stress axis. The lack of 
significant offset along these fractures compared to the northwest-
southeast shear fractures would imply the former developed in part 
earlier. Bevan & Hancock (in press) found that normal mesofaults and 
steep hybrid or small shear fractures were initiated when the maximum 
stress was vertical and probably developed synchronously with the 
northwest-southeast vertical extension joints. These authors also 
believe that they decrease in intensity westwards, a view not altogether 
inconsistent with the observations here, furthermore they suggested that 
resultant mesofractures developed synchronously with the generation of 
normal faulting in the upper Rhinegraben and were therefore associated 
with Alpine northwesterly converqence. It is therefore clear that the 
primary joints developed after the inversion (Mid Miocene, of Dewey, 
1982) and that they were formed as a result of northwesterly Alpine 
convergence. Whilst this is true the Alpine deformation is the result 
and not the cause. The cause is more likely related to the northwesterly 
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?late 5.8 IIX>king along a north-south fault J;llane at Kimmeridge 
Bay (N.G.R. SY 908 792) which transects and offsets the 
hanging wall anticlines (displayed clearly as ridges) 
of the overlapping contractional mesofaults (thrusts) 
in the 'Flats Stone Band'. 
Plate 5.9 North-south dextral en-echelon hybrid fractures within 
the 'Flats Stone Band', at Kimmeridge Bay (N.G.R. SY 
904 792). These are develoJ?ed parallel to the fault 
plane displayed clearly in plate 5.B. 
N 
N 
U1 
relative plate motion of Africa relative to Europe. The relationship 
between this joint set and other sets imply that other joint sets formed 
at the same time. The conjugate northwest-southeast dextral and 
northeast-southwest sinistral extension fractures imply east-west 
extension ( (J 3) which are presumed to initiate during inversion (see 
Bevan, 1985a), (styolites and vein arrays reflect the same phenomena), 
and generally postdate joint development as clearly displayed by later 
dextral and sinistral movement along northwest-southeast and northeast-
southwest trends respectively. (e.g. localities 289, 328, and 331). 
These later movements are also concordant with conjugate fault 
development described earlier. Between the development of the jointing 
shown to postdate inversion, (pre-late Pliocene according to Bevan & 
Hancock, in press) reflecting a northeast-southwest ( cJ3 ) minimum 
stress trajectory and the present day northiast-south~t cJ 1 stress 
trajectory (see Schmitt, 1981; Batchelor, 1984), the minimum stress 
trajectory must have been orientated east-west (i.e. between the late 
Pliocene and present day these stress trajectories undoubtedly formed 
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most of the lineament orientations and develohtents discussed earlier --
f 
and more fully outlined in Appendix D. The joint systems are therefore 
not related to variations in extension rates and directions but relate to 
the final phase of basin develqxnent which in this case largely postdate 
the Oligocene/Miocene inversion, and this section seriously raises doubt 
whether more complex forms of brittle microtectonic classification such 
as those ootlined by Hancock (1985) are really required, since a simple 
system of ciassificatioo seems to achieve the similar result. 
D. Conclusions 
Mesoscale faults and folds are generally useful kinematic 
indicators, which have been shown to enhance the evolutionary sequence of 
the basin in greater detail. Most structures are presumed to have 
developed during inversion but some are demonstratably earlier as 
evidenced by synsedimentary growth faulting. Brittle microtectonic 
structures can be variably dated as late Cretaceous to Quaternary 
reflecting the complex inversion history of the area discussed more fully 
in Chapter 3. The fissure infills in the region formed synchronously 
with basin development but show no preferential o~ening history. 
Jointing developed during the post inversion stage when the principle 
stress lay northwest-southeast parallel to the relative plate motion 
convergence of Fig. 3.14. A later north-south compression cannot be 
directly correlated with plate motions and is assumed to reflect stress 
diffraction during general northwest-southeast compression. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Since the need arose for indigenous J:)etroleum sources the Wessex 
Basin has attracted considerable exploration interest over the past 50 
years. The discovery of oil seepages, impregnated sandstones and 
conglomerates along the Dorset coast (Lees & Cox, 1937) and the nearby 
large anticlines of comparable geometry to those encountered by the 
Anglo-Persian Oil Comoany geologists in the Middle East (around Fars and 
Khuzistan), (Kent. 1985) provided an imoetuous to exploration in the area ? 
and led to the discovery of Kimmeridge oilfield in 1959. This was 
subsequently followed by the successful exploration programs of Amoco, 
British Gas, British Petroleum, Carless Petroleum, Conoco and Shell. 
CUrrently the Wessex Basin has the three largest onshore oilfields in the 
United Kingdom: Wytch Farm, Horndean and Humbly Grove (Figs 6.1 and 
11.6.1) . 
An outline of the potential source and reservoirs rocks as well as 
proven and prosoective hydrocarbon plays are discussed in this section. 
For a more detailed account, attention is drawn to Lees & Cox (1937), 
Colter & Havard (1981), Comford (1984) and Ebukanson (1984). 
6.2 Source Rocks 
Major source rocks are essentially divisable into Palaeozoic sources 
in the basement (pre-basin) and Mesozoic sources princiJ:)ally within the 
Jurassic (syn-basin). In tenus of pre-basin sources most of the basin is 
underlain by Devonian/Carboniferous sediments, (gas prone sources) 
although the Shrewton borehole recorded weak gas shows in Tremadoc 
mudstones (Whittaker, 1980). Devonian/carboniferous sources were largely 
lost during uplift and erosion following the Variscan orogeny •. In 
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addition many upper Carboniferous sources along the 'Variscan front' have 
exceeded vitrinite reflectance (V.R) values of 2%, e.g. the south Wales 
anthraci tes. These high values were also probably reached during the 
Variscan orogeny, since there has been insufficient subsequent burial of 
the London-Brabant platform. Devonian/Carboniferous sources may have 
been partly preserved in local POCkets under the Wessex Basin, however 
the nature of the Variscan deformation severely limits delineation of the 
ootential source area available for maturation. 
Triassic (syn-basin) courses are probably only significant north of 
latitude 65-N where marginal marine shales have been encountered 
(Cornford, 1984). In southern England the Triassic offers no source 
potential because of the lack of organic oamoonents. 
Jurassic oetroleum sourses are largely confined to the Lias. Oxford 
and Kimmeridge clays. 
The Lower Lias clays (Hettangian-Pliensbachian) are rich in Kerogen 
facies type II-IV (Ebukanson, 1984) with laminated shales and limestones 
offering the best potential. Historically oil shales were extracted in 
north Somerset around Kilve, whilst around the Lyme Regis area the high 
sulphurous content of these rocks combined with the high bituminous 
content frequently ignited the !jas cliffs due to the heat generated by 
the decomposing pyrite (Fmnands et a1., 1975). 
Vitrinite reflectance data confirms Lias maturity UP to 0.90% in 
Arreton No2, with slightly lower values in Winterborne Kingston, 
Marchwood, Winchester, Warlingham and Benfield (El>ukanson, 1984), however 
some relatively positive areas e.g. Wytch farm (Colter & Havard, 1981) 
are immatUre. C. Cornford (oral comm) re~ed low V.R. vaules around 
Lyme Reqis (0.36%), compared with values of around 0.46% in North 
'I"" 
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Somerset and even higher values in South wales (0.51%). He attributed 
this to increasing northward burial (1.5 Km to 2.9 Km respectively). The 
structural analysis of the Lyme Regis area confirms its relative positive 
nature although the close proximity of the Bristol Channel graben and the 
geological complexity along the Bristol Channel margins, emphasises that 
other processes (involving incresed heat flow) may have severely affected 
his results. 
The Liassic mature source areas are summarized on figure 6.1 and 
11.6.1, in which it can be seen that the major source areas are located 
on the downthrown hanging wall side of the growth faults (Colter & 
Havard, 1981) and in the central depocentmof the Weald basin. The 
latter may have reached sufficient burial depths for gas migration during 
the Tertiary (Dolan Personnal camm), because the Lias is rich in oil and 
gas prone matter. In addition to this a Palaeozoic source coul~~be 
responsible for recent gas discoveries in this area. 
The Oocford clay offers the next source rock of greatest potential, 
particularly in the shales of the Lower Oocford clay and the mudstone in 
the Doper Oxford clay where kerogen facies were comparable to the Lower 
Lias (Ebukanson, 1984). In the North Sea the Oxford clay facies 
comprises fair to rich gas prone rocks (Barnard & ~r, 1981) and also 
has local oil potential. 
The Kimmeridge clay has a rich source potential although it is not 
comparable to the North Sea. where large fairways have reached maturity. 
Colter & Havard (1981) observed that the Kimmeridge clay is close to 
maturity in the Arreton No2, however at outc~ in the Kimmeridge area 
Farrimond et al., (1984) d:>served V.R values around 0.36% which indicates 
from a secondary inout of mature hydrocarbons. Other potential 
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hydrocarbon sources include the Fullers Earth (Bathonian) in the Weald 
(Dolan, oral comm) and the Gault clay, the latter undoubtedly never 
having reached maturity due, undoubtedly to insufficient burial. 
In conclusion the Lias offers the best source ootential, covering by 
far the larest area of maturity. The Oxford and Kimmeridge clays also 
offer same potential, although present day oil seepages from these seem 
to be secondary, except in the deepest DOrtions of the basin. 
6.3 Maturation and Magration 
During burial, kerogenic material undergoes 1jhysical and chemical 
changes due largely to tem"erature increases wi th depth. Present day 
geothermal gradients about 28·C/Km (Fig. 6.2) do not relate to oast 
temoerature distributions (Andrews-Speed et aI., 1984) and in addition 
direct comparison of thermo-mechanical models of basin formation such as 
the McKenzie model of lithospheric stretching would indicate that such a 
gradient would only be preserved if the present day lithospheric 
thickness is 42 kIn (assuming an original 125 kIn thickness, see Sclater & 
Christie, 1980: Dewey, 1982). Moreover Jitrinite refectance data is 
strongly time dependant (Hood et al., 1975; Waples, 1980). Therefore the 
~ 
present day temp,rature does not relate to the palaeotemperature 
structure, therefore maturity predictions cannot be accurate. 
Palaeotemperature information can be Dartly inferred from the 
presence of saddle dolanite, which is usually indicative of tem1jeratures 
exceeding 600 C (Radke & Mathis, 1980), (the oil window is 60·C-150·C). 
However, Gregg & Sibley (1984) fran an examination of dolomite fabrics 
considered that Saddle dolomites may be formed at slightly lower 
temperatures (greater than 50·C). Sellwood et al., (1985) have recorded 
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Fig. 6.2 Geothermal gradient of the Wessex Basin plotted from 
the Sherwood Sandstone. Based on temperature structure 
mapped by Allen & Holloway (1984). -
the presence of saddle dolomite in the Humbly Grove area and at outcrop 
in the Forest Marble along the Fleet shore in south Dorset, and thought 
these indicative of temperatures exceeding 50·C and burial deoths greater 
than 2 Km. Information concerning exolusion efficiencies, source rock 
volumetrics and migration paths are beyond the scooe of this thesis. 
Major oi 1 'kitchens' are located in the Channel and Weald basins. 
Maturation and migration was largely achieved prior to the late 
Cretaceous inversion when the maximum burial depths were achieved. Dead 
oil conglomerates in the Wealden along the Dorset coast indicate that 
some migration occurred in the lower Cretaceous. 
Migration may have been slightly controlled by fracture permeability 
e.g. the Bridport Sand fracture solution pipes, although the evidence 
outlined earlier clearly indicated that most of the mesofractures 
developed during the late Tertiary. Colter & Havard (1981) demonstrated 
that major oil migration oaths cut obliquely across the major east-west 
growth faults. Complication may result if later gas generation and 
migration dispaces earlier oil traps or if inversion causes secondary 
migration to new reservoirs and traps. Inversion related structures also 
tend to break previous seals, which has led to problems in interpreting 
structures in the Weald and Channel basins. 
6.4 Reservoirs 
'!be main reservoirs are the Sherwood Sandstone, Bridport sands and 
Great Oolite Limestone Formation (Figs 6.1 and 6.3). The first two 
reservoirs are only developed in the western portion of the Wessex Basin, 
whilst the latter is confined almost solely to the Weald basin (Fig. 
6.1) • 
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Fig. 6.3 Simplified stratigraphic column of the Wessex Basin to 
scale. Sour6e, Reservoir units are shown. Main 
hydrocarbon funds are summarized and th epossible play 
type they are associated with. 
The Sherwood Sandstone group is characterised by high porosities 
(22%) and permeabilities (20-110mD), (Burgess, 1982). In the Wytch Farm 
oilfield, porosities vary from 4-29%, with permeabilities around .01-70 
(Colter & Havard, 1981). The Bridport sands have porosities less than 
10% in the cemented bands to 32% in the friable sandstones. Problems 
with predicting its reservoir quality are compounded by decreasing grain 
size with depth and highly variable permeabilities (0-300 mD). The Great 
Oolite Limestone Formation reservoir comprises variable dolomitic 
grainstanes and oackstones and has been recently discussed in detail by 
Sellwood et al., (l985). Other reservoir plays are summarized on figure 
6.3, the most important being the lower Corallian and the Portland sands 
which are well developed in the Weald, although suitable cap rocks for 
example the upper Portland limestone are generally absent. 
6.5 Hydrocarbon Plays 
1. Introduction 
A hydrocarbon play is a set of geological circumstances which 
combine to create the conditions necessary for hydrocarbon accumulation 
(Parsley, 1984). Four major plays with proven hydrocarbon sucess have 
been distinguished. At least two secondary plays are defined which have 
yet to be tested. 
b.. Primary Plays 
A. Play lA Pre Aptian/Albian Tilted Fault Blcx::ks 
These are developed immediately north of major east-west listric 
normal growth faults. This is the most prolific hydrocarbon play in 
southern England and the best documented example (it contains the Wytch 
Farm oilfield, Hinde (1980), Colter & Havaro (1981), Stoneley (1982)) and 
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has proven tilt block growth faulting both in the lower Fullers Earth and 
Bridport sands. However, growth faulting may have initiated in the Late 
Carboniferous/early Permian. These plays were developed prior to and 
during migration. Mature to marginally mature source rocks are located 
immediately south of the growth faults e.g. Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault. 
The tilted fault blocks are best develooed some 4-7 Km to the north of 
major southward dipping growth faults. which are located beyond the 
inversion effects (see Chapter 3). Where these structures are developed 
some distance away from the major faults prospects have proved dry. The 
reservoirs and the locations of this tyee of play are summarized on 
figure 6.3. 
B. Play lB Stratigraphic Pinch OUts 
Stratigraphic pinch outs result either from onlap onto a basement 
aJ 
high, sea level ~riations, or local tectonics such as synsedimentary 
rotation of the hanging wall block above a listric detachment. These 
pinchouts may ref lect original topography; palaeogeographic 
reconstructions can help predict their location and facies (see Chapter 
3). The best recorded stratigraphic pinchouts occur around the 1ondon-
Brabant platform (c.f. Donovan et a1., 1979; Allsop et a1., 1982) where 
progressive Rhaetic/Lias onlap and upper Sinemurian to Great Oolite 
overstep is observed. The platform was probably finally submerged in the 
Cretaceous. Shallow water neretic facies on the low relief palaeo 
landsurface has not yet been recorded in the Lias, although Donovan et 
al., (1979), have documented arenaceous/rudaceous "Rhaetic" sediments 
which may be of this type along the northwestern margin of the London 
Platform. Sedimentary pinchouts have also been recorded in the Great 
Oolite Limestone Formation form Subsurface data by Sellwood et al., 
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(1985) northeastwards towards the London Brabant platform. Other highs 
such as the Regneses hinge may also prove prospective. 
Local intrabasinal pinchouts resulting form epeirogenic and sea 
level fluctuations (see Chapter 2) may also prove prospective in the 
future. Such as the wedge outs associated with the Bridport Sands in the 
Winterborne Kingston Trough comoared with the same sequence preserved at 
Wytch Farm (Colter & Havard, 1981). 
Synsedimentary rotation of the hanging wall block above a listric 
detatchment can also predict stratigraphic traps in the hanging wall 
block caused by wedge-outs. Beach (1984) related episodic extensional 
movements in the Wytch Ground graben in the North Sea to such structures. 
This form of trap may prove prospective in the central Channel area. 
Lateral changes in facies may also result in wedge-outs. Again inversion 
tectonics may destroy such traps or cause secondary migration into the 
resul ting inversion structures. 
C. Play lC Roll OVers, Hanging Wall Drapes, Monoclinal Flexures and Folds 
These are associated with large scale structural inversion. The 
Kimmeridge oilfield is an example of a roll-over: perhaps complicated by 
oblique-slip motion along the nerby Purbeck/Isle of Wight fault. Roll-
overs can be further complicated by thinning in the hanging wall 
(sedimentary and tectonic), synthetic and antithetic faults, shallow 
counter fans, riders, secondary detachments (see Gibbs, 1984 for 
terminology). If the detachment has ramp/flat geanetry. hanging wall 
anticlines and hanging wall synclines will develop e.g. Poxwell 
anticline. Hanging wall drapes associated with downfaulted horsts and 
major graben fault zane antithetic faulting may further camplicate the 
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trap form. Monoclinal flexures and folds associated with the main 
Miocene inversion have largely proved dry due to breaking of seals or 
secondary migration, although hydrocarbon traces are common; major oil 
migration predates many of these structures. 
Q..:.. Play 10 Strike Slip Related Structures 
Strike-slip induced structures dominate along northwest-southeast 
trends although some evidence for minor east-west strike slip has been 
found. Geometrically the resulting structures will be similar to those 
outlined by Harding (1984), in particular on en-echelon peri clines 
subparallel to the strike-slip trend and transfer directions. In this 
situation displacements may control but are generally insufficient to 
displace facies (e.g. Great Oolite). In addition small amounts of offset 
are generally sufficient to preserve small periclinal structures. 
Inversion controlled by these northwest-southeast trends such as the Pays 
de Bray fault may break oil seals in the periclines or again result in 
secondary migration. 
There maybe evidence of some wrench control on the Arreton and 
Kimmeridge structures (see Chapter 5), en-echelon enclosures following 
the Portsdown fault along a west-northwest trend in the Southampton area 
(Marinex report) maybe the result of such minor strike slip motions. 
~ Secoodary Plays 
Secondary plays are postulated in the light of the structural 
evolutionary model outlined in Chapter 3. 
A. Play 2A Horsts 
Horst structures, either involving basement or intrabasinal, are 
inferred from gravimetric and seismic reflection surveys. Such 
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structures may be further c:crnplicated by canpaction induced drapes. 
If basement is involved, impermeable shales may drape over 
Devonian/Carboniferous sediments, for example the footwall side of the 
Mere fault (Allen & Holloway, 1984; Holloway & Chadwick, 1984) where 
Mercia Mudstone drapes over Carboniferous limestone. Horst uplift may be 
associated with wrenching such as in the Compton Valence dome (c.f. 
Melville & Freshney, 1982). Intrabasinal highs are more localised and 
may be fault bounded or simple swell areas associated with differenUal 
baasin subsidence or strike-slip motions. 
~ Play 2B Buried Fans 
Buried fan plays, located along the major Permo-Triassic fault 
scaros or non-faulted basement highs may prove prosoective. These 
structures have been described in detail by Tucker (1977) in South Wales 
and by Laming (1982) in South Devon in the Permo-Triassic. Farther east 
Allen & Holloway (1984) have postulated buried fans along the Mere-
Portsdown fault. Other plays, including various kinds of subtle trap and 
salt diapirs with drapes are not regarded as important exploration 
targets. The later structures previously emphasized by Falcon & Kent 
(1960) are now considered in the light of extensive seismic a~isiti.on 
to be non existant (Melville & Freshney. 1982). 
~ wytch Fam Oilfield: Exauple 
The Wytch Fam oilfield is located immediately north of the Purbeck-
Isle of Wight fault (Figs 6.1 and 11.6.1). The Sherwood Sandstone and 
Bridport Sands provide the major oil reservoirs although significant 
shows have been encountered in the Combrash. The rna jar source area is 
located immediately south of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault as Colter & 
0:; 
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Havard (1981) have recorded Liassic, OXford and Kimmeridge clays close to 
or at maturity in the Arreton No2 borehole. Clearly some source rocks 
are younger than the reservoirs. Structural reconstructions, removing 
the inversion effects clearly show that the Lias was structurally lower 
than the Sherwood Sandstone Group during the major migration phase. 
Some oil may have migrated from the Winterborne Kingston Trough 
southwards into the Pre-Aptian tilted fault blocks of the Wytch Farm 
oilfield. 
Present production is around 4000 barrels per day from the Bridport 
Sandstone reservoir, with an expected recovery rate around 32%. Future 
plans by British Petroleum to exploit the underlying Sherwood Sandstone 
reservoir expect production to ~ncrease to around 36,000 barrels per day 
with a 38% recovery rate (B.P. report). Current reserve estimation is 
arourrl 175 million barrels (Financial Times 11.7.84), although the full 
eastward extent of the Sherwood Sandstone reservoir has not yet been 
established. 
6.6 Future ExPloration 
Many plays have yet to be drilled, and attention will be largely 
focused on planned drilling operations around Charlton Marshall near 
Blandford Forum (DorSet Evening Echo, 10.4.84), Mappowder, Kingston Bam 
(near Corte castle) and Studland and Fitzworth farm on the south side of 
Poole Harbour. 
6. 7 Conclusions 
The Wessex Basin has been shown to be an area of significant 
hydrocarbon discoveries and future prospects. Al though many dry holes 
have been encountered (Figs 6.1 and 11.6.1) the discovery success rate 
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has been high. Dry holes have been encountered for a variety of reasons. 
Many have encountered hydrocarbon shows e.g. Shrewton and Portsdown No2, 
and frequently were drilled prior to recently developed testing such as 
swabbing, fracturing and acidising. Many early wells were drilled on the 
mappable Miocene antifonns along the Dorset caost, and have subsequently 
been shown to be heavily fractured superficial structures. Other holes 
along the basin margins were located some distance from mature source 
rocks and the migration paths, and some were drilled prior to the major 
discoveries and therefore never reached proven reservoirs. In some 
circumstances migration may not have crossed major faults, but instead 
used them as conduits. Lastly the major inversion structures can 
compound exploration success, for example heavy fracturing through to the 
surface (e.g. Weymouth Bay, Donovan & Stride, 1961) or breaking of fault 
seals, or secondary migration. Many of these oroblems can now be 
resolved in the light of current exploration techniques. 
Recent hydrocarbon discoveries, future improvements in seismic 
acquiSition and the reexamination of previous seismic, well data clearly 
indicate that the Wessex &sin still remains a prospective exploration 
area. 
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Loe 1 CAEN HILL PIT ST 9831 6141---ALBIAN GAU-LOC 2 SEENO ST 9371 6101 APTIAN GS LOC 3 SEENO CLEEVE ST 9331 6091 APTIAN GS LOC 4 BRADFORD ON AVON ST 8261 5991 BATt-ONlAN FW CBC) LOC 5 STCMtt=OLD FAAM ST 8091 5781 BATt-ONIAN FW LOC 6 CASTLE FARM ST 8031 5751 BATHONIAN OO.FM LOC 7 CASTLE FAAM BARN ST 8081 5741 BATHONIAN FM LOC 8 STEEPLE ASHTON ST 9061 5591 OXFORDIAN C lOC 9 SPINNEY FARM ST 7951 5511 BATHONIAN FM LOC 10 RODE CUTT I NG ST 8671 5491 -- BATHONIAN FM LOC 11 \\CXJLVERTON ST 7921 5311 BATHONIAN FW lOC 12 VCSTBURY YORKS ST 8851 5301 K I hNER I DG I AN I< LOC 13 VCSTBURY ST 8661 5251 OXFORDIAN C LOC 14 WA TERSLADE FARM ST 8241 5221 BATHONIAN FW LOC 15 BECKINGTON ST 8021 5171 BATHONIAN FM LOC 16 LULLINGTON ST 7831 5311 BATK)NIAN FM 
LOC 17 OLDFORO ST 7921 5051 BAJOCIAN? 10? 
LOC 18 VALLIS VALE ST 7606 4950 CARB/RHAETIAN 
-.R lOC 19 VALLIS CENTRE ST 7555 4920 CARB/BAJOCIAN 
-.10 LOC 20 VALLIS ST 7656 4870 BATt«)NIAN FM 
LOC· 21 FRQ,iE CUTT I NG ST 7931 4781 CALLOVIAN I<C 
'lOC 22 KEYFORO'- ST 7831 4731 BATHONIAN FM 
LOC 23 CHANTRY QUARRY ST 71.91 4571 CARB/ BAJOC I AN 
-.10 LOC 24 t-OLVCL L QUARRY ST 7261 4501 TR I AS / BAJOC I AN T .10 LOC 24 t-OlW:L L NORTH ST 7271 4541 CARB / BAJOC I AN 
-.10 LOC 25 MARSTON ROAD ST 7311 4491 CARB/RHAET/HETT 
-.R.BL 
LOC 26 CLOFORD QUARRY ST 7181 44 ;-,1 CARB/HETT-BAJOCIAN 
-.BL?JB. LOC 27 WINDSOR HILL ST 6153 4512 NORIAN?/HETTANGIAN? T.Bl? 
LOC 28 WI NDSOR HI LL S ST 6171 4491 HETTANGIAN (OSSj 
LOC 29 HOBBS ~SIOE ST 6231 4471 CARB/HETTANGIAN? 
-. (OSS) 
LOC 30 SHEPTON MALLET RR ST 6351 4481 HETTANGIAN? toSS) lOC 31 VIADUCT QUARRY ST 6221 4421 HETTANGIAN? (OSS) 
lOC 32 cx:xM3E RISE SM ST 6111 4381 HETT/SINEt.fJRIAN BL(OSS?) 
LOC 33 CHELYNCH EAST ST 6531 4381 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 34 CHELYNCH QUARRY ST 6501 4371 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 35 STLMP CROSS ST 6021 4291 RHAETIAN R 
LOC 36 SHEPTON RA I LWA Y B ST 6291 4261 HETTANGIAN? toSS) 
LOC 37 OOULTING ST 6481 4251 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN BS.IO 
LOC 38 OOUlTING RAILWAY ST 6501 4251 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 39 WANSTRON ST 7081 4075 BATHONIAN FM 
LOC 40 BEARD HILL ST 6297 4080 SINEt.fJRIAN BL 
LOC 41 BATcn1BE ST 6866 3942 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
LOC 42 VCSTCOMBE ST 6762 3950 Pli ENSBAQt/TOARCIAN JB 
LOC 43 EVE RCREECH ST 6456 3882 HETTANGIAN BL 
LOC 44 EOtttJNO HI LL ST 5061 3925 PLIENSBACHIAN PS LOC 45 STONE ~ HILL ST 5075 3920 PLIENSBAQtIAN PS LOC 46 GILCOMBE FARM ST 6931 3616 BATK)NIAN FM LOC 47 CREECH HILL SOUTH ST 6690 3525 P~IENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB.BS Loe 48 BRUTON ESTATE ST 6865 3512 BATHONIAN FE LOC 49 BRUE RIVER ST 6921 3521 BATK)NIAN FE LOC 50 SOUTH BReNiAM ST 7275 3448 CALLOVIAN KC LOC 51 OOOM I NSTER FARM ST 6845 3243 BATHONIAN FER LOC 52 CASTLE GROUND ST 8011 3181 OXfORDIAN C LOC 52 ZEALS PARI< ST 8001 3181 OXFORDIAN C 
LOC 53 HAOSPEN OUARRIESN ST 6541 3141 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 54 HADSPEN QUARRIES ST 6541 3151 BAJOCIAN 10 LOC 55 KEINTON MANOEVILL ST 5481 3031 HETTANGIAN? BL LOC 56 GODS HILL YARLING ST 6611 2981 BAJOCIAN 10 LOC 57 UPPER'CHICKSGROVE ST 9621 2951 TITtONlAN P.PB LOC'58 GREENS QUARRY: ST 9311 2901 TITtONlAN P 
List of localities visited during this study 
\ 
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LOC 59 TUCKING MILL ST 9361 2901 TITHONIAN P LOC 60 TISBURY RAI LWAY ST 9451 2881 TITHONIAN P LOC 61 M I TCHELS fARM ST 7331 2851 OXfORDIAN C LOC 62 CHARL TON ADAM ST 5371 .. 821 HETTANGIAN? BL ~1 LOC 63 WX>LSTON fiELD ST 6591 2771 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 64 WX>LSTON CUTTING ST 6631 2771 SAJOCIAN 10 i LOC 65 UPTON QUARRY ST 4548 2704 HETTANGIAN BL .-I' 
LOC 66 HIGHBROOKS QUARRY ST 4911 2601 HETTANGIAN? BL ji 
LOC 67 CAMEL HILL ST 5691 2551 HETTANGIAN BL 
~.. .- --- - _ .. RHAET-I-AN -- .. LOC 68 SPARKfORD HILL ST 6021 2541 R 
LOC 69 PEN HILL ST 6321 2521 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 70 BLACKfORD ST 6660 2550 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 71 MAPERTON CUTTING ST 6681 2542 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 72 NORTH CHER I TON ST 6891 2591 BATHlNIAN FM 
LOC 74 ABBAS CXlt1BE ST 6988 2219 BA Tt«>N I AN FE.B8.FM 
LOC 75 HATCH BEAUCHAMP ST 3055 2044 HeTTANGIAN BL 
.1 
LOC 76 FIVEHEAD RIVER ST 2931 1901 HETTANGIAN? BL i 
LOC 77 SANDFORD ORCAS ST 6221 2071 PL I ENSBAQi I AN PS 
LOC 78 HOLL()NI\Y ST 6341 2041 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 79 TooBER EAST SIDE ST 7975 1995 OXFORDIAN C 
LOC80 TOOSER PLANT I sr 7971 ·J9SU OXFORD.LAN C· 
·lOC 8.1 GANNEtS. TooBER SiT 7·951 ,.91' OXFeROh\N C·l 
LOC 82 PAT SON HILL ST 6271 1941 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 83 STALBRIDGE ST 7161 1851 BATHONIAN FM 
LOC 84 CHARLOCK HILL ST 6171 1831 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 85 OBORNE ST 6491 1841 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 86 QUARR LANE ST 6376 1780 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 87 SHERBOURNE NORTH ST 6300 1760 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 88 BARRINGTON ST 3951 1781 PLIENSBAOiIAN PS 
LOC 89 SHEPTON BEAUCHAMP ST 4021 1781 PLIENSBACHIAN PS d 
Loc 90 STOKE SUB HAMDON ST 4724 1763 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
LOC 91 t.()NT ACUTE CUTT I NG ST 5041 1741 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB i 
LOC 92 t.()NTACUTE PARK B ST 4981 1680 PL I ENSBACH I TOARC I AN JB 'i 
LOC 93 HAM HI LL ST 4780 1720 TOARCIAN BS(HS) 
LOC 94 HALPN\YHOUSE N ST 6020 1640 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 95 HAL PN\ Y t()USE ST 6021 1631 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 96 PRESTON PLUCK NETT ST 5371 1621 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
LOC 97 LUPTON ST 5191 1641 PL I ENSBAQi/TOAReIAN JB 
LOC 98 LOUSE HILL QUARRY ST 6095 1609 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 99 TlLLYS HILL . ROAD ST 5781 1571 TOARCIAN -' BS . 
LOC 100 TI LLYS HI LL HOLL ST 577'1 1551 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 101 OOOOt1BE ST 5080 1565 TOARCIAN PS 
LOC 102 DANCING HILL ST 6361 1521 BATHlNIAN FE , , 
LOC 103 \\EST HI LL ST 6421 1481 BATHlNIAN FN 
LOC 104 OJUNCI L TIP ST 4941 1471 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 105 \\EST LANDS ROAD ST 5351 1461 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 106 YEOV~L STATION ST 5701 1421 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 107 SEAVINGTON S1 4003 1447 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 108 DONYAT1 ST 3451 1404 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
LOC 109 LOPEN 9N ST 4131 1381 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 110 CH I NNOCK BR I DGE S1 5051 1341 TOARCIAN BS 
LOC 111 COKER HILL S1 5161 1331 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 112 HOL'tItELL ST 5291 1311 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 113 HINTON-S1-GEORGE S1 4231 1301 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 114 \\EST CH I NNOCK ST 4622 1273 TOARCIAN as 
LOC 115 BROACH I LL FARM ST 4941 1211 BATHONIAN FN 
LOC 116 FURLAND ST 4321 1191 BAJOCIAN 10 
LOC 117 BEER HACKETT S1 5924 1200 CALLOVIAN KC , 
LOC 118 SUTTON BINGHAM ST 5521 1151 cALLOVIAN KC 
LOC 119 SUTTONBI~ E S1 5531 1151 CALLOVIAN KC 
i 
I 
. ! 
, , 
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loe 120 HARD I NGTON M)QR ST 5181 1181 ·BATHONIAN FM loe 121 .HARDINGTON MANDEV ST 5136 1188 BATHONIAN FM Loe 122 YETMINSTER ST 5991 1061 CALLOVIAN KC Loe 123 WARREN HILL ST 4035 1030 ALBIAN GS loe 124 CRfV\.t(ERNE ST 4361 0951 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN BS.IO loe 125. CRE.W<ERNE SOUTH ST 4361 0761 BAJOCIAN 10 Loe 126 liBERTY FARM ST 4579 0800 BATt-«)NIAN FM LOC 127 MEL BURY OStvOND ST 5700 0810 BATHONIAN FM loe 128 CALFHAY FARM ST 6151 0621 OXFORDIAN 0 LOC 129 BROAONI NDSOR CUT ST 4391 0271 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN BS.IO lOC 130 HOLLIS HI Ll ST 4425 0275 BAJOCIAN 10 lOC 131 BURSTOCK ST 4781 0261 BATHONIAN FM lOC 132 HORN PARK QUARRY ST 4581 0211 BAJOCIAN 10 Loe 133 WADOON Hill ST 4471 0175 BAJOCIAN 10 lOC 134 WAOOON H III SOUTH ST 4473 0172 BAJOCIAN 10 lOC 135 TOLCIS TIP ST 2801 0101 HETTANGIAN? BL Loe 136 COOMBE.MAPPERTON SY 4962 9987 BAJOCIAN 10 loe 137 MARLPITS SY 4985 9715 BAJOCIAN 10 lOC 138 POM:RSTOCK Vt€ST SY 5101 9611 TOARCIAN BS LOC 139 OLD STATION.NETTl SY 5225 9552 BAJOCIAN 10 i lOC 140 BELL QUARRY EAST SY 5011 9501 BAJOCIAN 10 loe 141 BEL l QUARRY Vt€ST SY 4981 9491 BAJOCIAN 10 LOC 142 LOOERS RAI LWAY SY 5021 9461 BAJOCIAN 10 loe 143 LOOERS CUTTING SY 4961 9430 TOARCIAN as lOC 144 QUARRY HIll HOll SY 4331 9381 PliENSBACHIAN OS1.TS? , , lOC 145 COLMERS HILL SY 4365 9381 PLIENSBACHIAN OS1.TS1 .1 Loe 146 SYtvONDSBURY SY 4468 9380 TOARCIAN BS Loe 147 QUARRY HILL SY 4350 9320 BAJOCIAN 10 Loe 148 UPlOOERS SY 5131 9361 BAJOCIAN 10 .i I Loe 149 MATRAVERS SY 5131 9331 BAJOCIAN 10 " lOC 150 VINNEY CROSS SY 5091 9301 BAJOCIAN 10 loe 151 UPLOOERS CUTTING SY 5075 9290 TOARC I AN / BAJOC I AN BS.IO , loe 152 EAST LOOERS HILL SY 4981 9301 BAJOCIAN 10 ;1 loe 153 INNSACRE.SHIPTON SY 4961 ~261 ·BAJOCIAN 10 :: LOC 154 BONSc::o.1BE Vt€ST SY 4841 9231 BAJOCIAN 10 Loe 155 BONSc::o.1BE EAST SY 4851 9221 BAJOCIAN 10 Loe 156 SMACQ.1BE FARM SY 5011 9171 BAJOCIAN 10 loe 157 CROSS ROADS. SHI PA SY 5001 91'" BAJOCIAN 10 LoC '-58 CROSS ROADS. SH I PB SY 5001 91 .. 1 TOARCIAN/AALENIAN BS.IO 
Loe 159 CAINS FOLLY E SY 3845 9262 PLIENSBACHIAN 8M 
LOC 160 CAINS FOLLY W SY 3810 9275 PLIENSBACHIAN 8M 
Loe 161 STONEBARRON S SY 3806 9273 SINEt.l.JRIAN BV 
Loe 162 ST GABRIELS W SY 3875 9250 PLIENSBACHIAN BM.GA 
" lOC 163 STONEBARRON S SY 3806 9273 SINEMJRIAN BM 
LOC 164 ST GABRIELS E SY 3900 9246 PLIENSBACHIAN BM.GA lOC 165 OOLOEN CAP SY 4036 9220 TOARCIAN BS LOC 165 ~R CLIFFS SY 4078 9182 PLIENSBACHIAN os loe 166 RIDGE CLIFF B SY 4286 9135 Pli ENSBACHIAN EC LOC 166 RIDGE CLifF A SY 4285 9135 PLIENSBACHIAN EC LOC 166 RIDGE CLIFF C SY 42879135 PLIENSBACHIAN EC LOC 167 THORNaa.eE BEAOON SY 4330 9140 PLIENSBACHIAN TS Loe 168 EAST EBB COVE SY 4375 9124 PLIENSBACHIAN EC lOC 169 HAVEN CLIFF SY 2650 8960 NOR I AN' RHAET I AN T.R Loe 170 CULVERHOLE GULLYA SY 2720 8941 RHAETIAN R LOC 171 CULVERHOlE GULLYB SY 2715 8940 RHAETIAN R 
LOC 172 Ht..teLE POINT SY 3080 9040 HETTANGIAN BL lOC 173 SHAPNI CK GRANGE A SY 3118 9190 SENONIAN uc 
Loe 173 SHAPNI CK GRANGE B SY 3117 '9190 SENONIAN ~ uc LOC 173 SHAPNI CK GRANGE C SY 3119 9188 SENONIAN uc loe 174 \/\EST CLIFF 7 SY 3320 9138 HETTANGIAN Bl 
LOC 175 
LOC 176 
LOC 177 
LOC 177 
LOC 178 
LOC 179. 
LOC 180 
LOC 181 
LOC 182 
LOC 182 
LOC 183 
LOC 184 
LOC 185 
LOC 186 
LOC 187 
LOC 188 
LOC 189 
LOC 189 
LOC 190 
LOC 191 
LOC 191 
LOC 192 
LOC 193 
LOC 194 
LOC 195 
Loe 196 
Loe 197 
LOC 198 
Loe 199 
LOC 200 
Loe 201 
Loe 202 
Loe 203 
Loe 204 
LOC 205 
Loe 206 
Loe 207 
I..QC ~ 
LOC 209 
LOC 210 
LOC 211 
LOC 212 
Loe 212 
Loe 213 
LOC 213 
Loe 214 
LOC 215 
LOC 215 
LOC 215 
Loe 215 
LOC 215 
Loe 216 
LOC 217 
LOC 218 
LOC 218 
LOC 219 
LQC.....ttQ 
lOC 221 
[OC"222 
LOC 223 
\\€ST eLI F F SA 
\\€ST CLIFF 5B 
DEVONSHIRE HEAD 
DEVONSHIRE HEAD 
CHARTON BAY 
DEVONSHIRE HEAD 
\\€ST CLIFF ANTI 
\\€ST CLI FF 1,2 
\\€ST CLIFF 4,5 
\\€ST CLIFF 3 
\\€$T CL I FF 6 
\\€ST CLIFF 5C 
SEVEN ROCK POINTA 
SEVEN ROCK POINTB 
POKERS POOL 
SEVEN ROCK POINTC 
PINHAY BAY NORTH 
PI NHAY BAY SOUTH 
~ST CLIFF W 
\\€ST CLI FF BEACH 
FAULT CORNER 
~ST CLIFF UPPERl 
\\€ST CLIFF UPPER2 
\\€ST CLI FF E 
SH I PTON GORGE W 
BOTHENHAMPTON 
.HAVEN CL IFF W:ST 
cx::o.tBE FARM 
EAST CLIFF A 
EAST CLI FF B 
EAST CLIFF C 
EAST CLIFF 0 
EAST CLIFF E 
EAST CLIFF F 
EAST CLIFF G 
EAST CL I FF H 
EAST CLIFF I 
EAST CI,. If f_ .J.. 
EAST CL FF K 
EAST CL FF L 
EAST CL FF M 
EAST CL FF 0 
EAST CL FF P 
EAST CL FF CEN B 
EAST CL FF CEN A 
EAST CL FF CENTRE 
EAST CL FF GULLYB 
EAST CL FF GULL YO 
EAST CL FF GULLYA 
EAST CL FF GULLYE 
EAST CL FF GULLYC 
EAST CL FF N 
FRESHN\TER \\EST 
SP'MAY QUARRIES 
FRESHltATER PARK 
FRESHltATER A 
FRESHltATER C 
FRESHltATER 0 
FRESHN\TE'R--S 
BURTON CL I FF W 
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SY-3320 --9138---HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3320 9136 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3280 9110 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3282 9112 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 2965 9000 NORIAN/RHAETIAN T,R 
SY 3300 9125 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY· 3300 9129 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3308 9132 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3306 9130 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3307 9131 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3305 9130 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3320 9137 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3272 9083 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3258 9088 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3320 9133 SINEMURIAN SB 
SY 3256 9088 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 3178 9080 RHAETIAN/HETTANGIAN R.BL 
SY 3177 9078 HETTANGIAN BL 
SY 4381 9097 PLIENSBACHIAN TS 
SY 4520 9087 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
SY 4518 9090 PLIENSBACH/TOARCIAN JB 
SY 4540 9072 BATHONIAN FE,BB 
SY 4540 9071 BATHONIAN FE 
SY 4540 9078 BATHONIAN FE 
SY 4951 9161 BAJOCIAN 10 
SY 9121 9121 BATHONIAN FM 
SY 2585 ~985 ALBIAN/CENOMANIAN GS 
ST 6288 1777 BAJOCIAN 10 
SY 4650 9019 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4650 9020 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4651 9019 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4652 9018 .TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4653 9017 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4654 9016 .TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4655 9015 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4655 9014 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4656 9013 TOARCI~N BS 
Sy 4656 9012 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4657 9012 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4657 9011 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4658 9010 TOARC I AN BS 
SY 4658 9009 TOARC I AN as 
SY 4680 8998 TOARC I AN BS 
SY 4680 8999 TOARCIAN as 
SY 4680 9000 TOARC I AN as 
SY 4678 9000 TOARC I AN as. 
SY 4702 8991 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4703 8990 TOARCIAN as 
SY 4701 8991 TOARCIAN BS 
SY 4703 8989 TOARCIAN as 
SY 4702 8990 TOARCIAN 8S 
SY 4717 8983 . TOARCIAN 8S 
SY 4738 8975 TOARCIAN as 
SZ 0321 7681 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN p.pa 
SY 4790 8990 BAJOCIAN 10 
SY 4785 8958 TOARC I AN BS 
SY 4787 8~56 T~RCI~ QS 
SY 4786 8956 TOARCIAN ~~ 
SY-ia03 89"35-tOARCI AN as 
'SY 4800 8945 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN 8S.10 
" 
, 
!I 
ii 
i 
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1 LOC 224 FRES~TER--D SY 4788 8956 TOARCIAN 
'I 8S II Loe 224 BURTON CLI F F El SY 4803 8944 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN II BS,IO Ii Loe 225 BURTON CLIFF E2 SY 4804 9840 TOARCIAN BS 11 i! LOC 226 Cli ff HILL SY 4875 8938 TOARCIAN/BAJOCIAN BS,IO :! Loe 227 SOUTH)VER SY 4980 3885 TOARCIAN BS 'i Loe 228 CLIFFEND SY 4930' 8870 BATHONIAN FM Loe 229 COGDEN FARM SY 5058 8910 BATHONIAN FM Loe 230 LOCKE FARM SY 5481 8«:'71 BATHONIAN FM Loe 231 EAST BEXINGTON SY 5585 8445 OXFORDIAN C !il Loe 232 EAST BEXINGTON 2 SY 5587 8443 OXFORDIAN C I!' , LOC 233 ABBOTSBURY ROAD SY 5635 8520 KlhtwtERIOGIAN K t LOC 234 BLIND LANE.ABBOTS SY 5761 8561 KlhtwtERIOGIAN K(AIO) , I:! Loe 235 RED LANE,ABBOTS SY 5761 8551 KIt.NERIOGIAN K(AIO) 
" Loe 236 PORTESHAM QUARRY SY 6105 8595 TITHONIAN P,PS I' !li Loe 237 WAODON QUARRY SY 6241 8581 TITHONIAN P 
11: Loe 238 OORTON FARM _ SY 6361 8551 TITHONIAN P It: Loe 239 fRIAR MDDON SY 6501 8581 TITHONIAN PB , ii Loe 240 WAODON HILL UPv\EY SY 6451 8541 TITHONIAN P I: 
Loe 241 GRANERY,UPv\EY SY 6611 8541 TITHONIAN PB 1" , ~ I 
LOC 242 RIDGeMY SY 6711 8521 TITHONIAN PB 
Loe 243 REDeLlffE FARM SY 9331 8671 EoeENE BAG 
Loe 244 LINTON HILL ~ST SY 5821 8451 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 245 LINTON HILL EAST SY 5861 8431 OXFORDIAN C 
LOC 246 CHESTERS HILL SY 5761 8361 CALLOVIAN KC 
LOC 247 CHALBURY CAMP SY 6945 8381 TITHONIAN P,PS 
Loe 248 NO I GNS oc:>Ni SY 7535 8381 TITHONIAN P 
LOC 249 PO>M£LL LODGE QU SY 7441 8356 TITHONIAN P.PS 
LOC 250 NOTT I NGTON HO SY 6635 8240 OXFORDIAN KC.O 
Loe 251 HERBURY SY 6111 8101 BATHONIAN FM.BB?FE LOC 252 FLEET ca.u:>N SY 6296 7983 CALLOVIAN KC 
Loe 253 EAST FLEET SY 6345 7990 CALLOVIAN KC 
Loe 254 CROOKHILL PIT SY 6435"7975 ,CALLOVIAN/OXFORDIAN 0 i 
Loe 255 BOM..EAZE OOVE SY 7061 8181 OXFORDIAN C 'I 
Loe 256 REDeLIFF POINT SY 7118 8165 OXFORDIAN C i 
Loe 257 REDeL I FF SOUTH SY 7132 8169 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 258 REDeL IFF NORTH SY 7145 8178 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 259 SHORTLAKE SY 7230 8195 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 260 OSMINGTON MILLS C SY 7351 8161 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 260 OSMINGTON ~TERF SY 7352 .. -'-158 OXFORDJ_AN C 
Loe 261 OSMINGTON CLIFF SY 7401-8138 OXFORDIAN C :t 
Loe 262 OSM I OOTON POI NT SY 7431 8135 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 263 BRAN POINT SY 7431 8131 OXFORDIAN C 
Loe 264 HOLw:>RTH HOUSE SY 7621 8158 TITH:>NIAN P,PB 
LOC 265 WiITE NOTHE SY 7728 8067 SENONIAN uc 
LOC 266 CURDLE DOOR SY 8045 8035 TITHONIAN-SENONIAN PB-UC LOC 267 OSMI NGTON MI LLS SY 7355 8164 OXFORDIAN C LOC 268 MAN 'O'MR cove SY 8077 3037 CEtOt1AN I AN/TURON I AN LC. Me LOC 269 DUNGY HEAD SY 8151 8001 TITHONIAN P.PB LOC 270 LULw:>RTH CENTRAL SY 8267 8000 CEtOt1AN I AN / TURON I AN LC, Me? LOC 271 PEPLARS POINT SY 8275 79·'5 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN PB " 
.' Loe 272 t.l.JPE ROCKS SY 8391 7961 TITHONIAN P Loe 273 t.l.JPE PO I NT SY 8441 7921 TITt«lNIAN/RYAZANIAN PB 
Loe 274 BAOON t-DLE SY 8405 7970 TlTt«lNIAN PB Loe 275 t.t.JPE BAY SY 8441 8001 'NE00a4IAN' W Loe 276 BLACK ROCK.MJPE SY 8461 8011 CEtOt1AN I AN / TURON I AN LC, Me? 
Loe 277 OON OORNER SY 8605 8040 CENOMANIAN/TURONIAN LC,MC? 
Loe 278 w:>RBARRON BAY CEN SY 8871 8021 'NE00a4IAN' W 
Loe 279 W>RBARRON BAY SY 8701 7961 RYAZANtAN PB 
Loe 280 FLOM:RS BARRON SY 8661 8041 ALBIAN/CENOMANIAN GS.lC Loe 281 VtORBARRON BAY , 2 SY 8682 7951 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN P8 
272 I 
i 
t 
W>RBARRON· TOUT Ii LOC 282 SY·8681 795'1 TiTHONIAN P ![ LOC 283 BRANDY BAY 1 SY 8901 7931 KIt.NERIOGIAN K t!1 
": LOC 284 GAO CL I FF BRANDY SY 8901 7951 KIt.NERIOGIAN K 1,1: LOC 285 BRANDY BAY 2 SY 8911 7941 KIt.NERIOGIAN K ~li LOC 286 BRANDY BAY 3 SY 8931 7931 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 287· HORBARRON BAY 2 . SY 8961 7911 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 288 HORBARRON BAY 2 SY 8971 7901 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 289 HORBARRON LEOGES2 SY 8971 7891 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 290 HORBARRON BAY 1 SY 8961 7901 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 291 HORBARRON L EOGES3 SY 8981 7881 KIt.NERIOGIAN K LOC 292 CHANEL.KIMMERIOGE SY 9011 7901 KIt.NERIOGIAN K 
kQC_._2S3 .. KlMt1E1ilOGf-LEOOES S'L.9D3J Z9.O.1 Kl.MAER I OG I AN K 
~~~ KltMERIOGE SY 9030 7901 KltwHERIOGIAN K LOC 295 'K ftIMER I DGE 0 I L SY 9041 7921 itftwHERIOGIAN K LOC 296 K ItwH.OI LYelL 2 SY 9041 7921 KIt.NERIDGIAN K LOC 296 K I twHER I DGE BAY SY 9051 7821 KltwNERIOGIAN K LOC 297 GAULTER GAP ST 9081 7901 KltwHERIOGIAN K LOC 298 SMEOM)RE HI L L W SY 9181 8001 TITHONIAN P LOC 299 SMEet.()RE HilL E SY 9191 8011 TITHONIAN P.PB LOC 300 OJOOLE SY 9121 7821 KltwHERIDGIAN K LOC 301 KIMMERIDGE LEOGE2 SY 9200 7775 KIMMERIDGIAN K LOC 302 CLAVElLS HARD SY 9181 7771 KIt.t.1ERIOGIAN K LOC 303 ROPE LAKE SY 9251 7751 KIt.t.1ERIOGIAN K LOC 304 ROPE LAKE HEAD SY 9271 7741 KIt.t.1ERIDGIAN K LOC 305 COCKNOM.E aJARRY SY 9321 8231 SENONIAN UC LOC 306 CORFE CASTLE VIBN SY 9591 8251 SENONIAN UC LOC 307 CORFE CASTLE CUT SY 9611 8241 CENOMANIAN-SENONIAN LC.MC.UC LOC 308 BRENS~BE HILL SY 9861 8201 SENONIAN? UC? LOC 309 REDEND PO I NT SZ 0385 8282 EOCENE BAG LOC 310 STUOLAND SZ 0455 8240 SENOMANIAN UC LOC 311 CURRENOON FARM SZ 0161 8135 SENONIAN? UC? LOC 312 ROUND ~ SZ 0181 8111 SENONIAN? UC? LOC 313 BAL LARO PO I NT SZ 0471 8131 CEtOAAN I AN'! TURON I AN GS. lC 
LOC 314 LONDON DOORS au SY 9491 7921 TITHONIAN P 
LOC 315 ~SAYWXD SY 9805 7911 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN PB 
LOC 316 ACTON QUARRIES SY 9881 7861 RYAZANIAN PB LOC 317 BLACK LANDS SY 9891 7811 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN PB 
LOC 318 UL'AELL w)RKS SZ 0211 8041 'NEoc:x:t.ilAN' W LOC 319 ACTON QUARRIES SY 986.1 7831 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN PB 
LQC 320 9M\tMORTH QUARRY SY 9691 7831 TITHONIAN P L~ 321 FRESHIATER SY 9381 7735 KIt.HERIOGIAN K LOC 322 FRES~TER STEPS SY 9401 7731 KIt.HERIDGIAN K LOC 323 CHAPMANS POOL SY 9561 7691 K I t.NER I DG I AN K LOC 324 ALOHEMS QUARRY SY 9641 7641 TITt-ONIAN P LOC 325 ST AlOHEMS HEAD SY 9621 7541 TITHONIAN P LOC 326 WINSPIT SY 9771 7601 TITHONIAN P LOC 327 WINSPIT CLIFF SY 9771 7611 TITHONIAN P LOC 328 SEAC'QeE SY 9841 7661 TITHONIAN P LOC 329 SEASPRAY SY 9945 7750 TITHONIAN P LOC 330 SEA SPRAY lEDGE U SY 9921 7681 TITHONIAN P LOC 331 . SEA SPRAY LEDGE L SY 9931 7681 TITHONIAN P ~QC .. _.3.3..2. DANe tNG L. EDGE ~Y._~971 7691 TI Tt-ONIAN P LOC 334 SP~Y QUARRIES A ~Z Q321 7681 TITHONIAN P ,. II LOC 335 SP~y'QUARRleS S SZ 0321 7681 TITHONIAN P ! ~ roc-336 CUCKOO ··POUNO-- SZ-0·161-7741-iTTHONIAN/RYAzANIAN-·PB I 
'. LOC 337 CAL I FORNIA FARM SZ 0211 7761 TITHONIAN/RYAZANIAN PS LOC 338 TilLY WHIM CAves SZ 0301 7691 TITHONIAN P LOC 339 DURLSTON HEAD SZ 0351 7721 TITHONIAN P.PS ~ll lOC 340 DURlSTON HEAD S SZ 0351 7723 TITHONIAN P,PS 'j I lOC 341 PEVERIL POINT , SZ 0401 7861 RYAZANIAN PB " .~ 
, 
3 
I 
'l73 
LOC 342 NOTHE FORT SY 6851 7851 OXFORDIAN C LOC 343 CENTRE LEDGES SY 6791 7781 OXFORDIAN C LOC 344 W:STERN LEDGES SY 6771 7771 OXFORDIAN C LOC 345 SANDS FOOT CASTLE SY 6761 7741 OXFORDIAN C Lac 346 W:ST CLIFF SY 6841 7191 TITHONIAN P Lac 347. BLACK NOR SY 6821 7181 TITHONIAN P Lac 348 PORTLAND· BILL A SY 6750 6850 TI TK>N IAN P LOC 349 PORTLAND BILL TIP SY 6771 7121 TlTH:>tHAN P LOC 350 PORTLAND BI LL B SY 6750 6848 TITI-ONIAN PB 
KEY 
BAGSK>T SANDS BAG 
UPPER CHALK uC 
MIDDLE CHALK Me 
LOAER CHALK LC 
UPPER GREENSAND GS 
GAULT CLAY GAU 
~LDEN W 
PURBECK PB 
PORTLAND GROUP P 
KIMMERIDGE CLAY K 'A 10) ABBOTSBURY I RON ORE 
OORALLIAN C 
OXFORD CLAY 0 
KELl~YS/OORNBRASH KC 
I: 
I, 
I-
FOREST MARBLE FM 
BOUETTI BED BB 
FULLERS EARTH FE 
II (00) GREAT OOLITE LlST.-(BC) BRADFORD CLAY. I 
INFERIOR OOLITE 10 
BRIOPORT/YEOVIL S. BS (HS) HAM HILL STONE 
OOWNCLIFF CLAYS DC 
JUNCTION BED JB 
THORNOOMBE SANDS TS PS PENNARO SANDS 
OOWNCLIFF SANDS OS 
EYPE CLAY EC 
GREEN AMMONITE BEDS GA 
BELEMI TE MARLS 8M 
BLACK VEN MARLS BV 
SHALES WI TH BEEF SB 
BLUE LIAS BL 
RHAETIC R 
(DSS) ~SIDE STONE LOCAL 
TRIASSIC T 
BASEMENT CARBONIFEROUS/DEVONIAN 
Ii ~ , 
i 
,1 
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APPEH>IX B 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
216 
CAM GS t.l BAGGER lOGE N03 GS 
HORSLEY GS 62 BAGGER I OGE N02 GS 
CIRENCESTER ~PENS GS 63 BAGGERIOGe N01 GS 
C I RENCESTER LEWI SLANE GS 64 STEEPLE ASHTON Wi 
MEYSEY HAMPTON GS 65 STEEPLE ASHTON ~LL Wi 
. KEMBLE GS 66 DEVIZES 1 0 
TETBURY GS 67 \\eST LAVI NGTON B 
TETBURY UPTON GS 68 EASTERTON Wi 
LATTON v..s 69 RUSHALl v..s 
FARINGDON 1 F 70 Ctf.JTE v..s 
LEIGHTERTON AIRFIELD GS 71 VERNHAM DEAN V 
LONG NEWrON 2 S 72 EAST BRENT SS 
CXX>LES FARM U 73 BURTON PIJN B 
CRICKLADE v..s 74 BURNHAM NOl SS 
HIGHAORTH REClClfM v..s 75 ROONEY STOKE YATERr\ORK SS 
HI GHAORTH MARSHAL L DAV Wi 76 ROONEY STOKE BOA I NG SS 
SHIPTON h()YNE SS 77 KILMERSOON SS 
SHIPTON h()YNE GS 78 HEMINGTON SS 
GREAT SHERTON GS 79 FAULKLANO ' I 
ROOBOURNE CHENEY v..s 80 MELLS SS 
9N1 NOON ROOBOURNE LANE v..s 81 BUCKLAND DENHAM SS 
9NINDON G.W.R. v..s 82 ORCHARD LE I GH GS 
L YO lARD T REOOZE Wi 83 STAPLSMEAD MillS SS 
W:>TTON BASSET v..s 84 ROOE SS 
FAULKLANO GS 85 BECKINGTON SEYMOURS SS 
SEAGARY Wi 86 v.eSTBURY v..s 
VIAOUGHTON v..s 87 UPTON Scu)AhORE G. W. R. Wi 
BROAD HINTON Wi 88 UPTON S~E TRON. Wi 
OGBOURNE ST GEORGE Wi 89 TILSHEAO Wi 
BAYDON Wi 90 HUNTSPILL SS 
~LL SS 91 \\ELLS EASTON SS 
PITMINSTER SS 92 FROME GIBBET HilL I 
OOLERNE v..s 93 FROME SS 
CHIPPENHAM v..s 94 CATroTT SS 
CALNE v..s 95 PilTON SS 
MARLBOROUGH v..s 96 SHEPTON MALLET B~RY SS 
CHAR L ca.tBE SS 97 WITHAM FRIARY SS 
BATH LANDS[)()M4 SS 98 OORSLEY Wi 
BATH BREYCRY SS 99 VCSTBURY 0 
BATH PINCHES ¥tELL SS lOO OJDFORD-ST'PETER I 
BA THAMPTON [)()M4 GS 101 SHREWI'ON 1 D 
YATTON SS 102 SELYDRTHY 2 I 
NORRINGTON I 103 PURl TON U 
B I SHOP CANN I NGS 'ItS 104 9f\ANG FARM 2 I 
HORSECXM3E VALE 15 I 105 SHAPNICK SS 
STAVERTON Wi 106 STREET SS 
MELK5HAM SPA 'ItS 107 <nWTON DUNDON SS 
DEVIZES 'ItS 108 MAIDEN BRADLEY Wi 
OARE Wi 109 BRIXTON DEVERllL Wi 
PBfSEY v..s 110 OJDAORD ST PETER Wi 
BURBAGE . Wi 111 YARNBURY CASTLE • 
HAM NOl V 112 AMESBURY Wi 
BUTTERMERE Wi 113 BARTON ST A(;f B 
KINGSCLERE N01 F 114 WI VEL I SOCMIE 55 
CHJRCHILL SS 115 TAUNTON S~' 
CHEDDAR WXlO 5S 116 lANGPORT SS 
HARPTREE SS 117 SCN:RTON SS 
DUNKERTON SS 118 KEINTON MANDEVilLE SS' 
<:neE HAY GS 119 EAST l YDFOfI) SS 
TWINI-()E GS 120 BRUTON 1 I 
Western Wessex Basin borehole list 
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121 MERE W) ",-is YEOV I L W:>Ri(a::o:Jse - SS 122 EAST KNOVLE SUTTON W) 176 VEOVIL IVELHAP LTD 5S 
123 EAST KNOVLE WI NOM I LL W) 177 VEOVIL ~STERN OOUNTIE SS 
124 TISBURV W) 178 VECN I L GAS W)RJ(S SS 
125 OINTON W) 179 VECN I L BM:NS SS 
126 . FOVANT WXD W) 180 TKlRNFORD GS 
127 BARFORD ST MARTIN W) 181 SHERBOURNE ~TERAORKS OS 
128 SAllSBURV W) 182 OSORNE GS 
129 FARLEY SOUTH 1 S 183 MllBCURNE PORT SS 
130 lOCKERlEY 1 S 184 STOt\£LL SS 
131 WI NCHESTER 4 I 185 B I SHOPS CAUNDLE OS 
132 WI NCHESTER 1 I 186 ABBAS TEMPLE<X»eE SS 
133 WI NCHESTER 5 I 187 HENSTRI DGE SS 
134 WI NCHESTER 3 I 188 . HENSTRIDGE BHA + BHB OS 
135 WI NCHESTER 2 I 189 STALBRIDGE OS 
135A UPHAM H 190 LONG BURTON OS 
136 PITMINSTER GS 191 t«)L~LL OS 
137 ISLE ABBOTS SS 192 LYDINCH OS 
138 CURRY RIVEL(HAMBRIOGE) SS 193 STURMINSTER N~ON OS 
139 LONG LOAD SS 194 I'leRNE COURTNEY OS 
140 ASH SS 195 OUf\M: S TON OS 
141 CH I THORNE oa.1ER SS 196 BLANOFORD OS 
142 Vt€ST CAMEL SS 197 CRANBORNE 1 R 
143 Vt€STON BANFVLOE SS 198 v.ooDLANDS B 
144 RIMPTON SS 199 CltMPHILL B 
145 BLACKFORD SS 200 FORD I NGBR I DGE 1 R 
,~ WI NCANTON SUODON GRAN. SS 201 CADHAM B 
147 WINCANTON SS 202 BUNKERS HILL I 
148 WfKE BRB\ERY I 203 SOUTHAMPTON 1 I 
149 SHAFTSBURY ~TERNORKS OS 203A SOUTHAMPTON CXM.ON H 
150 DONHEAD ST MARY W) 204 MARCHt\OCD 1 I 
151 DONHEAD ST ANDReN W) 204A 9N\tM'ICK H 
152 BOM:R CHALKE W) 205 RAMNOR PARKHILL B 
153 ~TON YI3 205A OIBOEN H 
154 HOE 1 • 206 PORTS()()N.I 2 I 
154A EASTLEIGH H 206A WICKHAM H 
155 HORNOEAN • 207 PORT$[)()M4 1 I 
156 MIOOI"ETON 1 0 207A HAVANT H 
156A BOSHAM H 207S PORTSttO.JTH SR~RY H 
156B CHICHESTER BRBNERY H 207C PORTSMOUTH DOCKYARD H 
156C CHICHESTER MENTAL HOS. H 2070 HAYLING ISLAND :H 
1560 CH I CHESTER GATE HOUSE H 208 'leST OOt\ES IB 
157 COMBE ST N I O«:>lAS SS 209 SANOHI LLS 1 • 
158 ILMINSTER SS 209A Ne.\PORT H 
159 Wi I TE LACK I NGTON SS 210 ARRETON 1 F 
160 SOUTH PETHERTON ~TER. SS 210A SEMBRIOGE H 
161 SOUTH PETHERTON MANOR 5S 211 ARRETON 2 0 
162 MERRIOT SS 211A BEMBRIDGE HOTEL H 
163 STOKE SUB HNt1BOON cn.t. SS 212 CHARD SNOIOON HILL SS 
164 WARTOCK SS 213 CHARD MINTONS LANE SS 
165 STOKE SUB HAMBDON SITE SS " 214 CHARD WI THOUT SUNNY. SO SS 
166 STOKE SUB HAMSDON HEO. SS 215 CHARM I NSTER U 
167 NORTON SUB tWttBOON S5 216 CR~ERNE SOUTH STREET 5S 
168 'leST COKER SS ;».17 SEABOROUGH 1 D 
169 PRESTON PLUCKNETT FAC. SS ~'18 STOKE ABBOTT OS 
170 HENDFORD HILL BORING SS 219 CRABBS BARN LANe OS 
17.1 EAST COKER 5S 220 FFOE-STWTNT I N OS 
172 PRESToN--PLlJCKNETT FURZ 5S 221 CA TT I STOCK- OS 
173 LONGCROfT &OR I NG SS 222 MA I DEN NEWrON OS 174 M.JOFOAD SS 223 HI L TON LOfteR ANSTY OS 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
24.1 
24.2 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
- 258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
27.i __ 
280 
281 
282 
283 
SHAPWICK -B 
BUSHEY FARM A12 S 
WINTERBORNE KINGSTON I 
BERE REGIS 0 
OORFE MULLEN OS 
BOURNEMOUTH~TE~KS OS 
CANFORD MAGNA OS 
WI MBORNE MINSTER OS 
BOURNa.o.JTH OS 
LYMINGTON B 
MARSHt\OCX) B 
UPLYME OS 
LYME REGIS I 
LYME REGIS OS 
LYME REGIS OS 
CHAfM)UTH OS 
~TTON FITZPAINE OS 
CHAfM)UTH 5 I 
NETTLEOOMBE 0 
COGDEN FARM OS 
COMPTON VALLANCE OS 
COMPTON VALLANCE OS 
LITTLE BREDY OS 
MANSFIELD SHALE SHAFT U 
PORT I SHAM I 
~N 4 I 
OS 
LANGTON HERRING NORTH I 
LANGTON HERRING SOUTH I 
SEABARN FARM B 
COR TON FARM OS 
FRIAR ~N DAIRY HOU OS 
FRIAR~N OS 
DORCHESTER BRSNERY OS 
BRYANTS PUDDLE OS 
SP~Y BORE OS 
~KS CROSS • 
POOLE GA~RKS OS 
BH 98/11-1 • 
GOULDS BOTTOM OS 
RAOI POLE 1 F 
LITTLBMOOR U 
\\EST ASHTON B I NCXNBE Y.S 
OSMINGTON 2 I 
OSM I NGTON 1 I 
\\EST KN I GHTON GS 
w\RMM:LL MILL OS 
WXlDSFORD AEROOROttE OS 
~L OS 
W)RQRET HEATH OS 
w\REMAM 1 • 
w\REHAM 002 S 
STOBQROUGH NOl 0 
STOBQROUGH 2 S 
ARNE 1 + 3 S 
WiTCH FARM B20 + B21 S 
WfTQi FARM 3 0 
WiTQi FARM 1 0 
WfTQi FARM 4 0 
WfTQi FARM 2 0 
294 STUOLAND I 
295 STUOLAND SCHOOL OS 
296 sv.ANAGE SPR I NGHEAD OS 
297 UL~LL OS 
298 UL\\ELL YATEfW)RKS OS 
299 8H 98/11-2 • 
300 OORFE CASTLE OS 
301 CREEQiBARRON OS 
302 ENOOMBE 1 B 
303 KIMMERIDGE 1 B 
304 KIMMERIDGE 3 • 
305 8ROADBENCH NOl S 
306 CHALOON ~ 2 S 
307 CHALOON~ G2 S 
308 CHALOON HERRING 1 S 
309 CHALOON HERRING G2 S 
310 OiALOON HERRING G3 S 
311 Ot\ERt.O I GNE OS 
312 PO~LL N02 S 
313 PO~LL N03 S 
314 PO~LL S 
315 RINGSTEAO • 
316 LUL~TH BANKS 1 U 
317 SOUTHWELL OS 
KEY 
8 BLOOMER 1980 
o O.O.E RELEASE 
OS \\ELLS AND SPR I NGS OF DORSET 
F FALCON & KENT (1960) 
Z78 
GS \\ELLS AND SPRINGS OF GLOUCESTER 
H \\EL LS AND SPR I NGS Of HAMPSH IRE 
I B.G.S OATAFILES 
o SHELL CONFIDENTIAL BOREHOlE RELEASE 
R RHYS at .,. (1982) 
S SCOT PET LTD. W:SSEX BAS I N BOREK>lE LIS 
SS W:L LS AND SPR I NGS OF SClAERSET 
U CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE 
\\S \\ELLS AND SPR I NGS OF WI L TSH IRE 
• L IMI TEO OR NO DATA 
. 'We I I sand spr i ngs I::' Mem. Geo I. Surv.c; 
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APPBII>IX C 
ARNE Gl 
ElV 26 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
163.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
258.00 
ARRETON 2 
ElV 125 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
119.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
258.00 
AS~2 
ElV 585 FT 
FAlOON & KENT .1960 
M.Y 
0.0 
138.00 
150.00 . 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.0p 
SY 9575 8704 
T .0. 3731 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
1436.00 
1600.00 
1749.00 
1920.00 
1959.00 
1960.00 
2390.00 
3040.00 
3045.00 
3319.00 
3492.00 
3692.00 
3762.00 
5762.00 
6312.00 
9512.00 
S2 5320 8580 
T.D. 9227 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
210.00 
2659.00 
3764.00 
4540.00 
4979.00 
5210.00 
5400.00 
6468.00 
6550.00 
6994.00 
7950.00 
TO 512 295 
T.D. 5630 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
640.00 
1250.00 
2910.00 
3693.00 
3957.00 
4378.00 
4665.00 
4790.00 
5630.00 
BERE REGIS SY 864 956 
ELV 227 FT T.D. 5533 FT 
TERRIS & BULlE~ll 1965 
M.Y 
0.0 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
258.00 
BLETCHINGlY 
ELV 69 M 
BL()()v1ER 1980 
M.Y 
0.0 
144.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
197.00 
219.00 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
1028.00 
1193.00 
1355.00 
1544.00 
2248.00 
2956.00 
2998.00 
3557.00 
3900.00 
4690.00 
4816.00 
5533.00 
9283.00 
TO 362 477 
T .0. 1910 M 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
338.00 
619.00 
987.00 
1251 .00 
1323.00 
1446.00 
1542.00 
1578.00 
1842.00 
BOBBING TO 89 65 
ELV 120 FT T.D. 1260 FT 
LAMPlUGH ET. AL. 1923 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.90 
65.00 
91. 00 
97.50 
113.00 
144.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
1.00 
142.00 
587.00 
822.00 
1000.00 
1036.00 
1037.00 
1108.00 
1190.00 
Boreholes used in the backstriooing analysis 
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BOLNEY 
ELV 71 M 
BL(O.1ER 1980 
M.Y 
0.0 
144.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
197.00 
213.00 
219.00 
BRABOURNE 
ELV ? 
TO 280 243 
T.D. 2439 M 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
213.00 
431.00 
986.00 
1172 .00 
1268.00 
1418.00 
1521.00 
1682.00 
1884.00 
1898.00 
TR 100 308 
T.D. 2058 FT 
STRAHAN ET. AL. 1916 
M.Y 
0.0 
113.00 
119.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
213.00 
231.00 
BRIGHTL ING 
ELV 459 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
72.00 
302.00 
720.00 
982.00 
1515.00 
1709.00 
1753.00 
1893.00 
1974.00 
TO 685 210 
T .0. 1322 FT 
FALCON & KENT 1960 
(FAULT ACCOUNTED FOR) 
M.Y 
0.0 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
474.00 
1610.00 
2314.00 
2543.00 
2845.00 
3100.00 
3213.00 
3733.00 
BRISTOL CHANNEL SS 900 600 
ELV 0 T.D. ? 
LLOYD ET. AL. 1973 
(THICKNESSES POSTULATED) 
M.Y 
0.0 
156.00 
163.00 
169.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
243.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
290.00 
610.00 
785.00 
805.00 
895.00 
1065.00 
1485.00 
1760.00 
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BRUTON 1 ST 6896 3284 
ELV 96 M T.D. 385 M 
HOLL~Y & CHADWICK 1984 
M.Y 
0.0 
175:00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
.DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
38.00 
45.00 
111.00 
119.00 
268.00 
285.00 
293.00 
BURTON RON ST 336 521 
ELV 50 M T.D. 1105 M 
EDMUNDS & BURLEY 1977 
M.Y 
0.0 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
243.00 
258.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
37.00 
405.00 
423.00 
907.00 
954.00 
1200.00 
CHANNEL AREA SY 75 75 
ElV 0 T.D. 0 
(THICKNESSES POSTULATED) 
M.Y 
0.0 
97.00 
138.00 
213.00 
258.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
400.00 
1200.00 
2000.00 
3800.00 
CLIFFE TO 74 76 
ELV 12 FT T .0. 1063 FT 
LAMPlUGH ET. Al. 1923 
M.Y 
0.0 
88.50 
97.50 
113.00 
119.00 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
500.00 
733.00 
941.00 
1037.00 
1 
" 
COLLENDEAN TO 248 443 
ELV 84 M T.D. 1755 M 
BL~ER 1980 
M. Y DEPTH (M) 
0.0 0.0 
144.00 456.00 
150.00 724.00 
156.00 1169.00 
169.00 1472 .00 
175.00 1557.00 
188.00 1726.00 
219.00 2176.00 
OOOLESFARM SP 04 93 
ELV 310 FT T.D. 11525 FT 
CONFIDENTIAL 
M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 0.0 
169.00 100.00 
175.00 404.00 
188.00 531.00 
194.00 975.00 
200.00 2000.00 
213.00 2015.00 
219.00 2040.00 
238.00 3372.00 
248.00 3952.00 
COAOEN 1 TO 467 428 
ELV 410 FT T.D. 6036 FT 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 0.0 
138.00 950.00 
150.00 1750.00 
156.00 3000.00 
169.00 3850.00 
188.00 4400.00 
194.00 4700.00 
200.00 4800.00 
213.00 5400.00 
219.00 5420.00 
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CRANBOURNEl 
ELV 60 M 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
243.00 
DEVIZES 
ELV 190 FT 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
243.00 
su 03408 07073 
T .0. 2041 M 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
249.00 
304.00 
371.00 
445.00 
491.00 
697.00 
844.00 
892.00 
959.00 
. 1020.00 
1162.00 
1593.00 
ST 96026 56987 
T.D. 3506 FT 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
1000.00 
1216.00 
1448.00 
1626.00 
2182.00 
3104.00 
ELHAM TR 18 44 
ELV 275 FT T .0. 1598 FT 
LAMPLUGH ET. AL. 1923 
M.Y 
0.0 
97.50 
113.00 
144.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
197.00 
213.00 
FARINGDON 1 
ELV 298 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
290.00 
406.00 
719.00 
720.00 
918.00 
1300.00 
1491.00 
1499.00 
1540.00 
1560.00 
1598.00 
SU 324 947 
T.D. 3131 FT 
FALCON & KENT 1960 
M.V 
0.0 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
565.00 
745.00 
810.00 
885.00 
935.00 
1465.00 
1525.00 
2150.00 
1 
l' 
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FARLEY SOUTH SU 2358 2852 FORDON 1 TA 05 75 ELV 214 FT T.O. 5510 FT ELV ? T.O. 7559 FT SHELL CONF 10ENTI AL DOE RELEASE 
M.Y DEPTH 1FT) M.Y DEPTH (FT) I i 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 73.00 115.00 113.00 89.00 97.00 1438.00 138.00 535.00 113.00 1752.00 156.00 1815.00 119.00 1810.00 169.00 2059.00 150.00 2065.00 188.00 2252.00 156.00 2672.00 194.00 2340.00 169.00 3376.00 198.00 2366.00 175.00 3746.00 219.00 2810.00 188.00 3883.00 238.00 3138.00 213.00 4723.00 248.00 4743.00 219.00 4774.00 258.00 6610.00 238.00 5510.00 
HARMANSOLE TR 14 52 FOLK ESTONE TR 23 37 ELV 200 FT T.O. 1730 FT ELV 113 FT T.O. 1487 FT LAMPLUGH ET. AL. 1923 LAMPLUGH ET. AL. 1923 
M.Y DEPTH 1FT) M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 97.50 561.00 119.00 335.00 113.00 741.00 144.00 553.00 144.00 814.00 145.00 554.00 156.00 815.00 156.00 763.00 169.00 1137.00 163.00 1375.00 175.00 1231 .00 188.00 1376.00 194.00 1232.00 194.00 1430.00 197.00 1246.00 197.00 1447.00 213.00 1249.00 213.00 1487.00 
HENFIELD TO 182 151 FOROINGBRIOGE SU 1876 1180 ELV 36 FT T .0. 5105 FT ELV 229 FT T.O. 4487 FT FALCON & KENT 1960 FALCON & KENT 1960 
M.Y DEPTH 1FT) M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 138.00 1080.00 56.00 678.00 150.00 1538.00 73.00 679.00 156.00 2620.00 89.00 1600.00 169.00 3480.00 91.00 1775.00 175.00 3818.00 97.00 1997.00 188.00 4193.00 113.00 2251.00 194.00 4388.00 F 156.00 2461.00 200.00 4500.00 I 169.00 3104.00 213.00 4890.00 I 175.00 3512.00 
I 188.00 3630.00 HERNE TR 18 67 200.00 4020.00 ELV 95 FT T.O. 1187 FT i 213.00 4317.00 LAMPLUGH ET. AL. 1923 
" 
" 219.00 4379.00 
I: 248.00 5037.00 M.Y DEPTH (FT) il (, 
0.0 0.0 ji 
65.00 206.00 
97.50 828.00 
113.00 1088.00 
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HIGI-W.)RTH SU 18314 91528 LARNE r.w 54 57 ELV 352 FT T.D. 3820 FT ELV ? T.D. 1283 M DOE RELEASE NAYLOR & SHANNON 1982 
M.Y DEPTH (FT) M.Y DEPTH (M) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 169.00 502.00 213.00 88.00 188.00 805.00 219.00 108.00 194.00 1022.00 238.00 1075.00 200.00 1695.00 248.00 3000.00 213.00 1916.00 
219.00 2020.00 LOCKERLEY SU 3067 2591 225.00 2390.00 ELV 1·18 FT T.D. 6725 FT 238.00 3070.00 SHELL CONFIDENTIAL 
243.00 3493.00 
M.Y DEPTH (FT) IRISH SEA SO 10 10 
ELV 0 T.D. 2990 M 0.0 0.0 COLTER & BARR 1975 91.00 1106.00 
97.00 1353.00 M. Y DEPTH 1M) 113.00 1647.00 
138.00 1762.00 0.0 0.0 150.00 2072.00 243.00 940.00 156.00 2684.00 258.00 2710.00 169.00 3400.00 286.00 2990.00 175.00 3778.00 
188.00 3991.00 KEMPSEY 1 SO 86090 49334 194.00 4386.00 ELV 86 FT T.D. 9794 FT 213.00 5374.00 DOE RELEASE 219.00 5435.00 
243.00 6725.00 M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 
LYOOEN VALLEY TR 37 53 0.0 0.0 ELV 11 FT T.D. 2027 FT 238.00 1297.00 LAMPLUGH ET. AL. 1923 
243.00 3851.00 
258.00 4398.00 M.Y DEPTH (FT) 286.00 7476.00 
0.0 0.0 KINGSCLERE SU 499 589 97.50 770.00 ELV 538 FT T.D. 5125 FT 113.00 850.00 FALCON & KENT 1960 119.00 922.00 
144.00 939.00 M.Y DEPTH (FT) 
MAGI LL IGAN NV 90 96 0.0 0.0 ELV ? T.D. 1346 M 113.00 395.00 NAYLOR & SHANNON 1982 138.00 1020.00 
150.00 1720.00 M.Y DEPTH (M) 156.00 2641.00 
169.00 3190.00 0.0 0.0 175.00 3440.00 65.00 111.00 188.00 3800.00 213.00 201.00 194.00 3940.00 219.00 208.00 200.00 4225.00 238.00 580.00 213.00 4970.00 286.00 976.00 219.00 5060.00 
243.00 5560.00 
MALTON 1 
ELV ? 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
188.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
258.00 
286.00 
MARCHA()(X) 
ELV 28 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.00 
56.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
15E?00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
MA RSHA()(X) 
ELV 318 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
258.00 
286.00 
SE 75516 76394 
T.D. 6258 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
52.00 
147.00 
718.00 
1106.00 
2059.00 
2093.00 
2714.00 
3935.00 
5052.00 
5084.00 
SU 3991 11 18 
T .0. 8580 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
642.00 
722.00 
1566.00 
1731.00 
1986.00 
2212.00 
2634.00 
3289.00 
3657.00 
3748.00 
4110.00 
4249.00 
4724.00 
4842.00 
5439.00 
5632.00 
SY 3885 9880 
T.D. 6229 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
417.00 
456.00 
1155.00 
3193.00 
33.15.00 
4396.00 
MIOOLETON 1 
ELV 8 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
138.00 
150.00 
156.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
219.00 
258.00 
K>CHRAS 
ELV 0 
BARR ET. AL. 1981 
M.Y 
0.0 
24.60 
194.00 
200.00 
206.00 
213.00 
248.00 
N. CELTIC SEA AREA 
ELV 0 
285 
su 9739 0150 
T.D. 6982 FT 
DEPTH (FT I 
0.0 
600.00 
820.00 
1119.00 
1392.00 
1514.00 
1652.00 
1940.00 
2683.00 
3530.00 
3712.00 
4027.00 
4228.00 
4304.00 
5271.00 
SH 55 26 
T .0. 1939 M 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
601.00 
863.00 
1240.00 
1768.00 
1908.00 
2108.00 
51·l0'N 
08·33'W 
T.D. 5400 M 
NAYLOR & SHANNON 1982 
(FROM SEISMIC RELECTION DATA) 
M.Y 
0.0 
97.50 
125.00 
131.00 
144.00 
150.00 
163.00 
188.00 
213.00 
248.00 
NETTLECCMBE 
ELV 371 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
258.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
1400.00 
1700.00 
2150.00 
2300.00 
3000.00 
3400.00 
3900.00 
4650.00 
5400.00 
SY 5053 9543 
TO 7005 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
22.00 
353.00 
806.00 
1568.00 
1648.00 
3808.00 
6267.00 
286 
PORTt.ORE NR 25 02 PURl TON ST 319 409 ELV ? T.D. 1864 M ELV ? T.D. 2000 FT NAYLOR & SHANNON 1982 RICHARDSON 1928 
M.Y DEPTH (M) M.Y DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.00 77 .00 231.00 695.00 97.50 168.00 248.00 1465.00 213.00 438.00 286.00 2047.00 219.00 442.00 
238.00 1095.00 RINGSTEAD AREA SY 76 82 248.00 1574.00 ELV 0 T.D. ? 286.00 2400.00 (THICKNESSES POSTULATED) 
PORTS~ 2 SU 638 078 M.Y DEPTH 1M) ELV 225 FT T.D. 6556 F· 
FALCON & KENT 1960 0.0 0.0 
97.00 400.00 M.Y DEPTH 1FT) 119.00 437.00 
138.00 503.00 0.0 0.0 150.00 593.00 89.00 520.00 156.00 843.00 91.00 730.00 169.00 1159.00 97.00 1070.00 175.00 1262.00 113.00 1358.00 188.00 1266.00 
119.00 1450.00 194.00 1419.00 138.00 2275.00 200.00 1560.00 150.00 2566.00 213.00 1760.00 
156.00 3668.00 219.00 1786.00 
169.00 4270.00 258.00 2980.00 
175.00 4717.00 
194.00 5386.00 SEABOROUGH ST 4348 0620 200.00 5672.00 ELV 108 M T.D. . 1555 M 213.00 6474.00 CONFIDENTIAL 
219.00 6540.00 
248.00 7461.00 M.Y DEPTH 1M) 
PREES 1 SJ 55 34 0.0 0.0 ELV ? T.D. ? 188.00 19.00 COLTER & BARR 1975 194.00 138.00 
200.00 255.00 M.Y DEPTH 1M) 213.00 465.00 
219.00 490.00 0.0 0.0 243.00 966.00 213.00 600.00 258.00 1555.00 219.00 630.00 
231.00 1510.00 SELW>RTHY 2 SS 9244 4618 243.00 1760.00 ELV 118 M T.D. ) 60 M 248.00 2600.00 I.G.S. 
258.00 2752.00 
286.00 3250.00 M.Y DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 0.0 
213.00 25.00 
219.00 51.00 
238.00 60.00 
SHALFORD 1 
ELV 49 M 
FALOON & KENT 1960 
M.Y 
0.0 
144.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
213.00 
219.00 
SHERBOURNE 1 
ELV 640 FT 
OONFIDENTIAL 
M.Y 
0.0 
188.00 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
SHREWTON 
ELV 468 FT 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
258.00 
SOLYA Y BAS IN 
ELV 0 
OOLTER & BARR 1975 
M.Y 
0.0 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
258.00 
286.00 
SU 985 475 
T .0. 1742 M 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
673.00 
874.00 
1255.00 
1389.00 
1514.00 
1584.00 
1615.00 
1636.00 
SP 22 60 
T .0. ? 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
374.00 
747.00 
921.00 
1759.00 
SU 03137 41989 
T .0. 9824 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
203.00 
369.00 
530.00 
903.00 
1182.00 
2080.00 
2870.00 
3462.00 
3534.00 
3921.00 
4411.00 
4946.00 
5000.00 
5489.00 
5810.00 
NY 10 60 
T.D. 0 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
20.00 
50.00 
370.00 
1115.00 
1415.00 
SONNINGEYE 
ELV 134 FT 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
160.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
SOUTHAMPTON 
ELV 25 FT 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.00 
56.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
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SU 742 759 
T.D. 2862 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
578.00 
1070.00 
1089.00 
1104.00 
1250.00 
1270.00 
1356.00 
SU 41559 12018 
T.D. 5994 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
489.00 
573.00 
1420.00 
1596.00 
1863.00 
2091.00 
2115.:00 
2275.00 
2720.00 
3403.00 
3771.00 
3884.00 
4221.00 
4396.00 
4951.00 
5018.00 
5674.00 
5894.00 
SOLE PIT BASIN 48/76-4 
ELV 0 FT T.D. ? 
GLENNIE & BOEGNER 1981 
M.Y 
0.0 
65.00 
144.00 
213.00 
248.00 
286.00 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
1.00 
3900.00 
8800.00 
13500.00 
16000.00 
STOBOROUGH 1 
ELV 36 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.00 
56.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
258.00 
STRAT Al 
ELV 42 M 
BL~ER 1980 
M.V 
0.0 
65.00 
97.50 
113.00 
119.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
181.00 
213.00 
SY 9126 8659 
T.D. 4035 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
305.00 
368.00 
1269.00 
1512.00 
1652.00 
1810.00 
1818.00 
2424.00 
3072.00 
3080.00 
3374.00 
3718.00 
3918.00 
3988.00 
5187.00 
5737.00 
8937.00 
SU 948 528 
T.o. 963 M 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0· 
172.00 
436.00 
543.00 
570.00 
676.00 
739.00 
802.00 
833.00 
857.00 
882.00 
TATSFIELo 1 TO 41 57 
ELV 180 M T.o. 1405 M 
EDMUNDS & BURLEY 1977 
M.Y 
0.0 
144.00 
188.00. 
213.00 
w\REHAM 1 
ELV ., 
CONFIDENTIAL 
M.Y 
0.0 
73.00 
97.00 
163.00 
188.00 
219.00 
258.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
650.00 
1150.00 
1323.00 
SY 908 874 
T.o. '7 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
100.00 
1600.00 
1800.00 
2700.00 
5400.00 
5775.00 
WAREHAM 3 
ELV 75 FT 
OOE RELEASE 
M.V 
0.0 
54.00 
56.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
156.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
248.00 
258.00 
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SV 9059 8721 
T.D. 3599 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
348.00 
416.00 
1319.00 
1564.00 
1702.00 
1866.00 
1886.00 
1991.00 
2789.00 
2796.00 
3089.00 
3453.00 
3653.00 
3703.00 
5703.00 
6253.00 
9453.00 
WARLINGHAM TO 3476 5719 
ElV 346 FT T.D. 5001 FT 
~RSSAM & IVIMEY-OOOK 1971 
M.Y 
0.0 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
138.00 
150.00 
156.00 
163.00 
169.00 
175.00 
181.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
W:STBURY 
ELV 200 FT 
PRINGLE 1922 
M.Y 
0.0 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
188.00 
395.00 
739.00 
1047.00 
1889.00 
2275.00 
2987.00 
3330.00 
3483.00 
3679.00 
3694.00 
3839.00 
4018.00 
4177 .00 
4498.00 
4501.00 
ST 872 429 
T.D. 1948 FT 
DEPTH (FT) 
0.0 
396.00 
695.00 
993.00 
1122.00 
1297.00 
1341.00 
4297.00 
~STHAM 1 
ELV 30 FT 
BLc0.4ER 1980 
M. Y 
0.0 
138.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
TO 6097 0535 
T.D. 5213 FT 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
540.00 
850.00 
1385.00 
1790.00 
2100.00 
2250.00 
2420.00 
2485.00 
2905.00 
2910.00 
~YMOUTH BAY SY 75 75 
ELV 0 T.D. 0 
(THICKNESSES POSTULATED) 
M.Y 
0.0 
73.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113. 00 
119.00 
138.00 
150.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
258.00 
286.00 
WILLESDEN 1 
ELV 60 M 
BL~ER 1980 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.90 
65.00 
88.50 
91.00 
97.50 
113.00 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
1. 00 
297.00 
363.00 
408.00 
460.00 
706.00 
1121.00 
1253.00 
1761.00 
2121.00 
2486.00 
2490.00 
2644.00 
2786.00 
3036.00 
3071.00 
3436.00 
3590.00 
4505.00 
TO 21 83 
T.D. 817 M 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
42.00 
60.00 
113.00 
183.00 
243.00 
308.00 
WINTERBOURNE KINGSTON SY 8470 9796 
ElV 61 M T.D. 3043 M 
DOE RelEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
97.00 
113.00 
119.00 
156.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
213.00 
219.00 
245.00 
258.00 
WfTCHFARM 1-4 
ELV 9 M 
DOE RELEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.00 
73.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
238.00 
258.00 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
287.00 
345.00 
349.00 
397.00 
679.00 
906.00 
927.00 
1114.00 
1574.00 
1602.00 
2467.00 
3500.00 
SY 980 853 
T.D. 1141 M 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
125.00 
142.00 
456.00 
511. 00 
555.00 
612.00 
764.00 
891.00 
893.00 
1040.00 
1147.00 
1179.00 
1200.00 
1815.00 
2968.00 
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WT'TCHFARM 05 
ElV 33 FT 
OOE RElEASE 
M.Y 
0.0 
54.00 
56.00 
89.00 
91.00 
97.00 
113.00 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
243.00 
258.00 
SY 9956 8552 
T.D. 9020 FT 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
424.00 
477.00 
1500.00 
1694.00 
1840.00 
2028.00 
2426.00 
2994.00 
2998.00 
3342.00 
3614.00 
3960.00 
4028.00 
5667.00 
8600.00 
SELECTED BOREHOLES FROM UNITED KINGDOM 
CONTINENTAL SHELF AND ONSHORE 
USED IN BACKSTRIPPING. 
BRISTOL CHANNEL 102/28-1 
ELV 0 T.D. 8389 FT 
KAMERLING 1979 
M.Y 
0.0 
65.00 
97.50 
119.00 
213.00 
219.00 
248.00 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
630.00 
1775.00 
1875.00 
3832.00 
4110.00 
7965.00 
CARDIGAN BAY 103/2-1 
ELV 0 T.D. 3146 M 
BARR ET. AL. 1981 
M.Y 
0.0 
24.60 
175.00 
181.00 
200.00 
213.00 
219.00 
223.00 
231.00 
248.00 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
215.00 
410.00 
530.00 
580.00 
950.00 
970.00 
1400.00 
2700.00 
2965.00 
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CARDIGAN BAY 106/24-1 I INC 106/28-1) 
ELV 0 T.D. 2775 M 
BARR ET. AL. 1981 
M.Y 
0.0 
24.60 
150.00 
156.00 
163.00 
169.00 
175.00 
181.00 
213.00 
219.00 
231.00 
248.00 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
730.00 
1170.00 
1715.00 
2000.00 
2230 .. 00 
2545'.00 
2845.00 
3345.00 
3400.00 
4880.00 
5130.00 
FASNET BASIN 55/30-1 
ELV 0 T .0. • 2800 M 
ROB I NSON ET. AL.. 1981 
M.Y 
0.0 
65.00 
113.00 
144.00 
206.00 
213.00 
248.00 
DEPTH (M) 
0.0 
850.00 
1090.00 
1290.00 
1900.00 
2210.00 
2800.00 
W. APPROACHES 83/24-1 49·10' 35.1· N 
08" 20' 34. 3H W 
T .0. 1044 M ELV 0 
CONFIDENTIAL 
M.Y 
0.0 
11.30 
54.90 
65.00 
83.00 
88.50 
91.00 
97.50 
113.00 
213.00 
286.00 
DEPTH 1M) 
0.0 
249.00 
406.00 
431.00 
540.00 
657.00 
720.00 
806.00 
853.00 
854.00 
904.00 
CHANNEL BASIN 98/22-1 50· 14' 39"N 
01" 39' 22"W 
T.D. 2384 FT ELV 0 . 
CONFIDENTIAL 
M.Y 
0.0 
169.00 
175.00 
188.00 
194.00 
197.00 
213.00 
219.00 
248.00 
DEPTH 1FT) 
0.0 
508.00 
1334.00 
1413.00 
1657.00 
1737.00 
2297.00 
2384.00 
2689.00 
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ERA SU8-ERA EPOCH AGE M A LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC 
AGE fOllilA T IOHS 
CUATE.RNARY 
2.0 
PLIOCENE 
NEOGENE 5. I 
C ~IOCENE 
E 24.6 
N OliGOCeNE "-I.ad lied, 
0 31.0 
Z i:OCENE Bemb"dg •. Sol.nt.la,Ion. 
0 PALAEO- 8,ackl.,h.n G'OUPI and 
I CiENE London Clay 
C 54 .11 
PALAEOCENE R.ed,ng lledl 
65.0 
M •• 5t,lcht.an 
73.0 
CAI"I"Clan •• n 
:>ENONIAN 83. 0 Upp., Chalk 
Santon.an 
UPPER 17.5 
C CRETACEOU Contac.an 
R 11.5 
E Turonian Middl. Chalk 
T 91.0 
A Cenonwnlan Lowe' Chalk 
C 97.5 
E Alb,an Upp., G,.anund and Gault 
0 1\3.0 
U Apl,an Lowe, G, •• nsend 
S 1\9.0 
LCloIIER ea" ... ,." 
CRETACE'" 125.0 
H,-ulerlv •• n W.eld.n 
131 0 
~EClCOoIIAN ~.lillnglnl.n 
138 0 
8errl"~I.n 
-- ------- -- - --------144 . 0 Puroeck Bed • 
T I thon.an 
150.0 Portl.nd Group 
MALM Kum.'ldg.an "' ..... "dg. Clay 
J 156.0 
U Oxford,.n Co,alilan lleds 
R 163.0 O"fo,d Clay and 
A Callovian K.lla_y' 8.dl 
S 169.0 
S Bathon,an Gr •• ' Ooli'. 5."., 
I JOGGER 175.0 
C aajOc ... n 
111.0 Inf."o, 001,1. 
A.'en .• n 
118.0 
Toarc.an UpP.' LI.' 
194.0 . 
lAS P,ensbACh.an M,ddle L'e, 
200 0 ! 
Sln..-.,' .• " 
206.0 Lowe, L.a. 
Hettang.an 
213.0 
Rhe., .an Rha.lic 
219.0 
UPPER Nor •• n 
T 225.0 Upp., K.up., 
R Carnian 
I 231.0 
A lad,n.an Lowe, Keuper IK.up., 
S "'I DOLE 238.0 ",,1, W.h,alon., , 
5 Anls.an UpP.' "nl., I"nl., 
I 24:1.0 • /11, L . K.up., I/SI' C Spalh,an 
~CYTHIAN Sm,lh,an lowe, and M,ddl. "nl.' 
D •• n., .• n Iludl.'9h Sal I., Ion 
P.bb I. lleds .nd 
Gt t •• bact" an At' •• b •• r. Group In par" 
248.0 
T.t ...... n 
253.0 
ATE kazan •• n 
P Uf imlan (Ayl.sbe.,. G,oup In pa,I 
E 251.0 local sands. MYd,ton.1 
R "ungu,.an and b,.ccl •• ' M 263.0 
I A,.ns ••• n 
A EARLY 268.0 
N Sall."-,, an 
A ••• _ .an 
286 0 
BASEMENT 
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APPEH>IX D 
APPENDIX 0 
B. Remote Sensing Technigues 
Introduction 
Remote sensing is generally restricted to methods that em9loy 
ref lected or omitted electromagnetic energy as a means of detecting, 
measuring and inte~reting 9henomena from afar (Goetz & Rowan 1981). 
Historically the technique was based on aerial 9hotography which had 
the advantage of high spatial resolution and stereo capability in the 
visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. In southern England 
oanchromatic stereopairs were obtained for small areas to test their 
viability in recording fractures, bedding traces, lithological variations 
and vegetation patterns which may reflect the same 9henomena. However, 
the results from a photogeological interpretation of the available 
aerial photos did not extend the structural information much beyond the 
knowledge gained by the Geological Survey over the past 100 years. 
This prevented the areal extent and relative im90rtance of various 
linear features with respect to basement reactivation could not be 
resolved without a wider more expansive areal coverage. The absence of 
9ublically accessible air photo coverage at comparable scales for large 
areas of southern England made the uSe of air photographs inappropriate. 
Satellite remote sensing only really began with the launch of 
Landsat 1 in 1972. This system provided the geologist with multispectral 
data of the Earth's surface at small scales but with the advantage of a 
large synoptic coverage (34,000 sq km). Multis~ctral data were 
recorded for four bands using a multispectral scanner (MSS). The MSS 
acquired radiance data for the green and red parts of the visible 
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spectrum, and for two bands in the near infrared, of ground elements 
covering wavelengths 0.5 - 1.1 l.\m. The initial success of the MSS data 
led to the deployment of the system on Landsats 2 and 3. However, 
recognition of the inherent limitations of the MSS system particularly in 
terms of its spatial resolution and spectral coverage resulted in the 
development and deployment of a derivative known as the Thermatic Ma[)ger 
(TM) the system was deployed on Landsats 4 and 5. In contrast to the 
MSS, the TM has spectral bands of Band 5 1.55 - 1.75 tt m and Band 7 at 
2.08 - 2.35 ~m (Goetz et al., 1983) and a soatial resolution of TM 40 
metres pixed scale comoared to the 80 metre oixed scale of the MSS data. 
In addi tion to the analysis of imaging from the Landsat Series of 
satellites, the ooportunity was oresented to examine data from Seasat 
SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data optically processed imaging at 
approximately 1:100, 000 scale and at 1:500, 000 scale (Seasat 1 Radar 
Mosaic, (sheets 3 & 4)) constructed by Huntings Surveys Ltd. Radar 
imaging/data as distinct from information acquired in the visible and 
near infrared, can be recorded in the presence of cloud, and from any 
predefined look direction. This has the advantage of removing the 
illumination biased of Landsat MSS and TM data sets. The results of these 
anal yses in southern England are more fully summarized in Lake et al., 
1984, and Dixon et al., 1985, however, a brief summary is outlined. 
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Landsat Interoretation 
Landsat images are especially suitable for studying the 
relationships between landforms and major structural features because of 
the large synaptic coverage with uniform illumination and the relatively 
high spatial resolution (80 - 40~m). 
Many previous studies which have used Landsat imagery have been 
concerned with the recognition of unmapped linear features termed 
lineaments (O'leary et al., 1976). These features comprise aligned 
regional morphological features such as river valley. ridges and scarps 
which are presumed to reflect some subsurface phenomena. Some such 
linear features have been related to faults, joints and fracture zones 
(eg. Canich & Gold 1976, Boccaletti et al., 1980). Saunders & Hicks 
(1976) have described lineaments mawed from Landsat MSS data that can be 
correlated with deeply buried structural features with no apparent 
surface exposures. Similarly, Vincent & Coupland (1980) identified 
structurally related lineaments in the Michigan Basin through a glaced 
drift cover of some 200 m. Thus it was thought feasible that pre Aptian 
structures under the chalk outcrop which maybe reactivated could show 
some surface expression in southern England. 
A lineament mapping exercise using bothLarxlsat MSS and TM imagery 
was undertaken in the central southern part of England between Ia1don 
and Bristol, following a more regional study of the MSS imagery in 
Southern Englan~ 
'l11e upper Cretaceous sediment drape which covers most of the survey 
area, ooscures the subsurfaoe pre-Aptian structure evidence. However, 
the importance of reactivation associated with inversion may have 
-i 
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reactivated these earlier structures and hence be expressed tbrough the 
upper Cretaceous cover which mayor may not be visible on satellite 
imaging. 
This combined with closely spaced borehole data (see Appendix A and 
Fig. ILA.l.) indicated possible subsurface structural controls of 
sedimentation, therefore linear orientations and lengths needed to be 
determined in those areas and to what extent they may be important in the 
basin kinematics. Lastly, local subsurface information allowed direct 
comparison with the lineament interpretation, further delinating the 
importance of various trends. In addition the subsurface structure in 
the area was generally poorly understood with most interoretations held 
commercial in confidence by exploration companies. 
The regional study distinguished both linear and curvilinear 
features in the basement and the overlying Mesozoic sedimentary cover and 
indicated a lateral continuity of lineaments between the two. The 
spacing of these lineaments and their orientations between the two areas 
indicated basement reactivation. 
The central portion of the basin was chosen for a more detailed 
study both to examine trends and frequencies but in addition to delinate 
its possible use as an exploration tool in southern England where most 
successful discoveries have been encountered to date. 
A large body of geological and g~ysical information was utilized 
to determine the geological significance of lineaments m~ fran MSS, 
TM and SR data sets. 
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Lineament mapping was undertaken using two data sets at 1:250,000 
scale comprising a Landsat MSS Band 7 image (path 218, row 24) and a TM 
Band 5 image (path 202, row 24). Both images were acquired covering a 
winter period, where low sun angles rendered interpretation of lineaments 
significantly easier. This accords with the findings of Larson (1982) 
among others. The final maps were screened to remove lineaments related 
to cultural features such as railways and roads. Two lineament types 
were identified: 1) Clear lineaments, which were defined as those clearly 
expressed in the imagery by distinct tonal discontinuities; and 2) Subtle 
lineaments, which were expressed on the image by diffuse tonal 
boundaries. The two images differed not only in respect of resolution, 
but also because the MSS scene was recorded when a snow cover lay on the 
ground, whereas no such cover was present at the time of TM data 
aquisition. The two lineament maps derived fran each image are presented 
in figures 1, 2, II.A.2 and II.A.3. Length, orientation and frequencies 
were subsequently extracted from these maps and summarised in Figures 3 & 
4. The MSS data revealed dominant lineament trends running NNE-SSW and 
E-W. Similar trends were also identified fran the interpretation of the 
TM image. 
Orientations 
Many of the lineament orientations discussed below can be structures 
both individually and regionally. Where evidence exists, age of 
structures and rejuvenation and the effects of such structures on 
sedimentatioo will be summarised. Lineament orientations are discussed 
in order of significance, with the most praninent trend examined first. 
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4.1 ESE-WNW ! E-W Trending Lineaments 
These trends are orientated parallel with the main Variscan grain 
seen in the Variscan basement of SW England. This trend is dominated by 
faults, folds, thrusts, bedding and cleavage, so clearly developed in the 
basement during the Variscan Orogeny. There is also evidence of strike-
slip movement along these orientations. Kellaway and Hancock (1983) gave 
evidence for sinistral strike-slip movements along this trend by 
correlating the Malvern magnetic anomaly with the Great magnetic anomaly 
of France and the 110 km offset of the Hercynian 'V' of England and 
France. Sanderson (1984) conversely summarized evidence for dextral 
strike-slip movements based on a variety of minor structures observed 
throughout the Variscan basement. However, within the Wessex basin, 
structures along this trend develooed as listric growth faults, caused by 
backthrusting along shallow southward dipping Variscan thrusts (Chadwick 
et al., 1983). Lineaments 1 and 2 on figure 2 correspond to such 
features. A well documented example of the history of one of these 
trends lies just south of the study area, the South Dorset-Isle of Wight 
structural belt (Stoneley, 1982), which may have originally develq;>ed as 
a Variscan thrust, then during the Triassic developed as a growth fault 
with a downthrow to the north. The belt was then inverted before the 
Jurassic with a downthrow to the south. During the Jurassic many phases 
of accelerated subsidence occurred along this belt particularly in the 
Kimmeridgian. The Rinqstead phase (Dewey, 1982) of uplift and folding 
occurred in pre-Aptian times although largely confined to the north of 
the belt. A large swell area developed across it in Upper Albian to 
Upper Cenananian times (Drummax1, 1970), followed by ~rent stability 
until the Maastrictian when further inversion along the belt confined 
, 
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subsequent Tertiary sedimentation north of the belt, with the area south 
of the belt remaining emergent and a localized source area particularly 
during the Eocene (Plint, 1983). The whole of southern England became 
emergent by the Miocene when the belt was reactivated as a listric thrust 
due to northward Alpine compression. 
Faults of this trend also form boundaries to the basin and to 
basement 'high's such as the London platform along lineament 1 (Figs 1 
and 2) (Smalley & Westbrook, 1982) and the Portsdown-Paris Plage ridge 
(Tai tt & Kent, 1958) the Regneses Hinge of Sellwood et a1., (1985) along 
lineament 3 (Figs 1 and 2). 
4.2 NNE-SSW ~ NE-SW trending lineaments 
These are both Caledonian and late Variscan in age, however some of 
the late Variscan structures of this trend developed postumously over 
Caledonian trends. South of the Variscan front fault structures of this 
trend developed as a conjugate wrench pair to the NW-SE and NNW-SSE 
faults discussed later, in the late Variscan (Hobson & Sanderson, 1983) 
and movements along this trend are predominantly sinistral. Bevan 
(1985a) identified that two dominant lineament trends NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW 
augmented the mesofracture investigation. The trends were thought to 
reflect verticle conjugate shears with a 0'1N-S compression and a (J. E-W 
extension during the Mid Oligocene to Mid Miocene. A later NW-SE trending 
fracture system truncates these earlier structures, which Bevan & Hancock 
(in press) related to NW directed Alpine convergence of Miocene to recent 
age. Lineament 4 (Figs land 2) almost truncates a series of E-W en-
echelon anti forms which are possibly related to an E-W basement wrench 
zone. Lineaments 4 and 5 (Figs "1 and 2) control river valleys, 
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emphasing the importance of underlying tectonic control influencing 
geomorphology. The spacing of longer lineaments of this orientation is 
constant throughout the basin. 
4.3 ~ trending lineaments 
Structures of this orientation are generally interpreted as Pre-
caledonian in age; e.g the Malvern axis. Structures of this trend are 
generally north of a line from Reading to Bristol via Swindon, the 
postulated position of the 'Variscan Front' (Shackleton, 1984). However 
the continuation of such trending structures into the Wessex basin to the 
south favours a thin-skinned tectonic model for the Variscan Orogeny 
(Shackleton, 1984), the so called Bath axis (Kellaway &' Welch 1948) is 
supposed to be a classic example of this, however this structure is 
undoubtedly non-existant (see Chapter 3). North-south Variscan and 
younger structures developed north of the 'Variscan Front' postumously 
over the older Malvernoid structures, such as the intra Liassic 
structures in the Severn valley studied by Whittaker (1972) were thought 
to be superimposed on N-S basement faults. Similar trending structures 
nearby were shown by Arkell (1933) to have influenced pre Bathonian 
sedimentation. Individual lineaments can be correlated to basement 
faults, such as lineament 11 (Fig. 2) which corresponds to the 
Batsford/Marlborough fault in the pre Devonian basement (Wills 1978). 
4.4 ENE-WSW trending lineaments 
Structures of this trend are both Caledonian (Gardiner & Sheridan 
1981) and or Variscan reactivation of Cadomian structures (Shackleton 
1984). Structures of this trend within the study area clearly are not 
reactivated basement structures e.g area A (Fig. 2) where no known 
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presumed basement involved gravity or magnetic anomaly is coincident with 
this trend. 
4.5 NNW-SSE ! NW-SE trending lineaments 
This orientation develooed in the late Variscan (Hobson & Sanderson 
1983), was intermittently active throughout the Mesozoic, such as 
Drummond's (1970) Mid-Sorset swell affecting upper Albian and Cenomanian 
sedimentation, however was most prominent in the Tertiary, locally 
causing the development of small pull-apart basins as soon as seen in 
S.W. England along its trend. This trend developed as the conjugate 
wrench pair to the NE-SW trending faults with demonstrably dextral strike 
slip movements along its strike. Although this trend is not clearly 
seen due to azimuth angle of the sun looking directly down such an 
orientation, it has a significant underlying control in the development 
of the Wessex basin (Drummond 1970, Melville & Freshney 1983). 
Lineaments 6,7,8 (Fig. 2) defined on the TM imagery only, are just such 
examples, which correspond with Melville & Freshney's (1983) IX)stulated 
deep basement faults. Lineaments 10 (Fig. 1) and 11 (Fig. 2) correspond 
to the axial trend of a residual gravity anomaly (Falcon & Tarrant 1951) 
and to Arkell's (1933) Birdlip axis, which is known to have been 
intermittently active throughout the Jurassic: this lineament also 
noticeably dextrally offsets the Shalbourne and Kingsclere Lower 
Greensand inliers along lineament 1 (Figs 1 and 2). Further west of 
the study area this orientation daninates gravity and magnetic maps and 
is clearly related to dextral strike slip faults. A new TM image clearly 
displays NW-SE faults across the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault which are 
shown on figure II.A.3. 
• 
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Ienqths and Frequency 
The lenqths have been sutdivided into four qroups (Fiqs 3 and 4) to 
show if lenqth plays an important role in relation to certain 
orientations. The frequency of each qroup has been summarized in Fiqures 
3 & 4 and Table I so that a comparison between the two data sets could be 
carried out. 
A larqer number of lineaments at SkIn and less were mapped on the MSS 
imaqe by comparison with that of TM. This was somewhat surprisinq qiven 
the hiqher spatial resolution in the latter case. This discrepancy can 
be explained in part by the differences in the nature of cover. The snow 
in the MSS data enhances very subtle small linear patterns which are lost 
in the 'noise' of hiqh spatial frequency cover variations seen in the TM 
imaqe. At larqer scales however these variations become less siqnificant 
in the TM data and the number of lineaments (clear & subtle) increases by 
comparison with the MSS data. The MSS data shows more subtle lineaments 
than clear ones at all lenqths, whereas the TM data shows more clear 
lineaments at lower lengths with subtle lineaments dominatinq lengths 
more than SkIn. Again these differences can be explained in part by the 
different cover conditions at the time of imaqinq. 
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Table 1 summarizes the frequency percentaqe for both data sets: 
TABLE 1 
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF LINEAMENTS FOR TM AND MSS AS A 
FUNCTION OF LEN;TH 
LENG'IHS 
MSS 
'.IDTAL 
'IM 
'.IDTAL 
<2.6km 
17.S% 
8% 
2.6-SJan 
16% 
16% 
S.l-lOkIn >1 o kIn 
l1.S% 3% 48% 
18% 10% Sl% 
There are only 4% more lineaments defined on the TM data in comparison to 
the MSS data: this difference could be ignored if the cloud cover on the 
MSS data is taken into account. Some data sets pick out one orientation 
in preference to others, for example clear lineaments from the TM data 
distinquish more E-W lineaments. Subtle lineaments from the TM data with 
lenqths qreater than Skm, appear to emphasise some of the deeper N-S 
Malvernoid basement structures. 
Given the differences in land cover conditions between the two imaqe 
data sets, it has proved very difficult to objectively evaluate the 
relative merits and/or demerits of 'I'M versus MSS except at a very qeneral 
level. A more effective comparison awaits the use of imaqery for similar 
sun elevation angles, and comparable land cover oooditions. 
Conclusion 
It has been shown that the lineaments derived from Landsat data can 
be directly correlated with known geoloqy. Many are directly related to 
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faults, thrusts, joints, qravity (White, 1948) and maqnetic trends 
(Falcon & Tarrant, 1951>. Some lineaments represent the upward 
propagation of basement features, others (c.f. Chadwick & Kirby, 1982) 
show no correlation. It has already been discussed that the NW-SE 
structures play an important role in the development of the basin, 
however they are poorly represented on the imaqery. The reason is 
primarily due to sun azimuth angle at the time of imaqinq. In the data 
examined here the sun looks directly along these features, thereby 
suppressinq their appearance. Those linear features oriented 
perpendicular to the aximuth anqle are preferentially enhanced. The 
result is a biased data set. Analysis of the Seasat SAR imaqery for the 
area indicates the presence of NW-SE lineaments, indeed the Seasat data 
showed them to be as prominent as the other major lineaments trends 
runninq NE-SW and E-W. 
These en-echelon structures may indicate a more deep seated control 
by the underlyinq basement. Many faults were reactivated before the 
Aptian and therefore the lineaments observed in the post Aptian cover may 
reflect these earlier structures. This can be clearly seen by 
examining the similarity between the total fault orientations derived 
from the Portland sheet (Fiq. 3) with the total lineament orientations on 
the TM data (Fig. 4). 
Both MSS and, TM data provided structurally related information 
complementary to that acquired by other data collection techniques. 
However, effective utilization of lineament information provided by the 
MSS and TM data requires ancillary qeoloqical information such as maps, 
'field data', and qeophysical data, because the siqnificance of many 
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lineaments cannot be fully appreciated from the imaqery alone. 
Lineaments trends and patterns can only be used to infer new qeoloqical 
associations when their relationships to known qeoloqical features have 
been established. Therefore some rna jor basement trends are expressed 
throuqh the upper Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary cover implyinq 
rejuvenated basement structures. 
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Fiqure 1. MSS Lineament map. 
Fiqure 2. 'lM Lineament map. 
Fiqure 3. Clear lineament frequencies, lenqths and orientations derived 
from MSS and TM data. Tbtal fault orientations derived from 
the Portland map sheet are also shown. 
Fiqure 4. Subtle lineament frequencies, lenqths, and orientations 
derived from MSS and TM data. Total fiqures for both clear 
and subtle lineaments are also shown. 
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APPIRJIX E 
APPHiII)IX t 
BRffX:IATED PIPES AND WE BROKEN BEDS, PURBOCK LIMESTONE FORMATION 
S.D. Lake (Deoartment of Geoloqical Sciences, University of Durham, South 
Road, Durham DHI 3LE) 
Abstract 
Previously unrecorded breccia pipes extend UP from the underlyinq 
Broken Beds into the undisturbed sedimentary cover. These have been 
identified at Bacon Hole and Durdle Door in south Dorset. The likely 
causes for the formation of the Broken Beds are re-evaluated. The 
results imply both diaqenetic and tectonic effects durinq the Tertiary 
uplift of the Isle of Wiqht/Purbeck monocline alonq a former Mesozoic 
roll-over anticline. 
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The Purbeck Fbrmation has attracted considerable interest over the 
oast 200 years, in particular the remarkable limestone breccias at the 
base of the sequence that constitutes the Broken Beds. Various 
hyootheses have been suqqested to explain their formation, these are 
reviewed by West (1960) and he advanced roth a tectonic and sedimentary 
oriqin (West 1964 & 1975) whereupOn removal of evaporites provided a 
place of weakness which was acted upon by tectonic forces. 
Recent fieldwork by the author led to the discovery of breccia 
pipes that extend, in some cases, at least 10 metres from the Broken Beds 
into the overlyinq lower Purffick sequence. Therefore these hypotheses 
listed by West (1960) must somehow explain this ohenomena or alternative 
hypotheses out forward. 
The occurrence of the breccia pipes is particularly well exhibited 
at Bacon Hole (N.G.R. SY 842 797) where the larqest upstandinq stack has 
a peculiar knoll at the top (fiq. 1 and Plate A.l). This is 
oarticularly well seen on the dust jacket-frontispiece of Arkell's (1947) 
memoir. On close examination this knoll displays the typical limestone 
brecciation associated with the Broken Beds, yet: lies at least 5 metres 
above the main Broken Bed horizon. Examination from the seaward 
(southern) side of the stack particularly well displays the upward 
extension from the main Broken Bed horizon. A small scale example is 
well displayed on the eastern side of the stack, the brecciation extends 
some 4m into the overlyinq "Cypris" Freestone Member (Piq. 1). The 
width of both these pipes is approximately 4 meters. 
Durdle Door eastern promontory (lGR SY 807 803) also displays a 
simi lar feature. The beddinq planes of the "Cypris" Freestone member 
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Plai:e P ... l 
~ 
A view of a brecciaten pipe \vithin the Purbeck Beds 
extending up through the 'Cypris freestones' fron the 
'Broken Bed ' horizon, Mupe rock, Bacon Hole (N.G.R. 
SY 840 797). The detailed description of this 
structure is outlined in Appo--Ddix E. 
?la~e A.2 Strong asymmetric folds exposed in the Purbeck Beds at 
Bacon Hole, with short, (N.G.R. SY 840 797) almost 
ve~tical north limbs. AY~ial planes di? 300 S. The 
~ relative movement is implied to be down dip to the 
~~. w 
~ 
~ 
show a hemispherical brecciated OOdyat teach level tetween the beach and 
the promontory. 'Ibis breccia is definitely oart of the Broken Beds, yet 
lies some distance above the main Broken Bed horizon. A lack of cross 
sectional exoosure makes this somewhat soeculative due to known local 
limestone oartinqs within the Broken Beds, eq. Wormrrow Tout (N;R SY 869 
796) (see West, 1975; Ensom, 1985). Clearly these 'breccia pipes' are 
very important in the evolution of the Broken Bed horizon. 
It can be shown from borehole evidence that further east on the 
Isle of Wiqht that the same stratiqraohic horizon predominantly oomprises 
anhydrite and qyosum. The Broken Beds are absent on the Isle of 
Portland. That conditions were hyoersaline when these sediments were 
deposited is clearly deI!1onstrated both ostracod and oa1ynoI!1orph 
assemblaqes (Anderson and Bazley, 1971; Hunt, 1980), alqal remains 
(Brown, 1963) and the local presence of celestine (West, 1960). 
The overlyinq "Cypris" Freestone member comprises laminated 
ostracodal biosparites, similar to the limestone blocks observed in the 
UaJer oart of the Broken Beds sequence. 
The diaqenetic history of the Broken Beds was superbly demonstrated 
by West (1964) who shoWed that primary qypsum was ronvert:ed to secondary 
anh)/rlrite and locally reolaced by chert crior to brecciation, althouqh by 
no means all the silcification predated the qypsum-anhydrite chanqe. 
In the liqht of this work a further contribution can be made 
resultinq from the observed breccia Pipes and new structural evidenoe. 
The evolution of the Broken Beds is envisaqed as follows, primary qya;um 
developed orior to bJrial (west, 1964) intercalated with thin layers of 
laminated ostracodal bios}:Brite. Increasinq depth of burial of the unit 
resulted in dehydration of the qypsum to anhydrite. This undoubtedly 
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occurred prior to the Eocene and the initiation of uplift. The depth of 
burial was probably less than 1500 metres based on known sedimentary 
thickness of the overlyinq units. The dehydration resulted in 
approximately 38% volume decrease (Blatt et a1., 1972) thus resultinq in 
alnormal fluid pressures. Fluids were undoubtedly additionally derived 
from the nearbyalqal limestones or clays. Locally the dirt beds (the 
Great dirt bed in particular) that lie at the base of the Broken Bed 
sequence may have acted partly as an imoermeable layer preventinq 
downward percolation of fluids. This combined with increasinq 
lithostatic pressure associated with burial may have caused the 
pressurised fluids to outflow diapirically or resulted in hydrofracturinq 
into the overlyinq "Cypris" Freestone member prior to flexurinq. 
Inversion undoubtedly initiated in the Palaeocene from structural 
evidence presented by Lake and Karner (1986) and was intermittent 
throuqhout the Tertiary, culminatinq in the Miocene. Gradual uplift, 
like that described, would result in rehydration of the anhydrite to 
qypsum. However the rate of uplift prol:ebly resulted in the rehydration 
havinq an insiqnificant effect on larqe scale volume chanqes. Later the 
sequence was calcitized resultinq in small scale volume reduction. 
Arkell (1938) convincinqly demonstrated the tectonic control on 
brecciation. This is clearly evidenced by "assymetric" northward facinq 
monoclinal flexures confined solely within the Broken Beds, oarticularly 
at Bacon Hole, thus suqqestinq that the Broken Beds acted as an 
incompetent bed (Plate A.2). Enhanced by rehydration, initiation of 
downslope movement associated with increasinq monoclinal flexurinq and 
beddinq plane slip, would further brecciate and deform the horizon. 
Therefore the Broken Beds are a result of combined dehydration and 
collapse associated with anhydrite formation followed by subsequent 
reh~ration and dissolution, as well as the tectonic monoclinal flexurinq 
and uplift of the Isle of Wiqht-Purbeck monocline durinq the Palaeoqene. 
The absence of the Broken Beds to the east and west may reflect 
oriqinal sedimentoloqical differences, the permeability of the 
surroundinq litholoqies, the absence of tectonic control and the timinq 
of rehydrat ion. 
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Fiq. 1 
Ism 
Fiqure captions 
Breccia pipes extendinq into the overlyinq Cypris Freestone 
Series from the Broken Beds. lAx>kinq south-westwards at Muoe 
Rocks, Bacon Hole (tGR SY 842 797) 
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APPEmIX F 
APPENDIX F 
E.VIDENCE FOR BATHONIAN AND TITHONIAN SYNSEDIMENl'ARY FAULT MOVEMENl'S IN 
DORSRI' 
S.D. lake (Department of Geoloqical Sciences, University of Durham). 
ABSTRACT 
Two localities are described at which synsedimentary fault 
movements can be inferred, based on sedimentary thickness variations 
across faults. Movement can be demonstrated in the Bathonian, Fullers 
Earth at Herbury, and in the Tithonian, Portland/Purbeck boundary at 
Durlston Head. These localities are structurally siqnificant in 
describinq the evolution of the area. 
Dorset lies in the western portion of a larqe Late Palaeozoic-
Cenozoic sedimentary basin within which at least four sub-basins can be 
distinquished, which extends from the 'Kent coast', in the east to the 
Dartmoor area in the west. '!he evolution of this area has been recently 
reviewed by Stoneley (1982), and Whittaker (1985). Many authors have 
demonstrated the importance of larqe scale E-W intermittent 
synsedimentary faultinq in the basin particularly in the Mesozoic, 
however only one record to date of synsedimentary fault movement 
demonstrable at outcrop has been published (Jenkyns and Senior, 1977). 
Jenkyns and Senior (1977) reported on demonstrable synsedimentary 
movement occurring alonq the Eype mouth fault at Watton Cliff near 
- -, - --~ 
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Bridport in the Toarcian (Junction Bed) horizon. Durinq a much larqer 
investiqation of the structural evolution of Southern Enqland by the 
author, at least two other localities show similar synsedimentary fault 
movement of di fferinq aqes. 
The first locality at Herbury (N.G.R. SY 612 811) shows Fullers 
Earth clay overlain by the Forest Marble. 'nle base of the Forest Marble 
is marked by a distinctive, brachioPOd-rich limestone called the Boueti 
Bed (Arkell, 1947) seen at the top of the Cliff. Some 2 metres oolow the 
Boueti ted lies a distinctive calcilutite ted within the Fuller's Earth 
which dips approximately ~ to the south eventually croopincr out on the 
teach at the north-west extremity of the Herbury promontory (Plate A.3). 
The bed is disrupted by at least two faults strikinq 1900 and dippinq 
approximately 870 SE and shows abrupt thickness chanqes across the 
faults, for example between the two exposed faults, the ted thickens from 
9 em on the immediate upthrown side to 28 em on the downthrown side. 
Thus the limestone bed thickens UP aqainst the fault on the footwall 
downthrown side (Fiq. 2). The Fullers Earth immediately above the 
limestone b:!rl demonstrably thickens UP aqainst the fault, in addition the 
overlyinq Fuller's Farth overlaps eastward onto the uJX)er beddinq plane 
of the limestone Bed, implyinq N-S synsedimentary fault movement durinq 
the Bathonian in the Herbury area. 
The second locality, Durlston Head (N.G.R. SZ 036 773) displays 
the complicated character of the the Portland/Purbeck boundary. The 
locality on the foot of the cliff ENE of Durlston Castle (Fiq. 2, plate 
A.4) shows a series of dominant northward dippinq normal faults, for 
example FI which has a 7m normal downthrow. F2 shows a small 
displacement, whilst F3 shows a remarkable contrast in thickness on 
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A detailed view of the Bathonian section at Herbury 
(N.G.R. SY 611 810) reveals growth faulting within the 
Fullers Earth. This is exemplified by the thickening 
of the limestone in the centre of fue section from left 
to right against the fdult , and progressive onlap to 
the left of the picture, (see Appendix F). 
Looking due west at the Tithonian growth fault 
described in Appendix F at Durlston Head (N.G.R. 5Z 036 
773), Fault 3 -(see APpendix F) disola yed in the ~entre 
o f the picture. A rna jor i ncre ase in thickness In the 
lower Purbeck stornatolitic units is disPlayed across 
the fault zone. 
--------~-------3-2-5--f·:. 
either side as noted by West (1960). Additionally, F3 also has well 
developed sub-horizontal E-W slickenside lineations, suqqestinq some 
oblique slip motion alonq the E-W faults. The difference in thickness on 
the two sides of F3 in particular is emphasised by measurinq the 
thickness from the Portland/Purbeck junction UP succession to a 
conspicuous impure laminated limestone, the basal bed of the "Cypris" 
freestone memrer (West, 1960). On the hanqinq wall southern side of F3, 
this succession just exceeds 2m whilst on the downthrown footwall side it 
exceeds 8m. Ordinarily this thickness variation could re attributed to 
removal of mineral solutions from the Broken Bed horizon, however the 
thickness chanqe is too rapid, oonsiderinq the small throw alonq F3. In 
addition the limestone beds immediately relow the Broken Beds on either 
side of F3 do show a siqnificant thickness variation from 3m plus on the 
northern footwall side to less than 1m on the southern hanqinq wall side. 
The lack of brecciation provides clear evidence that removal by mineral 
solution of the sequences cannot account for such thickness variations. 
Alternatively the presence of subborizontal slickensides could indicate 
that similar thicknesses may exist across the fault except that one side 
has been moved by E-W oblique slip motion out of the plane of section. 
Thouqh this may be partly true, from the author's own analysis, there is 
no clear evidence to suqqest SUbstantial E-W oblique slip motion either 
in this area or elsewhere. In addition the immediate footwall side of F3 
displays a complex step faulted 'micro qraben' some 5 m across and some 
105m deep at the Purbeck/Portland boundary in the Hard CaP - a basal 
Purbeck limestone individual fault blocks within this 'mi croqra ben , also 
display small scale thickness variations. 
Thus this locality displays clear evidence of Portlandian 
synsedimentary faultinq previously not documented in the Dorset area. 
However breaks in sedimentation have been recorded at this boundary from 
subsurface data in Sussex, where the break is widespread and uniform 
without siqns of erosion. 
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Fiqure 1 Field sketch of N-S Bathonian qrowth faultinq at Herbury 
(N.G.R. SY 612 811). Boueti Bed thickness exaqqerated to show 
thickness variations across faults. Larqe subhorizontal arrow 
indicates onlap of the overlyinq Fuller's Earth onto the 
Bouetti Bed. 
Fiqure 2 Field sketch of E-W Portlandian qrowth faultinq at Durlston 
Head (N.G.R. SZ 036 773). A rapid thickness variation is 
clearly seen across F3. More locallised thickness variations 
are recorded in the 'microqraten' at the junction between the 
t:ese 'Caps' (Basal Purbeck beds) and top Portland Stone. Inset 
shows an exoanded view of the Durlston Head succession. 
Horizontal lines in inset represent the Portland Stone. 
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